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For Peter Bauer

To the Excellencies and officials of Europe: We suffer enormously in Africa. Help us. We have problems in Africa. We lack rights as children. We have war and illness, we lack food … We want to study, and we ask you to help us to study so we can be like you, in Africa.

Message found on the bodies of Guinean teenagers Yaguine Koita and Fode Tounkara, stowaways who died attempting to reach Europe in the landing gear of an airliner.

Foreword

by Niall Ferguson
It has long seemed to me problematic, and even a little embarrassing, that so much of the public debate about Africa’s economic problems should be conducted by non-African white men. From the economists (Paul Collier, William Easterly, Jeffrey Sachs) to the rock stars (Bono, Bob Geldof), the African discussion has been colonized as surely as the African continent was a century ago. The simple fact that *Dead Aid* is the work of an African black woman is the least of the reasons why you should read it. But it is a good reason nonetheless.

Born and educated in Zambia, Dambisa Moyo also brings to her subject a rare combination of academic expertise and ‘real world’ experience. Her training in economics took her from the World Bank to Harvard and on to Oxford, where she obtained her doctorate. Since leaving the academy, she has spent eight highly successful years at Goldman Sachs, most recently as Global Economist and Strategist. It is quite a CV.

And this is quite a book. Though she is not the first writer to criticize Western aid programmes in Africa, never has the case against aid been made with such rigour and conviction. Why, asks Moyo, do the majority of sub-Saharan countries ‘flounder in a seemingly never-ending cycle of corruption, disease, poverty, and aid-dependency’, despite the fact that their countries have received more than US$300 billion in development assistance since 1970? The answer she gives is that African countries are poor precisely because of all that aid. Despite the widespread Western belief that ‘the rich should help the poor, and the form of this help should be aid’, the reality is that aid has helped make the poor poorer, and growth slower. In Moyo’s startling words: ‘Aid has been, and continues to be, an unmitigated political, economic, and humanitarian disaster for most parts of the developing world.’ In short, it is (as Karl Kraus said of Freudianism) ‘the disease of which it pretends to be the cure’.

The correlation is certainly suggestive, even if the causation may be debated. Over the past thirty years, according to Moyo, the most aid-dependent countries have exhibited an average annual growth rate of minus 0.2 per cent. Between 1970 and 1998, when aid flows to Africa were at their peak, the poverty rate in Africa actually rose from 11 per cent to a staggering 66 per cent.

Why? Moyo’s crucial insight is that the receipt of concessional (non-emergency) loans and grants has much same effect in Africa as the possession of a valuable natural resource: it’s a kind of curse because it encourages corruption and conflict, while at the same time discouraging free enterprise.

Moyo recounts some of the more egregious examples of aid-fuelled corruption. In the course of his disastrous reign, Zaire’s President Mobutu Sese Seko is estimated to have stolen a sum equivalent to the entire external debt of his country: US$5 billion. No sooner had he requested a reduction in interest payments on the debt than he leased Concorde to fly his daughter to her wedding in the Ivory Coast. According to one estimate, at least US$10 billion – nearly half of Africa’s 2003 foreign aid receipts – leave the continent every year.
The provision of loans and grants on relatively easy terms encourages this kind of thing as surely as the existence of copious oil reserves or diamond mines. Not only is aid easy to steal, as it is usually provided directly to African governments, but it also makes control over government worth fighting for. And, perhaps most importantly, the influx of aid can undermine domestic saving and investment. She cites the example of the African mosquito net manufacturer who is put out of business by well-intentioned aid agencies doling out free nets.

Moyo offers four alternative sources of funding for African economies, none of which has the same deleterious side effects as aid. First, African governments should follow Asian emerging markets in accessing the international bond markets and taking advantage of the falling yields paid by sovereign borrowers over the past decade. Second, they should encourage the Chinese policy of large-scale direct investment in infrastructure. (China invested US$900 million in Africa in 2004, compared with just US$20 million in 1975.) Third, they should continue to press for genuine free trade in agricultural products, which means that the US, the EU and Japan must scrap the various subsidies they pay to their farmers, enabling African countries to increase their earnings from primary product exports. Fourth, they should encourage financial intermediation. Specifically, they need to foster the spread of microfinance institutions of the sort that have flourished in Asia and Latin America. They should also follow the Peruvian economist Hernando de Soto’s advice and grant the inhabitants of shanty towns secure legal title to their homes, so that these can be used as collateral. And they should make it cheaper for emigrants to send remittances back home.

In *Dead Aid*, Dambisa Moyo does not pull her punches. ‘In a perfect world,’ she writes, ‘what poor countries at the lowest rungs of economic development need is not a multi-party democracy, but in fact a decisive benevolent dictator to push through the reforms required to get the economy moving.’ In other words, rushing to elections before economic growth has got underway is a recipe for failure. But her most radical proposal comes in the form of a question. ‘What if,’ she asks, ‘one by one, African countries each received a phone call … telling them that in exactly five years the aid taps would be shut off—permanently?’

The phrase ‘shock therapy’ fell into some disrepute in Eastern Europe in the 1990s. Yet that is precisely what Dambisa Moyo wants to give her African homeland. It may seem draconian. Yet it is worth remembering that, as she points out, ‘just thirty years ago Malawi, Burundi and Burkina Faso were economically ahead of China on a per capita income basis’. Foreign direct investment and rapidly growing exports, not aid, have been the key to China’s economic miracle. Africa needs to learn from Asia.

This is strong medicine that is being prescribed. But no one who reads *Dead Aid* will doubt that Dambisa Moyo’s primary motivation is to reduce, not to increase, hardship. This is an African view of Africa’s economic problems. The result is a book that manages to be, at one and the same time, hard-headed and big-hearted. This reader was left wanting a lot more Moyo, and a lot less Bono.
Preface

In July 1970, ninety students graduated from the University of Zambia, in the country’s capital, Lusaka. Among them were the university’s first black graduates (including some ten young women), and my parents were two of them. They were both studying for undergraduate degrees – my father reading linguistics, and my mother English. They came from different tribes, from different parts of rural colonial Africa: my father, the son of a miner in apartheid South Africa; my mother, the daughter of a man who would later train to be a teacher. My mother did not speak my father’s language, and hence they mainly conversed in English. They met and married while still students.

Zambia (formerly known as Northern Rhodesia) had been independent from British colonial rule for just six years, and the excitement at the prospect of what amazing things lay ahead was palpable. Although, upon graduation, my mother had eleven job offers (at the time companies were very eager to employ black graduates), my father wished to continue his studies. He was offered a scholarship at the University of California at Los Angeles in the USA and, very soon afterwards, my parents packed up my sister and me and decamped to America. Our move was all planned. My parents’ goal was for my father to further his education (later my mother would complete an advanced degree in Britain), and then return to Africa.

The 1970s were an exciting time to be African. Many of our nations had just achieved independence, and with that came a deep sense of dignity, self-respect and hope for the future. My parents lived, worked, and studied in the USA for eight years and upon my father’s Ph.D. graduation, in 1978, they promptly moved back to Zambia, convinced that their future, and the futures of their children, lay in their homeland. My parents have never lived abroad again – remaining steadfastly committed to the view that they can help their country, their continent (contribution in their own small ways), to one day become politically and economically great. My mother has forged a career in banking – starting as the first Zambian woman bank manager, and rising to be Chairman of one of Zambia’s leading banks. My father has stayed true to academia but has involved himself in broadcasting and also run an anti-corruption organization.

I spent my formative years in Zambia – primary, secondary, and tertiary school; ending up studying Chemistry at the same university as my parents seventeen years earlier. But in July 1990 my studies were interrupted by an attempted coup against the then President, Kenneth Kaunda. Although it didn’t last long, the disruption was enough to shut the university down and have the students sent home. This would be the trigger for me to leave Zambia and like my
students sent home. This would be the trigger for me to leave Zambia and, like my father before me, I ended up in the United States on a scholarship, eager to complete my higher education. And, like both my parents, I was certain that I would soon return.

I spent two years at the World Bank in Washington DC, two years doing a Master’s at Harvard, and another four years completing a doctorate in Economics at Oxford. While away, I missed key moments in my country’s history – our political move from one-party state to multi-party democracy in 1991 (it was the first former British colony in Africa to have its president removed by ballot rather than bullet), the overhaul of our economy from socialism to capitalism, and the tragic advent of the HIV—AIDS epidemic.

Although pulled by family and cultural ties in Zambia, every time I looked, prospects for my personal development appeared to diminish. There seemed to be fewer and fewer reasons for me to return, and more and more reasons for me to stay away. I could not help feeling that job opportunities commensurate with my education and experience lay not at home, but abroad. Those jobs that did exist at home (of course there were highly paid jobs available) were in an environment laden with creaking bureaucracy.

My best friend took a different tack. Having reached academic heights at the best of America’s universities, against her better judgement and my warnings she decided to return home. She has spent the last three years providing much-needed help in our country’s social sector. But now she is ready to leave Zambia once more. Not because she doesn’t love her job, not because she hasn’t helped, but because she, like many other educated Africans who live abroad but are desperate to return home, feels that her country continues to flounder in a seemingly never-ending cycle of corruption, disease, poverty, and aid-dependency. She looks at her situation and asks herself, what is going wrong here?

To be sure, Africa is not one country. It is a continent; a collection of over fifty nations with often vastly different histories, with peoples as disparate as those of North America and southeast Asia, varying lingua francas, and very divergent cultures and religious beliefs.

As a former French colony with Arab influences and a mainly Muslim population, Senegal is quite different from Malawi, a former British colony where Christianity is the dominant religion. And what do lusophone Angola and Mozambique have in common with Ethiopia, which was never colonized? (Ethiopia’s defeat of the Italians at the Battle of Adowa, in 1896, meant the country remained, for all intents and purposes, independent until the Italian invasion of 1935.1)

And economically, besides both being commodity exporters, tea-producing Kenya is structurally quite different from the ex-Belgian colony of the Democratic Republic of Congo, which remains a large mineral exporter with more localized pockets of employment. And the health challenges faced by Ghana (where the prevalence of HIV—AIDS is 2.2 per cent in the population) are undoubtedly quite different from those faced by Swaziland, where reputedly whole villages...
quite different from those faced by Swaziland, where reputedly whole villages have been wiped out by the ravages of the disease (prevalence is around 26 per cent of the population – it was almost 40 per cent in 2003).

But there are, sadly, common ties that bind sub-Saharan African countries together. Well-publicized are the degree of poverty, the extent of corruption, the incidence of disease, the dearth of infrastructure, the erratic (but mainly poor) economic showing, political instability, and the historical propensity for violent unrest and even civil war. These are universal themes shared, albeit in varying degrees, across most nations of the African continent. They are the issues that policymakers and governments grapple with each and every day in poverty-stricken Chad, war-torn Somalia, or disease-afflicted Botswana. Whether you are in Zambia, which today has a population of around 10 million people with seventy-two different dialects, or in next-door Zimbabwe, where, with roughly the same population, the indigenous African population can be loosely split into just two large tribal groupings (Shona and Ndebele), Africa’s common challenges are real and undeniably stark. Fortunes and misfortunes are intertwined. Even where there are pockets of economic success, it is worth remembering that in the long term no country in Africa can truly exist as an island of prosperity on its own.

For me, finding a sustainable solution to Africa’s woes is a personal quest. Having been raised in one of the poorest countries in the world, I feel a strong desire to help families like my own, who continue to suffer the consequences of economic failure every day of their lives. Throughout my professional and academic life as a student of economics I have pondered the question of development. I have often wondered, while other emerging regions have ostensibly turned the corner towards economic prosperity, why my continent has failed. This book is a consequence of my thoughts and deliberations over the years.

This book is written for Africans and African policymakers; and for those in the West and the broader international community who truly wish to see Africa progress. In what follows, I offer my perspective on how we got where we are, and propose ways to find the economic growth which has until now remained elusive.

Although the Dead Aid thesis might be controversial, it carries an important message. The lives of billions rest on getting the right financing solutions to the problems of developing nations. After more than five decades of the wrong diagnosis, it is time now to turn the corner and take the harder but indisputably better road. It is the clarion call for change.

Introduction
We live in a culture of aid.

We live in a culture in which those who are better off subscribe – both mentally and financially – to the notion that giving alms to the poor is the right thing to do. In the past fifty years, over US$1 trillion in development-related aid has been transferred from rich countries to Africa. In the past decade alone, on the back of Live 8, Make Poverty History, the Millennium Development Goals, the Millennium Challenge Account, the Africa Commission, and the 2005 G7 meeting (to name a few), millions of dollars each year have been raised in richer countries to support charities working for Africa.

We are made to believe that this is what we ought to be doing. We are accosted on the streets and goaded with pleas on aeroplane journeys; letters flow through our mail boxes and countless television appeals remind us that we have a moral imperative to give more to those who have less. At the 2001 Labour conference, the UK’s Prime Minister of the time, Tony Blair, remarked that ‘The State of Africa is a scar on the conscience of the world’, and that the West should ‘provide more aid’ as, thus far, amidst the multiple problems facing Africa, the continent had received inadequate amounts of aid.1

Deep in every liberal sensibility is a profound sense that in a world of moral uncertainty one idea is sacred, one belief cannot be compromised: the rich should help the poor, and the form of this help should be aid.

The pop culture of aid has bolstered these misconceptions. Aid has become part of the entertainment industry. Media figures, film stars, rock legends eagerly embrace aid, proselytize the need for it, upbraid us for not giving enough, scold governments for not doing enough – and governments respond in kind, fearful of losing popularity and desperate to win favour. Bono attends world summits on aid. Bob Geldof is, to use Tony Blair’s own words, ‘one of the people that I admire most’. Aid has become a cultural commodity.

Millions march for it.

Governments are judged by it.

But has more than US$1 trillion in development assistance over the last several decades made African people better off? No. In fact, across the globe the recipients of this aid are worse off; much worse off. Aid has helped make the poor poorer, and growth slower. Yet aid remains a centrepiece of today’s development policy and one of the biggest ideas of our time.

The notion that aid can alleviate systemic poverty, and has done so, is a myth. Millions in Africa are poorer today because of aid; misery and poverty have not ended but have increased. Aid has been, and continues to be, an unmitigated political, economic, and humanitarian disaster for most parts of the developing world.

How this happened, how the world was gripped with an idea that seemed so right but was in fact so wrong, is what this book is about. Dead Aid is the story of the failure of post-war development policy.

Step by step it will dismantle the assumptions and arguments that have
Step by step it will dismantle the assumptions and arguments that have supported the single worst decision of modern developmental politics, the choice of aid as the optimum solution to the problem of Africa’s poverty. The evidence is as startling as it is obvious. It will contrast countries which have rejected the aid route and prospered with others which have become dependent on aid and been trapped in a vicious circle of corruption, market distortion and further poverty—and thus the ‘need’ for more aid.

Others before me have criticized aid. But the myth of its effectiveness persists. *Dead Aid* will offer a new model for financing development for the world’s poorest countries: one that offers economic growth, promises to significantly reduce African poverty, and most importantly does not rely on aid.

This book is not a counsel of despair. Far from it. The book offers another road; a road less travelled in Africa. Harder, more demanding, more difficult, but in the end the road to growth, prosperity, and independence for the continent. This book is about the aid-free solution to development: why it is right, why it has worked, why it is the only way forward for the world’s poorest countries.

PART I

The World of Aid

I. The Myth of Aid

THE STATE OF AFRICA

A decade ago, it was easy to paint a bleak picture of the African continent. Economic prospects were grim, corruption was rampant, social capital was debilitated, tyrannical states were the order of the day, and infrastructure lay in ruins.

Over the past five years, there have been signs that warrant a sliver of optimism. Many African economies have posted annual growth rates around 5 per cent, and a number of countries now host democratic elections.

Three factors are at the core of the African revival.
Three factors are at the core of the African revival.

First, the surge in commodity prices – oil, copper, gold, and foodstuffs – in the last several years has fuelled African exports and increased export revenue. Second, on the back of the market-based policies instituted in the late 1980s, African countries have benefited from a positive policy dividend. This has left Africa’s macroeconomic fundamentals on the up (growth on the rise, inflation down, more transparent, prudent, and stable monetary and fiscal performance). And despite the news headlines, there have been some noteworthy improvements in social indicators in some countries. In Kenya, for example, HIV prevalence rates have fallen from 15 per cent in 2001 to 6 per cent at the end of 2006.\(^1\) Third, there have been some notable strides in the political landscape across the continent; more than just on paper. For example, of forty-eight sub-Saharan African countries, over 50 per cent hold regular democratic elections that can be deemed free and fair.\(^2\) The occurrence of democratic elections and decline in the levels of perceived corruption in a number of countries (for example, Angola, Ghana, Senegal, Tanzania, Uganda, and, yes, even Nigeria) point to a vastly improved investment climate.

If you simply believe the media headlines, are taken in by the soundbites and quips, you would almost for sure have missed out on some key milestones in Africa’s financial development.

Established in 1887, the Johannesburg Stock Exchange is sub-Saharan Africa’s oldest stock market. Its opening was followed by Bulawayo’s exchange, in what was then the colony of Rhodesia, in 1896, and then Windhoek’s, in present-day Namibia, in 1910.\(^3\) Today sixteen African countries boast functioning and transparent stock markets (Botswana, Cameroon, Ghana, Kenya, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria, South Africa, Swaziland, Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe), with market capitalization in 2008 (excluding South Africa) around US$200 billion (around half of the region’s GDP).

While it is true that stock market liquidity – the ease with which an investor can buy or sell shares – across most African exchanges is relatively low at an annual turnover ratio of 6 per cent in 2008 (versus an average of 85 per cent in more-developed emerging economies such as Brazil, Russia, India and China), between 2005 and 2006 the growth in liquidity, measured as turnover, was over 50 per cent. All things being equal, liquidity across African markets should markedly improve in the near term.\(^4\)

In three of the past five years African stock exchanges have ranked among the best places to invest, with listed stock returns averaging 40 per cent. Companies like Zambeef (one of Africa’s largest agri-businesses, involved in the production, processing, distribution and retailing of beef, chickens, eggs, milk and dairy products) returned 150 per cent in real US$ terms in 2007, and between 2005 and early 2008 the Nigerian banking sector has returned around 300 per cent.

Performance across Africa’s bond markets is also impressive. Local debt returned investors 15 per cent in 2006, and 18 per cent in 2007. In the last five
years average African credit spreads have collapsed by 250 basis points. What this means is that if a country issues US$100 million in debt, it is saving itself US$2.5 million per year relative to where it was five years ago. And African Private Equity investments have had a steady record, reputedly yielding around 30 per cent over the past ten years.

But, despite these important recent strides in the macroeconomy and the political landscape, overall the picture in terms of trends in Africa remains a challenging one.

With an average per capita income of roughly US$1 a day, sub-Saharan Africa remains the poorest region in the world. Africa’s real per capita income today is lower than in the 1970s, leaving many African countries at least as poor as they were forty years ago. With over half of the 700 million Africans living on less than a dollar a day, sub-Saharan Africa has the highest proportion of poor people in the world – some 50 per cent of the world’s poor. And while the number of the world’s population and proportion of the world’s people in extreme poverty fell after 1980, the proportion of people in sub-Saharan Africa living in abject poverty increased to almost 50 per cent. Between 1981 and 2002, the number of people in the continent living in poverty nearly doubled, leaving the average African poorer today than just two decades ago. And looking ahead, the 2007 United Nations Human Development Report forecasts that sub-Saharan Africa will account for almost one third of world poverty in 2015, up from one fifth in 1990 (this largely due to the dramatic developmental strides being made elsewhere around the emerging world).

Life expectancy has stagnated – Africa is the only continent where life expectancy is less than sixty years; today it hovers around fifty years, and in some countries it has fallen back to what it was in the 1950s (life expectancy in Swaziland is a paltry thirty years). The decrease in life expectancy is mainly attributed to the rise of the HIV—AIDS pandemic. One in seven children across the African continent die before the age of five. These statistics are particularly worrying in that (as with many other developing regions of the world), roughly 50 per cent of Africa’s population is young – below the age of fifteen years.

Adult literacy across most African countries has plummeted below pre-1980 levels. Literacy rates, health indicators (malaria, water-borne diseases such as bilharzia and cholera) and income inequality all remain a cause for worry. And still across important indicators, the trend in Africa is not just downwards: Africa is (negatively) decoupling from the progress being made across the rest of the world. Even with African growth rates averaging 5 per cent a year over the past several years, the Africa Progress Panel pointed out in 2007 that growth is still short of the 7 per cent that needs to be sustained to make substantial inroads into poverty reduction.

On the political side, some 50 per cent of the continent remains under non-democratic rule. According to the Polity IV database, Africa is still home to at least eleven fully autocratic regimes (Congo-Brazzaville, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Gabon, The Gambia, Mauritania, Rwanda, Sudan, Swaziland, Uganda, Zimbabwe).
Eritrea, Gabon, The Gambia, Mauritania, Rwanda, Sudan, Swaziland, Uganda and Zimbabwe). Three African heads of state (dos Santos of Angola, Obiang of Equatorial Guinea and Bongo of Gabon) have been in power since the 1970s (having ascended to power on 2 December 1967, President Bongo has recently celebrated his fortieth year in power). Five other presidents have had a lock on power since the 1980s (Compaore of Burkina Faso, Biya of Cameroon, Conte of Guinea, Museveni of Uganda and Mugabe of Zimbabwe). Since 1996, eleven countries have been embroiled in civil wars (Angola, Burundi, Chad, Democratic Republic of Congo, Republic of Congo, Guinea Bissau, Liberia, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Sudan and Uganda). And according to the May 2008 annual Global Peace Index, out of the ten bottom countries four African states are among the least peaceful in the world (in order, Central African Republic, Chad, Sudan and Somalia) – the most of any one continent.

Why is it that Africa, alone among the continents of the world, seems to be locked into a cycle of dysfunction? Why is it that out of all the continents in the world Africa seems unable to convincingly get its foot on the economic ladder? Why in a recent survey did seven out of the top ten ‘failed states’ hail from that continent? Are Africa’s people universally more incapable? Are its leaders genetically more venal, more ruthless, more corrupt? Its policymakers more innately feckless? What is it about Africa that holds it back, that seems to render it incapable of joining the rest of the globe in the twenty-first century?

The answer has its roots in aid.

WHAT IS AID?

Broadly speaking there exist three types of aid: humanitarian or emergency aid, which is mobilized and dispensed in response to catastrophes and calamities – for example, aid in response to the 2004 Asian tsunami, or monies which targeted the cyclone-hit Myanmar in 2008; charity-based aid, which is disbursed by charitable organizations to institutions or people on the ground; and systematic aid – that is, aid payments made directly to governments either through government-to-government transfers (in which case it is termed bilateral aid) or transferred via institutions such as the World Bank (known as multilateral aid).

While there are obvious and fundamental merits to emergency aid, criticisms can be levelled against it as well as against charitable giving. Charities are often criticized, with some justification, for poor implementation, high administrative costs and the fact that they are on occasion coerced to do their donor government’s bidding – despite the obvious lack of relevance to a local context. For example, in 2005, the United States pledged US$15 billion over five years to fight AIDS (mainly through the President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) launched in January 2003). But this had strings attached. Two thirds of the money had to go to pro-abstinence programmes, and would not be available to any organizations with clinics that offered abortion services or even counselling that led to abortion. In 2006, the US government stopped funding family planning services.
counselling. And nine months after the 2004 Asian tsunami, for whatever the reason (bureaucracy, institutional inefficiencies or the absence of suitable organizations on the ground to disburse the monies), the charity World Vision had spent less than a quarter of the US$100 million it had raised.

But this book is not concerned with emergency and charity-based aid. The significant sums of this type of aid that flow to Africa simply disguise the fundamental (yet erroneous) mindset that pervades the West—that aid, whatever its form, is a good thing. Besides, charity and emergency aid are small beer when compared with the billions transferred each year directly to poor countries’ governments.

Large systematic cash transfers from rich countries to African governments have tended to be in the form of concessional loans (that is, money lent at below market interest rates, and often for much longer lending periods than ordinary commercial markets) or grants (which is essentially money given for nothing in return).

There is a school of thought which argues that recipient countries view loans, which carry the burden of future repayment, as different from grants. That the prospects of repayment mean loans induce governments to use funds wisely and to mobilize taxes and maintain current levels of revenue collection. Whereas grants are viewed as free resources and could therefore perfectly substitute for a government’s domestic revenues.

This distinction has led many donors to push for a policy of grants instead of loans to poor countries. The logic is that much of the investment that poor countries need to make has a long gestation period before it starts to produce the kinds of changes in GDP growth that will yield the tax revenues needed to service loans. Indeed, many scholars have argued that it was precisely because many African countries have, over time, received (floating rate) loans, and not grants, to finance public investments that they became so heavily indebted, and that aid has not helped them reach their development objectives.

Yet ultimately the question becomes how strongly recipient governments perceive loans as being different from grants. If a large share of foreign loans are provided on highly concessional terms, and loans are frequently forgiven, policymakers in poor economies may come to view them as roughly equivalent to grants, and as such the distinction between (aid) loans and grants as practically irrelevant. Over recent decades, the pattern of aid to Africa seems to gel with this view of the world—one in which loans are not seen as distinct from grants.

Therefore, for the purposes of this book, aid is defined as the sum total of both concessional loans and grants. It is these billions that have hampered, stifled and retarded Africa’s development. And it is these billions that Dead Aid will address.
The tale of aid begins in earnest in the first three weeks of July 1944, at a meeting held at the Mount Washington Hotel in Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, USA. Against the backdrop of the Second World War, over 700 delegates from some forty-four countries resolved to establish a framework for a global system of financial and monetary management. As discussed later, it is from this gathering that the dominant framework of aid-infused development would emerge.

The origins of large-scale aid transfers date as far back as the nineteenth century – when even in 1896 the US provided overseas assistance in the form of food aid. Under the Colonial Development Act of 1929, the British government administered grants for infrastructure projects across poorer countries. Aid transfers in these early periods were as much about donor largesse as they were about political control over the colonial domain, and only later, in the 1940 British Colonial Development and Welfare Act, was the programme expanded to allow funding of social sector activities.

Post-war aid can be broken down into seven broad categories: its birth at Bretton Woods in the 1940s; the era of the Marshall Plan in the 1950s; the decade of industrialization of the 1960s; the shift towards aid as an answer to poverty in the 1970s; aid as the tool for stabilization and structural adjustment in the 1980s; aid as a buttress of democracy and governance in the 1990s; culminating in the present-day obsession with aid as the only solution to Africa’s myriad of problems.

The main agenda of the Bretton Woods conference was to restructure international finance, establish a multilateral trading system and construct a framework for economic cooperation that would avoid a repeat of the Great Depression of the 1930s. As they anticipated the post-Second World War era, the architects of the 1944 Bretton Woods gathering foresaw that if Europe were to regain any semblance of social, political or economic stability, vast injections of aid would have to be poured in. There was a clear recognition that in the post-war period the fractured nations of Europe would need a massive cash injection to spur a return to their previous levels of development. Damaged though Europe was, this money was (fortuitously) going into already existing physical, legal and social infrastructures which simply needed fixing.

John Maynard Keynes, the pre-eminent British economist, and Harry Dexter White, at that time the US Secretary of State, led the discussions which laid the foundations for three organizations: the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (commonly known as the World Bank), the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the International Trade Organization.

At the time of their inception, the exact responsibilities of the World Bank and the IMF were clearly delineated. In very broad terms, the World Bank was designed to facilitate capital investment for reconstruction, and in the aftermath of the war the IMF was to oversee the global financial system. In later years, the
the war the IMF was to manage the global financial system. In later years, both institutions would come to occupy centre-stage in the development discourse, but the original mandate targeted reconstruction, rather than development per se.

At its core, the reconstruction agenda assumed that the demands on post-war investment could not be met without some adequate means of pooling the investment risk between countries. There was wide acknowledgement that few countries would be able to fulfil the role of foreign lender; and the basic principle of the World Bank was that no matter what country actually did the foreign lending, all member nations should participate in underwriting the risk involved. Early financial transfers from international institutions included a US$250 million reconstruction loan to France signed on 9 May 1946, followed by reconstruction loans to the Netherlands, Denmark and Luxembourg in August 1947. These aid transfers were undoubtedly at the heart of the reconstruction process that almost certainly contributed to the economic powerhouse that Europe has become today.

Alongside the World Bank, the IMF was mandated with the specific responsibility of promoting the stability of the world economy. At the time it began operations on 1 March 1947, the IMF was charged with promoting and supervising international monetary cooperation amongst countries, and thus forestalling any possible global financial crisis. By the end of the 1940s an aid-led economic framework was firmly in place, but it was not until later in the decade that the first large-scale government-to-government aid transfer occurred.

On 5 June 1947, at Harvard University, the US Secretary of State, George C. Marshall, outlined a radical proposal by which America would provide a rescue package of up to US$20 billion (over US$100 billion in today’s terms) for a ravaged Europe.2 As Europe emerged from the devastation of the Second World War with little to sell for hard currency, and experiencing one of the worst winters on record, General Marshall argued for an aggressive financial intervention by the United States. In return, European governments would draw up an economic revival plan.

Under the Marshall Plan, the United States embarked on an aid programme to fourteen European countries which saw the transfer of assistance worth roughly US$13 billion throughout the five-year life of the plan from 1948 to 1952. Among the top five aid recipients from the Marshall Plan were Great Britain, which received the lion’s share of 24 per cent, and France, Italy and Germany, which received 20, 11 and 10 per cent, respectively. In per capita terms smaller European countries received more support: Norway received US$136 per person, Austria US$131, Greece US$128 and the Netherlands US$111.

The idea that the Marshall Plan is hailed as a success has remained, to a large extent, unquestioned. The plan was clearly successful in bringing Western Europe back onto a strong economic footing, providing the US with the vehicle to influence foreign policy, winning it allies in Western Europe and building a solid foundation for US-led multilateralism. Aid had restored broken infrastructure. Aid had brought political stability, restored hope and not only given a future to defeated peoples, to bankrupt nations and to broken lands, but also benefited the
defeated peoples, to bankrupt nations and to broken lands, but also benefited the donor nation itself, keeping the US economy afloat while the world around it had crumbled.

More importantly, if aid worked in Europe, if it gave to Europe what Europe needed, why couldn’t it do the same everywhere else? By the end of the 1950s, once reconstruction in Europe was seen to be working, attention turned towards other parts of the world, and specifically, in the context of aid, Africa.

Africa was ripe for aid. The continent was characterized by a largely uneducated population, low-salaried employment, a virtually non-existent tax base, poor access to global markets and derelict infrastructure. Armed with the ideas and experience of the Marshall Plan, richer countries saw Africa as a prime target for aid. So aid began to appear.

As the US funnelled large sums to Europe through the Marshall Plan, World Bank and IMF resources were freed up. Monies that had been earmarked by the Bretton Woods institutions for post-war European reconstruction could now be directed towards the emerging (African) development agenda.

Perhaps more crucially for the aid-based agenda that ensued, it was widely assumed that poor countries lacked the financial capital to spur development. In the wake of the Marshall Plan success, it became a widely accepted view that investment capital was critical for economic growth. In the absence of any significant domestic savings and lacking the physical and human capital to attract private investment, foreign aid was seen as the only way to trigger higher investment, which would thus lead to higher economic growth. As far as policymakers could see, there was no obvious alternative.

There were of course other reasons why Britain, America and to a lesser extent France turned their attention to Africa. By the mid-1950s Africa was undergoing profound changes – with Western powers loosening the chains of colonialism, many countries were gaining their independence. Countries such as Ghana in 1957, Kenya in 1963, and Malawi and Zambia in 1964 broke from the colonial fold to become independent states between 1956 and 1966; in all, thirty-one African countries did so. Independent they may have been on paper, but independence dependent on the financial largesse of their former colonial masters was the reality. For the West, aid became a means by which Britain and France combined their new-found altruism with a hefty dollop of self-interest – maintaining strategic geopolitical holds. For the US, aid became the tool of another political contest – the Cold War.

While the Cold War was peppered with outbreaks of physical hostility (for example, in Korea), much of the battle for world hegemony between the US and the USSR was fought economically and on foreign soil. The choice of weapon – aid. Africa saw many such battles. Aid became the key tool in the contest to turn the world capitalist or communist. The Soviet Union was, of course, a staunch supporter (and financier) of some of Africa’s greatest communists – Patrice Lumumba in Congo and Mengistu Haile Mariam in Ethiopia. And the US, by contrast, rewarded its supporters, such as Zaire’s Mobutu Sese Seko.
As such, the aid imperative took on an added dimension: not how deserving a country might be or the nature of its leadership, but rather the willingness of a desperately impoverished country to ally itself with one camp or another – benevolent leader or vicious tyrant, as long as they were onside, what did it matter?

It is impossible to know for sure what the true motivations for granting foreign aid to Africa were, but granted it was.

THE 1960S: THE DECADE OF INDUSTRIALIZATION

By the beginning of the 1960s some US$100 million in aid had been transferred to the African continent. This was a mere trickle compared to the avalanche of billions of dollars of aid that would eventually make its way to Africa.

The early part of the 1960s also saw the underlying shift towards a greater focus on aid funding for large-scale industrial projects. The prevailing view was that because these projects had longer-term pay-offs (for example, the funding of infrastructure projects such as roads and railways), they were unlikely to be funded by the private sector. One such example is the double-curvature, hydroelectric, concrete arch Kariba dam that straddles the border between Zambia and Zimbabwe; it was built throughout the decade. The dam, whose construction began under British colonial rule in the mid-1950s, was finally completed at a cost of US$480 million in 1977. Today it still ranks as one of the largest dams in the world.

By 1965, when around half of sub-Saharan Africa’s roughly fifty states were independent, aid had already reached at least US$950 million. Ghana, which had won its independence from Britain in 1957, had received as much as US$90 million in aid flows. Zambia, Kenya and Malawi, all independent by 1964 had, on average, received about US$315 million each by the end of the decade. Statistical records from the 1960s are scant, and estimates of the miles of tarred road and railway track, the numbers of bridges and airports, that aid helped build remain unclear. As such, the true value of the surfeit of aid that had gone to Africa remains open to debate, but by the beginning of the 1970s there was still not much infrastructure to speak of.

THE FOREIGN AID AGENDA OF THE 1970S: THE SHIFT TO A POVERTY FOCUS

On 17 October 1973, Arab states placed an embargo on oil as a retaliation for US support for Israel in the Yom Kippur War. In just a few months, the price of petrol quadrupled, sending the global economy into turmoil. As oil prices soared, oil-exporting countries deposited the additional cash with international banks, which in turn eagerly sought to lend this money to the developing world. Lax economic and financial policies (for example, the low amounts central banks
economic and financial policies (for example, the low amounts central banks required commercial banks to keep in reserve) meant that the volume of lending to even the poorest and most un-creditworthy countries around the world was enormous. The wall of freely supplied money led to extremely low, and even negative, real interest rates, and encouraged many poorer economies to start borrowing even more in order to repay previous debts.

In Africa, as oil prices rose many countries saw food prices rocket and recession take hold. In 1975 Ghana’s GDP contracted by 12 per cent, inflation rose from 3 per cent in 1970 to 30 per cent in 1975, and shot to 116 per cent in 1977. In Congo-Kinshasa, inflation rose from 8 per cent in 1970 to 80 per cent in 1976, and reached 101 per cent in 1979. Almost inevitably, food and commodity price shocks fuelled by rises in oil prices led to the shift towards a more poverty-based approach to development.

Under Robert McNamara, the World Bank very publicly reoriented its strategies towards this more pronounced poverty focus. Donor countries followed suit: in 1975 the UK published its white paper *More Aid for the Poorest* and in the same year the US passed the International Development and Food Assistance Act, which stipulated that 75 per cent of its Food for Peace Program would go to countries with a per capita income of less than US$300.

In practical terms this meant redirecting aid away from large infrastructure investment (power, transport, etc.), and towards projects in agriculture and rural development, social services (including housing, education and health), mass inoculation programmes, adult literacy campaigns, as well as food for the malnourished. The emphasis was now on the poor. By the end of the 1970s the proportion of aid allocated to social services had crept to over 50 per cent, up from under 10 per cent in the previous decade.

Although in the mid-1970s nearly two thirds of aid was for infrastructure – roads, railways, water and sewerage, ports, airports, power stations and telecommunications, the proportion of poverty-oriented lending rose from 5 per cent in the late 1970s to 50 per cent by the early 1980s. In the year of the first oil spike (between 1973 and 1974) the volume of poverty-related aid flows increased threefold; it more than doubled at the time of the second oil jump between 1979 and 1980. It should be understood that, like the majority of the infrastructure aid, much of the poverty-related aid did not come for free. Aid costs money. And unless it’s in the form of grants, it has to be paid back, with interest. This point would later come back to haunt many African states.

By the beginning of the 1970s the growth-oriented strategy was widely believed in policy circles to have failed in its mission to deliver sustained economic growth. Mounting numbers of people living in a state of absolute poverty, increasing levels of unemployment, rising income inequality, worsening balance of trade positions and a growing sense that sustained growth – real sustained growth – could not occur without materially improving the livelihood of society’s poor demanded a new aid strategy.

Yet, despite the aid aimed at poverty alleviation, recipients under the programme in countries such as Zambia would later see their poverty levels
programme in countries such as Zambia would later see their poverty levels skyrocket and growth rates plummet. Another shift was underway in the 1970s. Up until the early part of the decade the US government (under the auspices of the US Agency for International Development) had disbursed the largest amount of aid to the developing world. This changed under Robert McNamara’s presidency of the World Bank, and after its 1973 annual meeting the World Bank became the largest aid donor.


By the end of the 1970s Africa was awash with aid. In total, the continent had amassed around US$36 billion in foreign assistance. With the commodity boom creditors were only too happy to provide loans. Although economic pressures and financial instability had been largely contained after the 1973 oil crisis, come the 1979 oil spike precipitated by the Iran—Iraq war, it was a different story.

Foreign money had been flowing not only to Africa, but all across the world. Throughout the 1960s and 1970s Latin American countries borrowed vast sums of money, also to finance their burgeoning economies. Between 1975 and 1982, for example, Latin American debt to commercial banks increased at a cumulative annual rate of 20.4 per cent. This heightened borrowing led Latin America to quadruple its external debt from US$75 billion in 1975 to more than US$315 billion in 1983, or 50 per cent of the region’s GDP.

The 1979 oil crisis produced financial pressures of insurmountable proportions, and the official policy response did not help. The policy reaction, particularly by major economies such as the US and UK, differed drastically from the earlier approach of simply dumping in more aid to stave off the impact on the poor. Central bankers in the industrialized world reacted to the second price shock and fears of mounting inflation by tightening monetary policy – that is, mainly raising interest rates. Most of the bank loans to developing countries were based on floating interest rates, so as policymakers raised interest rates, so too the cost of borrowing increased – often to levels where debt was unsustainable.

Africa’s debt service (interest payments and the repayment of principal) reached around US$8 billion in 1982, up from US$2 billion in 1975. Almost inevitably, the environment of higher international interest rates led to worldwide recession and, in turn, less demand for developing countries’ exports, and hence lower foreign exchange earnings. Eventually, as emerging countries were unable to service their accumulated debts there was only one alternative.

On 12 August 1982 Mexico’s Secretary of Finance telephoned the US Federal Reserve Chairman, the US Secretary of the Treasury and the IMF’s Managing Director to inform them that Mexico would be unable to meet its 16 August debt obligations to its bank creditors. Other countries soon followed suit. In Africa alone, some eleven countries – Angola, Cameroon, Congo, Ivory Coast, Gabon, The Gambia, Mozambique, Niger, Nigeria, Tanzania, and Zambia
The debt crisis threatened to undermine the very foundations of global financial stability. If emerging nations were allowed to default unchecked, this would have led to a complete collapse of the international financial structure. The survival of international creditors, such as banks, who relied on getting paid back for the loans was in jeopardy. Much like the risks surrounding the 2008 sub-prime credit crisis, this could have resulted in a catastrophic run on the banks, a global financial meltdown and all that it entails – unemployment, galloping inflation and economic depression.

The solution to the crisis was to restructure the debt. Thus the IMF formed the Structural Adjustment Facility – latterly, the Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility – specifically to lend money to defaulting nations to help them repay what they owed. Necessary though this was, the end result only served to increase poor countries’ aid-dependence and put them deeper into debt.

This intervention was called a restructuring, but in reality it was merely a reincarnation of the aid model. Invariably, because international private lending markets dried up and as commercial banks were no longer willing to lend to poor countries, the Bretton Woods institutions would reclaim their central position as chief lenders to emerging economies.

From the high hopes and ambitions of their early independence, many African countries had been reduced to a state of near destitution and renewed dependency. Facing falling income from trade (prices of commodities such as oil and sugar had retreated to historically low levels: oil fell from US$38 a barrel in 1980 to US$15.10 in 1986 (a 60 per cent drop in just four years), and sugar from 65 cents per pound to a low of just under 7 cents per pound in 1978), weighed down by enormous debt burdens, high interest rates and declining demand for their goods, it was difficult to see what, if anything, had been achieved in the preceding twenty years. But amidst this financial chaos around the world, another fundamental shift in economic thinking was occurring; one which would again have implications for aid.

Up until the 1980s the notion that governments were the ultimate arbiter of resource allocation lay at the core of economic planning, leaving little room for any sort of private sector. Government-led economic planning had appeared to work well in the Soviet Union, and many Western governments were keen to avert another great depression by cementing their influence in economic management. Socialist policies that had placed government at the centre of economic activity and nationalized much of private industry were believed to be the fastest route to economic prosperity. This was true across the developed world – for example, in Britain and France well before the 1980s – as well as in many African countries in the post-independence period.

By the 1980s, however, there was a growing sense among leading policymakers that there were inherent structural impediments to the functioning of economic markets. Far from being a catalyst for development, excessive government involvement was viewed as the prime obstacle to growth; rather than
facilitating healthy economic expansion, it was the source of economic distortion.

The 1980s also saw the rise of the neo-liberal thinking which argued that governments should liberalize their economies in favour of the laissez-faire paradigm, which encompassed (and indeed acknowledged the importance of) the private market. The experience of the newly industrializing economies of Asia gave these market-based ideas a popularity boost in policy circles in the United States and Europe. The Asian tigers seemed to have achieved high growth rates and unprecedented poverty reduction with free-market policies and an outward orientation. As free-market proponents, Milton Friedman and the Chicago School of Economics had great influence on the policies and thinking of the US President, Ronald Reagan, and the UK’s Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher. The policies that ensued (Reaganomics and Thatcherism) bore all the hallmarks of an economic revolution, and there was little room for compromise; so too in Africa, where these free-market policies were packaged and sold as the new development agenda.

In Africa, as with other parts of the developing world, this economic overhaul necessitated two new aid-based programmes: first, stabilization, and then structural adjustment. Stabilization meant reducing a country’s imbalances to reasonable levels – for example, the government’s fiscal position and the country’s import—export ratio. Meanwhile structural adjustment was aimed at encouraging greater trade liberalization and reducing price and structural rigidities by such means as removing subsidies.

Both the World Bank and the IMF launched aggressive aid programmes to institute these two initiatives; the IMF’s Structural Adjustment and Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facilities are examples of these. Poor governments received cash in the form of budgetary support, and in return agreed to embrace the free-market solutions to development. This would entail minimizing the role of the state, privatizing previously nationalized industries, liberalizing trade and dramatically reducing the civil service. Between 1986 and 1996, for example, six African countries – Benin, the Central African Republic, Guinea, Madagascar, Mali and Uganda – shed more than 10 per cent of their civil service workforce. The privatization of African state-owned enterprises across all sectors (no sector sacred – manufacturing and industry, agriculture, tourism, services, trade, transport, financial, energy, mining, water, electricity and telecommunications) meant the government stake of corporate equity fell from almost 90 per cent to just 10 per cent ownership in six years. The free markets gave African economies the freedom to succeed, but also the freedom to fail. In Zambia, for instance, an aggressive privatization programme saw the closure of the country’s national airline carrier, Zambia Airways.

From the start of the debt crisis in 1982, IMF flows rose from US$8 billion to US$12 billion in 1983. With the onset and resolution of the debt crisis in the 1980s, poverty-related aid flows subsided, tilting in favour of stabilization and structural adjustment packages (together known as programme aid). Since the 1980s the World Bank’s share of adjustment-related lending has averaged
The World Bank’s share of adjustment-related lending has averaged between 20 and 25 per cent of its total disbursements. During the 1980s bilateral flows also became more concessional in nature and by the early 1990s over 90 per cent were grants.

Alongside rising government-to-government transfers (bilateral aid), multilateral institutions continued their aggressive march towards gaining greater importance – both in terms of the volume of aid disbursed and as architects of development policy. By 1989, the Washington Consensus (a standard reform package of economic policy prescriptions, mainly on monetary and fiscal policy for the countries most affected by economic crisis) became the backbone of the development strategy pursued by the Washington DC-based institutions (the IMF, World Bank, and US Treasury Department).

THE FOREIGN AID AGENDA OF THE 1990S: A QUESTION OF GOVERNANCE

By the end of the 1980s, emerging-market countries’ debt was at least US$1 trillion, and the cost of servicing these obligations colossal. Indeed, the cost became so substantial that it eventually dwarfed foreign aid going into poor countries – leading to a net reverse flow from poor countries to rich to the tune of US$15 billion every year between 1987 and 1989. From a development point of view, this was absurd. Were it not for the tragic consequences, it would be farcical. Africa’s economic growth had been in a steady decline, poverty levels were on the rise and the stench of rampant corruption was growing ever more pungent. (After his meeting with President Reagan, Zaire’s President Mobutu Sese Seko had asked for easier terms to service the country’s US$5 billion debt; he then promptly leased Concorde to fly his daughter to her wedding in the Ivory Coast.6

This backdrop, seen by many as the spectacular crash of the aid-based development model, set the tone for the policy shifts of much of the 1990s. Having seen the failure of fifty years of competing aid interventions, donors now laid the blame for Africa’s economic woes at the door of political leadership and weak institutions.

While much of Asia and Latin America was firmly back on a growth path, with issues of economic instability behind it, many African countries stagnated, and in some of the worst cases economically regressed.

It was around this time that the donor community converged on the idea that governance – good governance, needed for sustainable economic growth – was lacking across much of sub-Saharan Africa. Good governance was a euphemism for strong and credible institutions, transparent rule of law and economies free of rampant corruption. Also around this time, geopolitically, the world had been undergoing a transformation of its own, a transformation that would have far-reaching implications for Africa and the aid agenda for the continent.

Throughout the latter half of the twentieth century and up until the 1990s, the Cold War had provided richer countries with the political imperative to give aid
Cold War aid provided richer countries with the political imperative to give aid monies even to the most corrupt and venal despots in Africa. One of the features of the Cold War was the West’s ability and eagerness to support, bankroll and prop up a swathe of pathological and downright dangerous dictators. From Idi Amin in the east, to Mobutu Sese Seko in the west, from Ethiopia’s Mengistu to Liberia’s Samuel Doe, the competition among these leaders to be more brutal to their people, more spendthrift, more indifferent to their country’s needs than their neighbours were, was matched only by the willingness of international donors to give them the money to realize their dreams. Bokassa’s coronation as Emperor of the Central African Empire in 1977 alone cost US$22 million. Across many African states, corruption was running at epidemic levels. In 1996, among fifty-four countries around the world, Nigeria was ranked the most corrupt nation, scoring a dismal 0.69 out of 10 on corruption rankings.

Despite this corrupt environment, everyone continued to lend. In answer to mounting criticism of raging crooked, shady and fraudulent practices, donors offered qualifications. For example, the World Bank pledged continued aid support, with the proviso that aid monies must also target governance reform, with the aim of improving the civil service and government bureaucracy (through teaching skills, transparency and institutional reform).

Governance remains at the heart of aid today. Whether this aid strategy has any long-term effects, however, remains an open question. Have Africans been trained in ethics and good governance at Western universities? Yes. Have radical reforms aimed at improving transparency and efficiency been implemented? Yes, at least on paper. But it is debatable whether these initiatives have any real bite in countries which still opt to be dependent on aid.

Alongside governance emerged the West’s growing obsession with democracy for the developing world. The installation of democracy was the donor’s final refuge; the last-ditch attempt to show that aid interventions could work, would work, if only the political conditions were right. The 1960s’ growth agenda had failed to deliver growth and reduce poverty; as had the 1970s’ emphasis on the poor, and the 1980s’ focus on economic stabilization and adjustment. So after three decades of aid-centric development models, it was left to Western democracy to save the day. In its essence, democracy was perceived to be the way in which countries could grow and develop; and if the democratic ethos and institutions were transplanted to African states, then these countries would finally begin to prosper. Democracy was the ultimate key.

Democracy, real liberal democracy, means political representatives are chosen through elections that are open, free and fair; where virtually all adults possess the right to vote; where civil and political liberties are broadly protected; and where elected authorities are not subject to the tutelary control of military or clerical leaders. For the West, the process of open and fair elections had taken centuries to evolve, but the hope was that (coupled with aid) shoe-horning democracy into underdeveloped nations would guarantee that African countries would see a sudden change in their economic and political fortunes. Yet, as discussed later, it would be many decades before that promised transformation finally happened.
would soon become clear that any improvements in Africa’s economic profile have been largely achieved in spite of (nominal) democracy, not because of it.\(^9\)

By the end of the Cold War in 1991, the USSR was no longer a tangible threat, and China had not yet appeared as a protagonist in Africa’s development story. So whereas in the past the aid policy had, to a great extent, been governed by Cold War demands, Western donors were now no longer bound by such political considerations. The Soviet Union had, on average, disbursed US$300 million a year to Africa (58 per cent went to Ethiopia), but after the break-up of the union this amount would almost certainly have fallen considerably. Donors could now pick and choose, when, why and to whom they doled out aid – if at all.

Where foreign aid is concerned, the 1990s were characterized by two themes. First, there was the dominance of multilateral agencies, such as the World Bank and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), as the leading aid donors; their share of multilateral giving rose from 23 per cent in the 1970s to 30 per cent in the early 1990s. Much of the official flow of aid was on a concessional basis, with grants constituting more than 90 per cent of total official assistance by 1996 – up from 60 per cent twenty years earlier.

Second, there was the onset of donor fatigue in the latter part of the decade. With the geopolitical rationale for giving aid gone, the amount of aid to Africa dwindled dramatically. In the early 1990s, official donor aid (excluding emergency aid and debt relief) to Africa averaged US$15 billion a year, compared to around US$5 billion a year in the 1970s. Having accounted for more than 60 per cent on average of total cash to the continent (net disbursements) during the 1987–92 period (peaking in 1990 at 70 per cent), the share of official foreign aid steadily declined to a little more than 30 per cent of disbursements between 1993 and 1997. Similarly the net official development assistance (ODA – the donors’ term for official aid) disbursements as a share of donor GNP fell from 0.38 per cent in 1982 to 0.22 per cent in 1997. For many developing countries (mainly in Asia and Latin America) private flows had largely replaced aid flows, rising from 26 per cent in 1987–92 to 55 per cent in 1993–7.

However, unlike other emerging zones, sub-Saharan Africa did not witness a concomitant rise in private capital inflows as aid flows declined. Despite the decline in net aid flows to Africa over the 1990s, net disbursements at the end of the period were still larger than in 1987, and, furthermore, foreign aid continued (and continues to this day) to be the predominant source of financial resources for much of the continent. In some cases in Africa, aid still represented as much as 90 per cent of net disbursements between 1987 and 1996.

So there had been a marked upward trend in the real value of foreign assistance from the 1960s; this peaked in 1992, and since then aid volumes have fallen. Africa’s total net ODA has declined from a high of US$17 billion to US$12 billion in 1999.

During the 1990s another view was also emerging about Africa’s failure to develop. Aside from an absence of quality governance and of free and fair
democratic process, and the emergence of endemic corruption, there was a sense from some quarters that if only Africa could be released from its yoke of debt in one fell swoop, it could finally achieve that elusive goal – economic prosperity. It was debt that was holding Africa back. And in that sense it was the West’s fault, as it was the West to whom Africa owed billions. Morality – Western, liberal, guilt-tripped morality – seeped into the development equation. Soon everyone would join in.


In 2000, Africa became the focus of orchestrated world-wide pity, and not for the first time. The Nigerian humanitarian catastrophe of Biafra in 1971 (the same year as the Beatle George Harrison’s Concert for Bangladesh) had demanded that the world respond to human catastrophe. Consciousness was raised several notches with Bob Geldof’s 13 July 1985 Live Aid Concert where, with 1.5 billion people watching, public discourse became a public disco.

Live Aid had not only been triumphant in bringing Africa’s plight to the wider public; it also trumpeted an era of morality. In the run-up to the new millennium, crusades like the Jubilee Debt Campaign capitalized on people’s desperate desire to be a part of something that would give aid and development policy another dimension. African leaders such as Tanzania’s President Mkapa later encapsulated the feeling of the day in his speech at the Jubilee Debt Campaign Conference in February 2005, calling it a ‘scandal that we are forced to choose between basic health and education for our people and repaying historical debt’.

Thus, the way was paved for the army of moral campaigners – the pop stars, the movie stars, new philanthropists and even Pope John Paul II – to carve out niches for themselves, as they took on the fight for more, not less, aid to be sent to Africa, even after billions of dollars of debt were cancelled – in essence, cancelling debt on the one hand, and replacing it with a swathe of new aid, and thus the prospect of fresh debt all over again, with the other. The aid campaigners capitalized on the success of raising cash for emergency aid, and extended it to a platform to raise development aid; something entirely different.

In more recent times, the Irish musician Bono has made his case directly to the US President, George Bush, in a White House visit in October 2005, and Bob Geldof was a guest at the 2005 G8 meeting in Gleneagles, Scotland, and advised the UK’s Commission to Africa. It would appear, despondent with their record of failure, that Western donors are increasingly looking to anyone for guidance on how best to tackle Africa’s predicament.

Scarcely does one see Africa’s (elected) officials or those African policymakers charged with the development portfolio offer an opinion on what should be done, or what might actually work to save the continent from its regression. This very important responsibility has, for all intents and purposes, and to the bewilderment and chagrin of many an African, been left to musicians who
reside outside Africa. One disastrous consequence of this has been that honest, critical and serious dialogue and debate on the merits and demerits of aid have atrophied. As one critic of the aid model remarked, ‘my voice can’t compete with an electric guitar’.

At the end of it all, it is virtually impossible to draw on Africa’s aid-led development experience and argue that aid has worked. The broadest consequences of the aid model have been ruinous. Rwanda’s President Paul Kagame put it most simply: ‘The primary reason [that there is little to show for the more than US$300 billion of aid that has gone to Africa since 1970] is that in the context of post-Second World War geopolitical and strategic rivalries and economic interests, much of this aid was spent on creating and sustaining client regimes of one type or another, with minimal regard to developmental outcomes on our continent.’

Donors, development agencies and policymakers have, by and large, chosen to ignore the blatant alarm signals, and have continued to pursue the aid-based model even when it has become apparent that aid, under whatever guise, is not working. Even when aid has not been stolen, it has been unproductive. The proof of the pudding is in the eating, and ever so clearly the preponderance of evidence is on this side. Given Africa’s current economic state it is hard to see how any growth registered is a direct result of aid. If anything, the evidence of the last fifty years points to the reverse – slower growth, higher poverty and Africa left off the economic ladder.

WE MEANT WELL

More than US$2 trillion of foreign aid has been transferred from rich countries to poor over the past fifty years – Africa the biggest recipient, by far. Yet regardless of the motivation for aid-giving – economic, political or moral – aid has failed to deliver the promise of sustainable economic growth and poverty reduction. At every turn of the development tale of the last five decades, policymakers have chosen to maintain the status quo and furnish Africa with more aid.

Aid has not lived up to expectations. It remains at the heart of the development agenda, despite the fact that there are very compelling reasons to show that it perpetuates the cycle of poverty and derails sustainable economic growth. Paul Kagame rightly also laments that ‘While more than US$300 billion in aid has apparently been disbursed to our continent since 1970, there is little to show for it in terms of economic growth and human development.’

Aid is not working. And here’s why.
3. Aid is Not Working

Consider this: in the past forty years at least a dozen developing countries have experienced phenomenal economic growth. Many of these, mostly Asian, countries have grown by almost 10 per cent of GDP per year, surpassing the growth rates of leading industrialized economies, and significantly reducing poverty. In some instances, poorer countries have leap-frogged the per capita income levels of leading developed economies, and this trend is set to continue: by some estimates, star emerging-market performers such as Brazil, Russia, India and China are projected to exceed the economic growth rates of nearly all industrialized economies by the year 2050. Yet, over the same period, as many as thirty other developing countries, mainly aid-dependent in sub-Saharan Africa, have failed to generate consistent economic growth, and have even regressed.

Many reasons have been offered to account for why African countries are not working: in particular, geographical, historical, cultural, tribal and institutional. While each of them is convincing in explaining Africa’s poor showing, they do not tell the whole story.

One argument, advanced by geographical determinists such as Jared Diamond in *Guns, Germs and Steel* (1997), is that a country’s wealth and success depend on its geographical environment and topography. Certain environments are easier to manipulate than others and, as such, societies that can domesticate plants and animals with relative ease are likely to be more prosperous. At a minimum, a country’s climate, location, flora, fauna and terrain affect the ability of people to provide food for consumption and for export, which ultimately has an impact on a country’s economic growth. Diamond notes that all societies and cultures have had approximately similar abilities to manipulate nature, but the raw materials with which they had to start were different.

Africa’s broad economic experience shows that the abundance of land and natural resources does not guarantee economic success, however. In the second half of the twentieth century, natural-resource dependence has proved to be a developmental curse, rather than a blessing. For example, many African countries were unable to capitalize on commodity windfalls of the 1970s, leaving their economies in a state of economic disaster (the good news is that at least five African countries – Chad, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Nigeria and Sudan – have had the good sense this time around to establish savings funds and to put aside some of their commodity windfalls). Having squandered much of their natural wealth through questionable investment and even, in some cases, outright theft, oil- and mineral-rich countries such as Nigeria, Angola, Cameroon and the Democratic Republic of Congo recorded dismal economic results in this period. They had nothing to show for it.

In ‘Africa: Geography and Growth’, an Oxford University and ex-World Bank economist, Paul Collier, adopts a nuanced approach to the endowments issue by
classifying African countries in three groups: countries which are resource-poor but have coastline; those that are resource-poor and landlocked; and countries which are resource-rich (where it matters little whether the country is landlocked or has a coastline). The three groups have remarkably different growth patterns. Historically, on an economic performance basis, coastal resource-scarce countries performed significantly better than their resource-rich counterparts whether landlocked or coastal; leaving the landlocked, resource-scarce economies as the worst performers. Collier reckons that these factors cost these economies around one percentage point of growth. This is a pattern which exists globally as well as being true for the African continent. Unfortunately, Collier notes, Africa’s population is heavily pooled around the landlocked and resource-scarce countries.

Clearly one’s environment matters, and of course the conditions in parts of Africa are harsh – notably the climate and terrain. But, harsh as they may be, these aspects are not insurmountable. With average summer temperatures reaching 49°C (120°F) Saudi Arabia is rather hot, and, of course, Switzerland is landlocked, but these factors have not stopped them from getting on with it.

Historical factors, such as colonialism, have also often been put forward as explanations for Africa’s underachievement; the idea being that colonial powers delineated nations, established political structures and fashioned bureaucracies that were fundamentally incompatible with the way of life of indigenous populations. Forcing traditionally rival and warring ethnic groups to live together under the same flag would never make nation-building easy. The ill-conceived partitioning of Africa at the 1885 Berlin Conference did not help matters. The gathering of fourteen nations (including the United States, and with Germany, Britain, France and Portugal the most important participants) produced a map of Africa littered with small nations whose arbitrarily drawn borders would always make it difficult for them to stand on their own two feet – economically and politically.¹

There is, of course, the largely unspoken and insidious view that the problem with Africa is Africans – that culturally, mentally and physically Africans are innately different. That, somehow, deeply embedded in their psyche is an inability to embrace development and improve their own lot in life without foreign guidance and help.

It is not the first time in history that cultural norms, social mores or religious beliefs have been cited as the reasons for differences in development between different peoples. The German political economist and sociologist Max Weber argued that a Protestant work ethic contributed to the speed of technological advancement and explained the development seen in industrial Britain and other European nations.

In his mind there were two broad groups: the Calvinists, who believed in predestination and, depending on their lot, may or may not acquire wealth; and the believers in the Protestant work ethic who could advance through the sweat of their brow. As with Weber, Africa’s development quandary offers two routes:
one in which Africans are viewed as children, unable to develop on their own or grow without being shown how or made to; and another which offers a shot at sustainable economic development – but which requires Africans be treated as adults. The trouble with the aid-dependency model is, of course, that Africa is fundamentally kept in its perpetual childlike state.

Another argument posited for Africa’s economic failures is the continent’s disparate tribal groupings and ethno-linguistic makeup. There are roughly 1,000 tribes across sub-Saharan Africa, most with their own distinct language and customs. Nigeria with an estimated population of 150 million people has almost 400 tribes; and Botswana with just over one million inhabitants has at least eight large tribal groupings. To put this in context, assuming Nigeria’s ratio, imagine Britain with its population of 60 million divided into some 160 ethnically fragmented and distinct groupings.

At least two potential concerns face nations with strong tribal divisions. The most obvious is the risk that ethnic rivalry can lead to civil unrest and strife, sometimes culminating in full-blown civil war. In contemporary times the ghastly examples of Biafra in Nigeria (1967–70) and the ethnically motivated genocide in Rwanda in the 1990s loom large.

Paul Collier postulates that the more a country is ethnically divided, the greater the prospect of civil war. This is why, it is argued, Africa has a much higher incidence of civil war than other developing regions such as South Asia in the last thirty years. Very little can rival a civil war when it comes to ensuring a country’s (and potentially its neighbours’) decline – economically, socially, morally. In pure financial terms Collier has estimated that the typical civil war costs around four times annual GDP. In Africa, where small countries exist in close proximity with one another, the negative spillover cost of war onto neighbouring countries can be as much as half of their own GDP.

Even during peaceful times, ethnic heterogeneity can be seen to be an impediment to economic growth and development. According to Collier, the difficulty of reform in ethnically diverse small countries may account for why Africa persisted with poor policies for longer than other regions. Ethnically diverse societies are likely to be characterized by distrust between disparate groups, making collective action for public service provision difficult. This is particularly true in (even nominally) democratic societies, where the prospect of achieving policy consensus amongst fractious ethnically split groups can be challenging. Invariably, where there is infighting, an impasse or split across ethnic lines slows down the implementation of key policies that could spur economic growth. Kenya’s turbulent democratic elections in 2008 are a recent example where tribal tensions between the presidential incumbent Mwai Kibaki (a Kikuyu) and Raila Odinga (a Luo) seeped into and infected the political process and institutions (the compromise was a coalition government made from the two groupings).

No one can deny that Africa has had its fair share of tribal fracas. But by the same token it is also true that there are a number of African countries where disparate groups have managed to coexist perfectly peacefully (Botswana,
Ghana, Zambia, to name three). In the quest for a solution to Africa’s economic woes, it is futile to cite ethnic differences as an excuse – born a Zulu, always a Zulu. But Zulus, like people from any other tribe, can and do intermarry; they live, work and play in integrated cities. In fact people in African cities live in a more integrated way than you might find in other cities – there are no ethnic zones such as exist in Belfast, London or New York, for that matter. Besides, once locked into the ethnic argument there is no obvious policy prescription: it’s a dead end. Better to look to a world where all citizens can freely participate in a country’s economic prosperity, and watch the divisive role of ethnicity evaporate.

Yet another explanation put forward for Africa’s poor economic showing is the absence of strong, transparent and credible public institutions – civil service, police, judiciary, etc.

In The Wealth and Poverty of Nations, David Landes argues that the ideal growth and development model is one guaranteed by political institutions. Secure personal liberty, private property and contractual rights, enforced rule of law (not necessarily through democracy), an ombudsman-type of government, intolerance towards private rent-seeking and optimally sized government are mandatory.

In Empire: How Britain Made the Modern World, Niall Ferguson points to the common-law system and the British-type civil administration as two institutions that promoted development. Ferguson also notes that it is a country’s underlying legal and political institutions that make it conducive to investment (and counter-disinvestment through less capital flight) and innovation. This necessarily includes enforcement of the rule of law, avoidance of excessive government expenditures and constraints on the executive. In turn, this yields a transparent fiscal system, an independent monetary authority and a regular securities market that foster the growth in size and number of corporations.

Professor Dani Rodrik from Harvard University is equally adamant in arguing that institutions that provide dependable property rights, manage conflict, maintain law and order, and align economic incentives with social costs and benefits are the foundation of long-term growth. In his book In Search of Prosperity, Rodrik points to China, Botswana and Mauritius as examples of countries which largely owe their economic success to the presence (or creation) of institutions that have generated market-oriented incentives, protected the property rights of current and future investors, and deterred social and political instability. (Botswana had a GDP per capita of US$8,170 in 2002, more than four times the sub-Saharan-Africa average, US$1,780, much of its success attributed to the probity of its political institutions.)

Conversely, he suggests, Indonesia and Pakistan are countries where, in the absence of good public institutions, growth has been difficult to achieve on a sustained basis. Even when growth has occurred intermittently it has been fragile (as in post-1997 Indonesia) or incapable of delivering high levels of social outcomes in areas such as health or education (as in the case of Pakistan). Rodrik’s estimates imply that changes in institutions can close as much as three quarters of the income gap between the nations with the best and those with the
quarters of the income gap between the nations with the best and those with the worst institutions.

While public institutions – the executive, the legislature and the judiciary – exist in some form or fashion in most African countries (artefacts of the colonial period), apart from the office of the president their real power is minimal, and subject to capricious change. In strong and stable economic environments political institutions are the backbone of a nation’s development, but in a weak setting – one in which corruption and economic graft reign supreme – they often prove worthless.

Africa’s failure to generate any meaningful or sustainable long-run growth must, ostensibly, be a confluence of factors: geographical, historical, cultural, tribal and institutional. Indeed, it would be naïve to discount outright any of the above arguments as contributing to Africa’s poor growth history. However, it is also fair to say that no factor should condemn Africa to a permanent failure to grow. This is an indictment Africa does not deserve. While each of these factors may be part of the explanation in differing degrees, in different countries, for the most part African countries have one thing in common – they all depend on aid.

DOES AID WORK?

Since the 1940s, approximately US$1 trillion of aid has been transferred from rich countries to Africa. This is nearly US$1,000 for every man, woman and child on the planet today. Does aid work? Proponents of aid point to six proofs that it can.

The Marshall Plan

First, there is the Marshall Plan. As discussed earlier, between 1948 and 1952 the United States transferred over US$13 billion (around US$100 billion in today’s terms) to aid in the reconstruction of post-Second World War Europe. By most historical accounts the Marshall Plan was an overwhelming success in rebuilding the economies of war-torn Europe. The Marshall Plan not only guaranteed economic success, but many credit the programme with the re-establishment of political and social institutions crucial for Western Europe’s ongoing peace and prosperity. Although the idea of aid to Africa was born out of the success of the Marshall Plan in Europe, in practical terms the two are completely different. Pointing to the Marshall Plan’s achievements as a blueprint for a similar outcome for Africa tomorrow is simply wrong.

Why?

For one thing, European countries were not wholly dependent on aid. Despite the ravages of war, Western Europe’s economic recovery was already underway, and its economies had other resources to call upon. At their peak, Marshall Plan flows were only 2.5 per cent of the GDP of the larger recipients like France and
flows were only 2.5 per cent of the GDP of the larger recipients like France and Germany, while never amounting to more than 3 per cent of GDP for any country for the five-year life of the programme. In marked contrast, Africa has already been flooded with aid. Presently, Africa receives development assistance worth almost 15 per cent of its GDP – or more than four times the Marshall Plan at its height. Given Africa’s poor economic performance in the past fifty years, while billions of dollars of aid have poured in, it is hard to grasp how another swathe of billions will somehow turn Africa’s aid experience into one of success.

The Marshall Plan was also finite. The US had a goal, countries accepted the terms, signed on the dotted line, money flowed in, and at the end of five years the money stopped. In contrast to the Marshall Plan’s short, sharp injection of cash, much of Africa has received aid continually for at least fifty years. Aid has been constant and relentless, and with no time limit to work against. Without the inbuilt threat that aid might be cut, and without the sense that one day it could all be over, African governments view aid as a permanent, reliable, consistent source of income and have no reason to believe that the flows won’t continue into the indefinite future. There is no incentive for long-term financial planning, no reason to seek alternatives to fund development, when all you have to do is sit back and bank the cheques.

Crucially, the context of the Marshall Plan also differed greatly from that in Africa. All the war-torn European nations had had the relevant institutions in place in the run-up to the Second World War. They had experienced civil services, well-run businesses, and efficient legal and social institutions in place, all of which had worked. All that was needed after the war was a cash injection to get them working again. Marshall Plan aid was, therefore, a matter of reconstruction, and not economic development. However damaged, Europe had an existing framework – political, economic and physical; whereas despite the legacy of colonial infrastructure Africa was, effectively, undeveloped. Building, rather than rebuilding, political and social institutions requires much more than just cash. An influx of billions of dollars of aid, unchecked and unregulated, will actually have helped to undermine the establishment of such institutions – and sustainable longer-term growth. In a similar vein, the recent and successful experience of Ireland, which received vast sums of (mainly European) aid, is in no way evidence that aid could work in Africa. For, like post-war Europe, Ireland too had all the institutions and political infrastructure required for aid to be monitored and checked, thereby to make a meaningful economic impact.

Finally, whereas Marshall Plan aid was largely (specifically) targeted towards physical infrastructure, aid to Africa permeates virtually every aspect of the economy. In most poor countries today, aid is in the civil service, aid is in political institutions, aid is in the military, aid is in healthcare and education, aid is in infrastructure, aid is endemic. The more it infiltrates, the more it erodes, the greater the culture of aid-dependency.
Aid proponents point to the economic success of countries that have in the past relied on aid, but no longer do so. These countries are known as the International Development Association (IDA) graduates. They comprise twenty-two of some of the most economically successfully emerging countries of recent times – including Chile, China, Colombia, South Korea, Thailand and Turkey, with only three from Africa: Botswana, Equatorial Guinea (its improvements mainly spurred by its oil find) and Swaziland. Supporters of aid suggest that these countries have meaningfully lowered poverty, increased incomes and raised their standards of living, thanks to large-scale aid-driven interventions.

However, as in the case of the Marshall Plan, their aid flows have been relatively small – in this instance, generally less than 10 per cent of national income – and their duration short. Botswana, which is often touted as a prime example of the IDA graduate success story, did receive significant foreign assistance (nearly 20 per cent of the country’s national income) in the 1960s. It is true that between 1968 and 2001 Botswana’s average real per capita economic growth was 6.8 per cent, one of the highest growth rates in the world. However, aid is not responsible for this achievement. Botswana vigorously pursued numerous market economy options, which were key to the country’s success – trade policy left the economy open to competition, monetary policy was kept stable and the country maintained fiscal discipline. And crucially, by 2000, Botswana’s aid share of national income stood at a mere 1.6 per cent, a shadow of the proportion it commands in much of Africa today. Botswana succeeded by ceasing to depend on aid.

With conditionalities

Aid supporters also believe in conditionalities. This is the notion that the imposition of rules and regulations set by donors to govern the conditions under which aid is disbursed can ultimately determine its success or failure. In the 1980s conditionalities attached to African aid policies would become the mantra.

The notion of a quid pro quo around aid was not new. Marshall Plan recipients had been required to adhere to a strict set of conditions imposed upon them by the US. They had a choice … you take it or you leave it. African countries faced the same choice.

Donors have tended to tie aid in three ways. First, it is often tied to procurement. Countries that take aid have to spend it on specific goods and services which originated from the donor countries, or a group selected by them. This extends to staff as well: donors employ their own citizens even when suitable candidates for the job exist in the poor country. Second, the donor can reserve the right to preselect the sector and/or project that their aid would support. Third, aid flows are dependent on the recipient’s agreement to meet certain economic and
Aid flows only as long as the recipient country agrees to a set of economic and political policies.

With stabilization and structural adjustment in vogue, the adoption of market-based policies became the requirement upon which aid would be granted. Aid would be contingent on African countries’ willingness to change from statist, centrally planned economies towards market-driven policies – reducing the civil service, privatizing nationalized industries and removing trade barriers. Later democracy and governance would make their way onto the list, in the hope of limiting corruption in all its forms.

On paper, conditionalities made sense. Donors placed restrictions on the use of aid, and the recipients would adhere. In practice, however, conditionalities failed miserably. Paramount was their failure to constrain corruption and bad government.

A World Bank study found that as much as 85 per cent of aid flows were used for purposes other than that for which they were initially intended, very often diverted to unproductive, if not grotesque ventures. Even as far back as the 1940s, international donors were well aware of this diversion risk. In 1947, Paul Rosenstein-Rodin, the Deputy Director of the World Bank Economics Department, remarked that ‘when the World Bank thinks it is financing an electric power station, it is really financing a brothel’.

But the point here is that conditionalities were blatantly ignored, yet aid continued to flow (and a great deal of it), even when they were openly violated. In other research, Svensson found ‘no link between a country’s reform effort or fulfilment of conditionality and the disbursement rate of aid funds’, proving once again that though a central part of many aid agreements, conditionalities did not seem to matter much in practice.

Aid success in good policy environments

Faced with mounting evidence that aid has not worked, aid proponents have also argued that aid would work, and did work, when placed in good policy environments, i.e. countries with sound fiscal, monetary and trade policies. In other words, aid would do its best, when a country was in essentially good working order. This argument was formalized in a seminal paper published by World Bank economists Burnside and Dollar in 2000. (Quite why a country in working order would need aid, or not seek other better, more transparent forms of financing itself, remains a mystery.)

Donors soon latched onto the Burnside—Dollar result and were quick to put the findings into practice. In 2004, for example, the US government launched its US$5 billion Millennium Challenge Corporation aid campaign motivated by the idea that ‘economic development assistance can be successful only if it is linked to sound policies in developing countries’. In later empirical work, the Burnside—Dollar result failed to stand up to scrutiny. and it soon lost its allure. It was not
Dollar result failed to stand up to scrutiny, and it soon lost its allure. It was not long before the wider economic community concluded that the Burnside—Dollar findings were tenuous and certainly not robust; perhaps eventually coming to the obvious conclusion that countries with good policies – like Botswana – would tend to make progress unassisted, and that a key point of aid is to help countries with bad ones. But even setting aside empirical analysis, there are, as discussed later, valid concerns that, far from making any improvement, aid could make a good policy environment bad, and a bad policy environment worse.

On the subject of good policy environments, aid supporters are convinced that aid works when it targets democracy, because only a democratic environment can jump-start economic growth. From a Western perspective, democracy promises the lot.

There are, in fact, good reasons for believing that democracy is a leading determinant of economic growth, as almost invariably the body politic bleeds into economics. Liberal democracy (and the political freedoms it bestows) protects property rights, ensures checks and balances, defends a free press and guards contracts. Political scientists such as Douglass North have long asserted democracy’s essential links with a just and enforceable legal framework.

Democracy, the argument goes, gives a greater percentage of the population access to the political decision-making process, and this in turn ensures contract enforcement through an independent judiciary. Not only will democracy protect you, but it will also help you better yourself. Democracy promises that businesses, however small, will be protected under the democratic rule of law. Democracy also offers the poor and disadvantaged the opportunity to redress any unfair distribution via the state.

It is after all under democratic governments, the American economist and social scientist Mancur Olson posited, that the protection of property rights and the security of contracts, crucial for stimulating economic activity, were more likely. In essence, democracy engenders a peace dividend, introduces a form of political stability that makes it a precursor for economic growth. In Olson’s world, democratic regimes engage in activities that assist private production in two ways: either by maintaining a framework (regulatory, legal, etc.) for private activity or by directly supplying inputs which are not efficiently delivered by the market (for example, a road connecting a small remote village to a larger trading town). By their very nature, democracies have an incentive to provide public goods which benefit each and everyone, and wealth creation is more likely under democratic regimes than non-democracies, such as, say, autocratic or dictatorial regimes.

Under this sky, democracy is seen as Africa’s economic salvation: erasing corruption, economic cronyism, and anticompetitive and inefficient practices, and removing once and for all the ability for a sitting incumbent to capriciously seize wealth. Democracies pursue more equitable and transparent economic policies, the types of policies that are conducive to sustainable economic growth in the long run.

Moreover, the Nobel Laureate Amartya Sen argues that because democratically elected policymakers run the risk of losing political office, they are
democratically elected policymakers run the risk of losing political office, they are more vigilant about averting economic disasters. Among mainly developing economies another study found that democratically accountable governments met the basic needs of their citizens by ‘as much as 70 per cent more’ than non-democratic states. But, perhaps most of all, donors are convinced that across the political spectrum democracy (and only democracy) is positively correlated to economic growth.

Although the potential positive aspects of democracy have dominated discourse (and aid policy), Western donors and policymakers have essentially chosen to ignore the protests of those who argue that democracy, at the early stages of development, is irrelevant, and may even be harmful. In an aid-dependent environment such views are easy to envisage. Aid-funded democracy does not guard against a government bent on altering property rights for its own benefit. Of course, this lowers the incentive for investment and chokes off growth.

The uncomfortable truth is that far from being a prerequisite for economic growth, democracy can hamper development as democratic regimes find it difficult to push through economically beneficial legislation amid rival parties and jockeying interests. In a perfect world, what poor countries at the lowest rungs of economic development need is not a multi-party democracy, but in fact a decisive benevolent dictator to push through the reforms required to get the economy moving (unfortunately, too often countries end up with more dictator and less benevolence). The Western mindset erroneously equates a political system of multi-party democracy with high-quality institutions (for example, effective rule of law, respected property rights and an independent judiciary, etc.). But the two are not synonymous.

One only has to look to the history of Asian economies (China, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand) to see how this is borne out. And even beyond Asia, Pinochet’s Chile and Fujimori’s Peru are examples of economic success in lands bereft of democracy. The reason for this ‘anomaly’ is that each of these dictators, whatever their faults (and there were many), was able to ensure some semblance of property rights, functioning institutions, growth-promoting economic policies (for example, in fiscal and monetary management) and an investment climate that buttressed growth – the things that democracy promises to do. This is not to say that Pinochet’s Chile was a great place to live; it does, however, demonstrate that democracy is not the only route to economic triumph. (Thanks to its economic success Chile has matured into a fully fledged democratic state, with the added accolade of, in 2006, installing South America’s first woman President – Michelle Bachelet.)

The obvious question to ask is, has foreign aid improved democracy in Africa? The answer to this is yes – certainly in terms of the number of African countries that hold elections, although still many of them are illiberal (people go the polls, but in some places the press remains restricted, and the rule of law fickle).

The real question to ask is, has the insertion of democracy via foreign aid economically benefited Africa? To this question the answer is not so clear. There are democratic countries in Africa that continue to struggle to post convincing
are democratic countries in Africa that continue to struggle to post convincing growth numbers (Senegal, at just 3 per cent growth in 2006), and there are also decidedly undemocratic African countries that are seeing unprecedented economic growth (for example, Sudan).

What is clear is that democracy is not the prerequisite for economic growth that aid proponents maintain. On the contrary, it is economic growth that is a prerequisite for democracy; and the one thing economic growth does not need is aid.

In ‘What Makes Democracies Endure?’ Przeworski et al. offer this fascinating insight – ‘a democracy can be expected to last an average of about 8.5 years in a country with a per capita income under US$1,000 per annum, 16 years in one with income between US$1,000 and US $2,000, 33 years between US$2,000 and US$4,000 and 100 years between US$4,000 and US$6,000 … Above US$6,000, democracies are impregnable … [they are] certain to survive, come hell or high water.’ It is the economy, stupid.

No one is denying that democracy is of crucial value – it’s just a matter of timing.

In the early stages of development it matters little to a starving African family whether they can vote or not. Later they may care, but first of all they need food for today, and the tomorrows to come, and that requires an economy that is growing.

Aid effectiveness: a micro—macro paradox

There’s a mosquito net maker in Africa. He manufactures around 500 nets a week. He employs ten people, who (as with many African countries) each have to support upwards of fifteen relatives. However hard they work, they can’t make enough nets to combat the malaria-carrying mosquito.

Enter vociferous Hollywood movie star who rallies the masses, and goads Western governments to collect and send 100,000 mosquito nets to the afflicted region, at a cost of a million dollars. The nets arrive, the nets are distributed, and a ‘good’ deed is done.

With the market flooded with foreign nets, however, our mosquito net maker is promptly put out of business. His ten workers can no longer support their 150 dependants (who are now forced to depend on handouts), and one mustn’t forget that in a maximum of five years the majority of the imported nets will be torn, damaged and of no further use.

This is the micro—macro paradox. A short-term efficacious intervention may have few discernible, sustainable long-term benefits. Worse still, it can unintentionally undermine whatever fragile chance for sustainable development may already be in play.

Certainly when viewed in close-up, aid appears to have worked. But viewed in its entirety it is obvious that the overall situation has not improved, and is indeed
worse in the long run.

In nearly all cases, short-term aid evaluations give the erroneous impression of aid’s success. But short-term evaluations are scarcely relevant when trying to tackle Africa’s long-term problems. Aid effectiveness should be measured against its contribution to long-term sustainable growth, and whether it moves the greatest number of people out of poverty in a sustainable way. When seen through this lens, aid is found to be wanting.

That said, the approach to food aid (launched at the 2005 Food Aid conference in Kansas City) has tried to push aid in a new direction, one which can potentially help African farmers. The proposal would allow a quarter of the food aid of the United States Food For Peace budget to be used to buy food in poor countries, rather than buying only American-grown food that has to then be shipped across oceans. Instead of flooding foreign markets with American food, which puts local farmers out of business, the strategy would be to use aid money to buy food from farmers within the country, and then distribute that food to the local citizens in need. In terms of the mosquito net example, instead of giving malaria nets, donors could buy from local producers of malaria nets then sell the nets on or donate them locally. There needs to be much more of this type of thinking.

Between 1950 and the 1980s, the US is estimated to have poured the equivalent of all the combined aid given to fifty-three African countries between 1957 and 1990 into just one country, South Korea. Some have alleged that this is the kind of financial lift that Africa will need; essentially an equivalent of its own Marshall Plan.

Advocates of aid argue that aid works – it’s just that richer countries have not given enough of it. They argue that with a ‘big push’ – a substantial increase in aid targeted at key investments – Africa can escape its persistent poverty trap; that what Africa needs is more aid, much more aid, in massive amounts. Only then will things start to truly get better.

In 2000, 189 countries signed up to the Millennium Development Goals (MDG). The eight-point action plan was aimed at health, education, environmental sustainability, child mortality, and alleviating poverty and hunger. In 2005, the programme was costed. An additional aid boost of US$130 billion a year would be needed to achieve the MDG in a number of countries. Two years after the MDG pledge the United Nations held an international conference on Financing for Development in Monterrey, Mexico, where donors promised to increase their aid contributions from an average of 0.25 per cent of their GNP to 0.7 per cent, in the belief that this additional US$200 billion annually would finally address Africa’s continuing problems. In practice, most of the donor pledges have gone unmet and proponents of aid have latched on to this failure to meet the pledged commitments as a reason for why Africa has been held back. But the big-push thinking brushes over one of the underlying problems of aid, that it is fungible – that monies set aside for one purpose are easily diverted towards another: not just any other purpose, but agendas that can be worthless, if not
another; not just any other purpose, but agendas that can be worthless, if not
detrimental, to growth. Proponents of aid themselves have acknowledged that
unconstrained aid flows always face the danger of being egregiously consumed
rather than invested; of going into private pockets, instead of the public purse.
When this happens, as it so often does, no real punishments or sanctions are ever
imposed. So more grants mean more graft.

One of the most depressing aspects of the whole aid fiasco is that donors,
policymakers, governments, academicians, economists and development
specialists know, in their heart of hearts, that aid doesn’t work, hasn’t worked
and won’t work. Commenting on at least one aid donor, the Chief Economist at
the British Department of Trade and Industry remarked that ‘they know its crap,
but it sells the T-shirts’.  

Study, after study, after study (many of them, the donors’ own) have shown
that, after many decades and many millions of dollars, aid has had no appreciable
impact on development. For example, Clemens et al. (2004) concede no long-
negative relationship between savings and aid. Boone (1996) concludes that aid
has financed consumption rather than investment; and foreign aid was shown to
increase unproductive public consumption and fail to promote investment.

Even the most cursory look at data suggests that as aid has increased over
time, Africa’s growth has decreased with an accompanying higher incidence of
poverty. Over the past thirty years, the most aid-dependent countries have
exhibited growth rates averaging minus 0.2 per cent per annum.

For most countries, a direct consequence of the aid-driven interventions has
been a dramatic descent into poverty. Whereas prior to the 1970s most
economic indicators had been on an upward trajectory, a decade later Zambia lay
in economic ruin. Bill Easterly, a New York University professor and former
World Bank economist, notes that had Zambia converted all the aid it had
received since 1960 into investment, and all of that investment to growth, it would
have had a per capita GDP of about US$20,000 by the early 1990s. Instead,
Zambia’s per capita GDP was lower than in 1960, under US$500. In effect,
Zambia’s GDP should have been at least thirty times what it is today. And
between 1970 and 1998, when aid flows to Africa were at their peak, poverty in
Africa rose from 11 per cent to a staggering 66 per cent. That is roughly 600
million of Africa’s billion people trapped in a quagmire of poverty – a truly
shocking figure.

The evidence against aid is so strong and so compelling that even the IMF – a
leading provider of aid – has warned aid supporters about placing more hope in
aid as an instrument of development than it is capable of delivering. The IMF has
also cautioned governments, donors and campaigners to be more modest in their
claims that increased aid will solve Africa’s problems. If only these
acknowledgements were a catalyst for real change.

What is perhaps most amazing is that there is no other sector, whether it be
business or politics, where such proven failures are allowed to persist in the face
of such stark and unassailable evidence.
of such stark and unassailable evidence.

So there we have it: sixty years, over US$1 trillion dollars of African aid, and not much good to show for it. Were aid simply innocuous – just not doing what it claimed it would do – this book would not have been written. The problem is that aid is not benign – it’s malignant. No longer part of the potential solution, it’s part of the problem – in fact aid is the problem.

4. The Silent Killer of Growth

In 2004, the British envoy to Kenya, Sir Edward Clay, complained about rampant corruption in the country, commenting that Kenya’s corrupt ministers were ‘eating like gluttons’ and vomiting on the shoes of the foreign donors. In February 2005 (prodded to make a public apology for his statements given the political maelstrom his earlier comments had made), he apologized – saying he was sorry for the ‘moderation’ of his language, for underestimating the scale of the looting and for failing to speak out earlier.¹

If the world has one picture of African statesmen, it is one of rank corruption on a stupendous scale. There hardly seem any leaders who haven’t crowned themselves in gold, seized land, handed over state businesses to relatives and friends, diverted billions to foreign bank accounts, and generally treated their countries as giant personalized cash dispensers. According to Transparency International, Mobutu is estimated to have looted Zaire to the tune of US$5 billion; roughly the same amount was stolen from Nigeria by President Sani Abacha and placed in Swiss private banks (later US$700 million of the loot was returned to Nigeria).² It’s not, of course, just one person who has taken the money. There are many people, at many different levels of the bureaucracy, who have funneled away billions of dollars over the years. Corruption is a way of life.

The list of corrupt practices in Africa is almost endless. But the point about corruption in Africa is not that it exists: the point is that aid is one of its greatest aides. This is not to say that there are not other facilitators of corruption. In Africa, natural-resource windfalls, such as oil, have tended to be more of a curse than a blessing. Like aid, they are susceptible to theft and have provided practically unlimited opportunities for personal wealth accumulation and self-aggrandizement.

The crucial difference between foreign aid and natural-resource endowments is, of course, that aid is an active and deliberate policy aimed at development. Countries don’t have much of a choice as to whether or not they end up with an oil endowment; although of course they do have a choice on how windfalls are dealt with. With mounting pressure for greater transparency in the oil endowment...
dealt with. With mounting pressure for greater transparency in the oil, gas and mining sectors, from organizations like the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI), the days of blatant looting and corruption in these sectors are surely numbered. But donors continue to sit in comfortable air-conditioned rooms in the West and pen the tragic fate of countries they ostensibly seek to help.

THE VICIOUS CYCLE OF AID

With aid’s help, corruption fosters corruption, nations quickly descend into a vicious cycle of aid. Foreign aid props up corrupt governments – providing them with freely usable cash. These corrupt governments interfere with the rule of law, the establishment of transparent civil institutions and the protection of civil liberties, making both domestic and foreign investment in poor countries unattractive. Greater opacity and fewer investments reduce economic growth, which leads to fewer job opportunities and increasing poverty levels. In response to growing poverty, donors give more aid, which continues the downward spiral of poverty.

This is the vicious cycle of aid. The cycle that chokes off desperately needed investment, instils a culture of dependency, and facilitates rampant and systematic corruption, all with deleterious consequences for growth. The cycle that, in fact, perpetuates underdevelopment, and guarantees economic failure in the poorest aid-dependent countries.

CORRUPTION AND GROWTH

Ultimately, Africa’s goal is long-term, sustainable economic growth, and the alleviation of poverty. This cannot occur in an environment where corruption is rife. There are, of course, any number of ways in which corruption retards growth.

In a context of high degrees of corruption and uncertainty, fewer entrepreneurs (domestic or foreign) will risk their money in business ventures where corrupt officials can lay claim to its proceeds, so investment stagnates, and falling investment kills off growth.

Development agencies would have us believe that aid helps build a lasting, credible and strong civil service. Indeed, the World Bank recommends that by providing more aid rich countries actually assist in the fight against corruption. Thanks to aid, poor governments can afford to support ethics training, increase the salaries of their public-sector employees (police, judges, medical staff, tax collectors), thereby limiting the need for corruption. Moreover, higher salaries will attract competent and higher-quality employees to the civil service.

Unfortunately, unfettered money (the prospect of sizeable ill-gotten gains) is exceptionally corrosive, and misallocates talent. In an aid-dependent environment, development agencies have a finite amount of resources to distribute, which inevitably means that some projects will receive considerably more than others.
the talented – the better-educated and more-principled, who should be building the foundations of economic prosperity – become unprincipled and are drawn from productive work towards nefarious activities that undermine the country’s growth prospects. Those who remain principled are driven away, either to the private sector or abroad, leaving the posts that remain to be filled by the relatively less-educated, and potentially more vulnerable to graft.

Endemic corruption also targets public contracts. In these environments, contracts which should be awarded to those who can deliver on the best terms, in the best time, are given to those whose principal aim is to divert as much as possible to their own pockets. What ensue are lower-quality infrastructure projects, and enfeebled public services, to the detriment of growth.

Similarly, the allocation of government spending suffers as corrupt officials are likely to choose projects less on the basis of public welfare and more on the opportunities for extorting bribes and diverting funds. The bigger the project, the greater the opportunity. Projects whose exact value is difficult to monitor present lucrative opportunities for corruption – it is easier to siphon money from large infrastructure projects than from textbooks or teachers’ salaries.

So how badly does corruption actually affect growth?

Every year, since 1995, Transparency International has published a Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI). Using surveys reflecting the perceptions of business people and country analysts, the CPI ranks over 100 countries, from 0 to 10, the most corrupt to the least.

Using the Transparency International CPI, Graf Lambsdorff found that a one-point improvement in a country’s corruption score was correlated with an increase in productivity of 4 per cent of GDP. This implies that were Tanzania (placed at 3.2 out of 10 on the 2007 Transparency International index) to improve its corruption score to the level of the UK (ranked 8.4 out of 10), its GDP could be more than 20 per cent higher, and net annual per capita inflows would increase by 3 per cent of GDP.

Joel Kurtzman found that every one-point increase in a country’s opacity index (the degree to which a country lacks clear, accurate and easily discernible practices governing business, investment and government) correlated to a lower per capita income by US$986 and a 1 per cent decrease in net foreign direct investment as a share of GDP. Moreover, corruption was also related to a 0.5 per cent increase in the country’s average borrowing rate, and a 0.5 per cent increase in its rate of inflation.

AID AND CORRUPTION

The donor community is publicly airing concerns that development assistance earmarked for critical social and economic sectors is being used directly or indirectly to fund unproductive and corrupt expenditures (UNDP’s Human Development Report, 1994). At a hearing before the United States Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations in May 2004, experts argued that the World Bank has participated (mostly passively) in the corruption of roughly US$100 billion of its loan funds intended for development.\(^5\) When the corruption associated with loans from other multilateral-development banks is included, the figure roughly doubles to US$200 billion. Others estimate that of the US$525 billion that the World Bank has lent to developing countries since 1946, at least 25 per cent (US$130 billion) has been misused. Vast sums of aid not only foster corruption – they breed it.

Aid supports rent-seeking – that is, the use of governmental authority to take and make money without trade or production of wealth. At a very basic level, an example of this is where a government official with access to aid money set aside for public welfare takes the money for his own personal use. Obviously, there cannot be rent-seeking without a rent. And because foreign aid (the rent) is fungible – easily stolen, redirected or extracted – it facilitates corruption. Were donor conditionalities remotely effective, this would not be the case. But, as described previously, conditionalities carry little punch.

In ‘Do Corrupt Governments Receive Less Foreign Aid?’, Alesina and Weder conclude that aid tends to increase corruption. Svensson shows how aid fosters corruption by reducing public spending; that by increasing government revenues, aid lowers the provision of public goods (things that everyone benefits from, but no one wants to pay for – for instance, a lamppost). In a similar vein, foreign aid programmes, which tend to lack accountability and checks and balances, act as substitutes for tax revenues. The tax receipts this releases are then diverted to unproductive and often wasteful purposes rather than productive public expenditure (education, health infrastructure) for which they were ostensibly intended. In Uganda, for example, aid-fuelled corruption in the 1990s was thought to be so rampant that only 20 cents of every US$1 dollar of government spending on education reached the targeted local primary school.\(^6\)

**AID GOES TO CORRUPT COUNTRIES**

If it is so obvious, as it must be to everyone involved, that aid is vulnerable to such blatant manipulation, why is it that donors continue to donate?

Witness the occurrences in 1978 after the IMF appointed Irwin Blumenthal to a post in the central bank of what was then Zaire, now the Democratic Republic of Congo. Blumenthal resigned in less than a year, writing a memo which said that ‘the corruptive system in Zaire with all its wicked manifestations’ is so serious that there is ‘no (repeat no) prospect for Zaire’s creditors to get their money back’. Shortly after the Blumenthal memo, the IMF gave Zaire the largest loan it had ever given to an African country and over the next ten years President Mobutu’s kleptocracy had received an additional US$700 million from the Fund.

More recently, referring to Zambia’s former President Chiluba (who was in power between 1991 and 2002) in a parliamentary address in 2002, Zambia’s
current President, Levy Mwanawasa, alleged embezzlement and theft of up to US$80 million. Yet during the period when the thefts occurred Zambia had received upwards of US$1.5 billion from the World Bank. Much of the money was given under the auspices of the Heavily Indebted Poorest Country (HIPC) debt relief programme, a programme that required its beneficiaries to be corruption-free.

More generally, the academic Larry Diamond observes that development agencies continue to give aid to the most corrupt and unaccountable African states, with known authoritarian and corrupt governments. His list includes Cameroon, Angola, Eritrea, Guinea and Mauritania, each receiving aid equalling or even exceeding the African average of US$20 per capita. There is no end to it.

WHY GIVE AID IF IT LEADS TO CORRUPTION?

Given what we know about foreign aid, and how it encourages and sustains corruption, why do Western governments insist on parcelling out aid to poor countries? Beyond the motivations for aid-giving discussed earlier – economic, political and moral – there are two other practical explanations why.

First, there is simply a pressure to lend. The World Bank employs 10,000 people, the IMF over 2,500; add another 5,000 for the other UN agencies; add to that the employees of at least 25,000 registered NGOs, private charities and the army of government aid agencies: taken together around 500,000 people, the population of Swaziland. Sometimes they make loans, sometimes they give grants, but they are all in the business of aid (the total of concessional loans – those which carry a small interest rate – and grants – effectively free money), seven days a week, fifty-two weeks a year, and decade after decade.

Their livelihoods depend on aid, just as those of the officials who take it. For most developmental organizations, successful lending is measured almost entirely by the size of the donor’s lending portfolio, and not by how much of the aid is actually used for its intended purpose. As a consequence, the incentives built into the development organizations perpetuate the cycle of lending to even the most corrupt countries. Donors are subject to ‘fiscal year’ concerns: ‘they feared the consequences within their agencies of not releasing the funds in the fiscal year for which they were slated’ (Ravi Kanbur). Any non-disbursed amounts increase the likelihood that their subsequent aid programmes will be slashed. With the added corollary, of course, that their own organizational standing is placed in jeopardy.

For many donor agencies the decision to lend to less than reputable governments is couched in the view that if they didn’t, the poor would suffer, health and education budgets wouldn’t be met, and countries would falter. The reality is, the poor aren’t getting the money and, besides, even under the aid regime, African countries are faltering anyway.

Donors have the added fear that were they not to pump money in, poor countries would not be able to pay back what they already owe, and this would
affect the donors’ financing themselves. This circular logic is exactly what keeps the aid merry-go-round humming.

The insatiable need to lend is yet another reminder of why the conditionalities imposed on poor countries are worth no more than the paper they are written on. A 1992 study conducted by the World Bank’s Operations Evaluation Department concluded that the release of aid tranches was close to 100 per cent, even when country compliance rates on conditions were below 50 per cent. Another World Bank study, in 1997, shows that between 1980 and 1996 72 per cent of the aid the World Bank allocated to adjustment lending went to countries with poor track records on compliance with conditionality. In the donor’s desperate quest to lend, and maintain the lender—borrower see-saw, the aid relationship tips in favour of the corrupt government. Almost to the absurd point where the donor has a greater need for giving the aid than the recipient has for taking it.

Second, donors are apparently unable to agree on which countries are corrupt and which are not. A classic example of this occurred on 26 November 2002, when the New York Times published an article entitled ‘Bush Plan Ties Foreign Aid to Free Market and Civic Rule’. The article trumpeted Washington’s aid initiative and went on to outline the details of a White House proposal to set up a competition among the poorest world economies, where the ‘winners’ would be apportioned a slice of the US$5 billion foreign aid fund.

Curiously, among the list of possible qualifying countries was Malawi. Only weeks prior to the Bush announcement, Malawi’s Ministry of Agriculture had been embroiled in a very public altercation with the IMF. Grain consignments had gone missing, and a sizeable percentage of Malawi’s population was facing starvation. To make matters worse, a top Malawian official at the state-run grain marketing board who was to be a key witness in the two corruption cases ‘mysteriously disappeared’. ² Yet even with these allegations of corruption the US government did not see fit to remove Malawi from the qualifying Millennium Challenge Account list.

On the other hand, Tanzania was omitted from the same US Millennium Challenge Account list (apparently for reasons of corruption). But bizarrely it had been hailed as a model of good governance in November 2001 by the British government’s Secretary of Development at the time, Clare Short, who promptly announced that Tanzania would benefit from a new pilot aid programme.

Who was right?

Thus, it would appear that regardless of who you are, and what you’ve done (or haven’t for that matter), you’ll get the cash from somewhere. In the Malawi maize scandal, the IMF resumed its lending programme to the government with no clear resolution of the case.

CORRUPTION: POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE?
Maybe it wouldn’t be so bad if African leaders, like some of their Asian counterparts, reinvested stolen money domestically, instead of squirrelling it away in foreign bank accounts.

This notion of ‘positive’ corruption goes a long way to explaining why many Asian countries, perceived to have high levels of corruption (in some cases, such as Indonesia, exceeding those of Africa), nevertheless post enviable levels of economic growth. For example, despite ranking just 3.5 out of 10 on Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index (2007), China continues to attract the greatest amount of foreign direct investment (US$78 billion in 2006, according to the IMF’s International Financial Statistics), which undoubtedly has contributed to its stellar growth. Similarly, although in the 1980s Thailand registered a strong economic performance, in the same decade it was ranked the most corrupt country in the world.

In stark contrast, corruption analysts estimate at least US$10 billion – nearly half of Africa’s 2003 foreign aid receipts – depart Africa every year. It is this ‘negative corruption’ which bleeds Africa’s public purse dry, and does nothing to address the continent’s desperate needs. It is truly tragic that while stolen aid monies sit and earn interest in private accounts abroad, the countries for which the money was destined have stagnated, and even regressed.

The cornerstone of development is an economically responsible and accountable government. Yet, it remains clear that, by providing funds, aid agencies (inadvertently?) prop up corrupt governments. But corruption is not the only problem emanating from aid. The deleterious effects of any new aid flows would be both social and economic.

AID AND CIVIL SOCIETY

Africa needs a middle class: a middle class that has vested economic interests; a middle class in which individuals trust each other (and have a court to go to if the trust breaks down) and that respects and defends the rule of law; a middle class that has a stake in seeing its country run smoothly and under a transparent legal framework; a middle class (along with the rest of the population) that can hold its government accountable. Above all, a middle class needs a government that will let it get ahead.

This is not to imply that Africa does not have a middle class – it does. But in an aid environment, governments are less interested in fostering entrepreneurs and the development of their middle class than in furthering their own financial interests. Without a strong economic voice a middle class is powerless to take its government to task. With easy access to cash a government remains all-powerful, accountable only (and only then nominally) to its aid donors. Inhibited in its growth, the middle class never reaches that critical mass that historically has proven essential for a country’s economic and political success.

In most functioning and healthy economies, the middle class pays taxes in
In most functioning and healthy economies, the middle class pays taxes in return for government accountability. Foreign aid short-circuits this link. Because the government’s financial dependence on its citizens has been reduced, it owes its people nothing.

A well-functioning civil society and politically involved citizenry are the backbone of longer-term sustainable development. The particular role of strong civil society is to ensure that the government is held accountable for its actions, through fundamental civil reforms other than simply holding elections. However, foreign aid perpetuates poverty and weakens civil society by increasing the burden of government and reducing individual freedom.

An aid-driven economy also leads to the politicization of the country – so that even when a middle class (albeit small) appears to thrive, its success or failure is wholly contingent on its political allegiance. So much so, as Bauer puts it, that aid ‘diverts people’s attention from productive economic activity to political life’, fatally weakening the social construction of a country.

**AID AND SOCIAL CAPITAL: A MATTER OF TRUST**

Social capital, by which is meant the invisible glue of relationships that holds business, economy and political life together, is at the core of any country’s development. At its most elemental level, this boils down to a matter of trust.

As discussed earlier, among development practitioners there is increasing acknowledgement that ‘soft’ factors – such as governance, the rule of law, institutional quality – play a critical role in achieving economic prosperity and putting countries on a strong development path. But these things are meaningless in the absence of trust. And while trust is difficult to define or measure, when it is not there the networks upon which development depends break down or never even form.

Foreign aid does not strengthen the social capital – it weakens it. By thwarting accountability mechanisms, encouraging rent-seeking behaviour, siphoning off scarce talent from the employment pool, and removing pressures to reform inefficient policies and institutions, aid guarantees that in the most aid-dependent regimes social capital remains weak and the countries themselves poor. In a world of aid, there is no need or incentive to trust your neighbour, and no need for your neighbour to trust you. Thus aid erodes the essential fabric of trust that is needed between people in any functioning society.

**AID AND CIVIL WAR**

According to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, ‘Africa is the most conflict ridden region of the world, and the only region in which the number of armed conflicts is on the increase.’ During the 1990s there were seventeen major armed conflicts in Africa alone, compared to ten (in total) elsewhere in the world.
major armed conflicts in Africa alone, compared to ten (in total) elsewhere in the world. Africa is also the region that receives the largest amount of foreign aid, receiving more per capita in official development assistance than any other region of the world.

There are three fundamental truths about conflicts today: they are mostly born out of competition for control of resources; they are predominately a feature of poorer economies; and they are increasingly internal conflicts.

Which is why foreign aid foments conflict. The prospect of seizing power and gaining access to unlimited aid wealth is irresistible. Grossman argues that the underlying purpose of rebellion is the capture of the state for financial advantage, and that aid makes such conflict more likely. In Sierra Leone, the leader of the rebel Revolutionary United Front was offered the vice-presidential position in a peace deal, but refused until the offer was changed to include his chairmanship of the board controlling diamond-mining interests. So not only would it appear that aid undermines economic growth, keeping countries in states of poverty, but it is also, in itself, an underlying cause of social unrest, and possibly even civil war.

While acknowledging that there are other reasons for conflict and war – for example, the prospect of capturing natural resources such as oil, or tribal conflict (which, of course, can have its roots in economic disparity) – in a cash-strapped/resource-poor environment the presence of aid, in whatever form, increases the size of the pie that different factions can fight over. For example, Maren blames Somalia’s civil wars on competition for control of large-scale food aid.

Furthermore, in an indirect manner, by lowering average incomes and slowing down economic growth (according to Collier, both in themselves powerful predictors of civil wars), aid increases the risk of conflict. In the past five decades, an estimated 40 million Africans have died in civil wars scattered across the continent; equivalent to the population of South Africa (and twice the Russian lives lost in the Second World War).

Beyond politicization of the political environment, aid fosters a military culture. Civil wars are by their very nature military escapades. Whoever wins stays in power through the allegiance of their military. Thus, the reigning incumbent, anxious to hang on to power, and manage competing interest groups and factions, first directs what resources he has into the pockets of his army, in the hope that it will remain pliant and at bay.

THE ECONOMIC LIMITATIONS OF AID

Any large influx of money into an economy, however robust, can cause problems. But with the relentless flow of unmitigated, substantial aid money, these problems are magnified; particularly in economies that are, by their very nature, poorly managed, weak and susceptible to outside influence, over which domestic policymakers have little control. With respect to aid, poor economies face four main economic challenges: reduction of domestic savings and investment, inflation,
main economic challenges: reduction of domestic savings and investment in favour of greater consumption; inflation; diminishing exports; and difficulty in absorbing such large cash influxes.

Aid reduces savings and investment

As foreign aid comes in, domestic savings decline; that is, investment falls. This is not to give the impression that a whole population is awash with aid money, as it only reaches relatively few, very select hands. With all the tempting aid monies on offer, which are notoriously fungible, the few spend it on consumer goods, instead of saving the cash. As savings decline, local banks have less money to lend for domestic investment. Economic studies confirm this hypothesis, finding that increases in foreign aid are correlated with declining domestic savings rates.

Aid has another equally damaging crowding-out effect. Although aid is meant to encourage private investment by providing loan guarantees, subsidizing investment risks and supporting co-financing arrangements with private investors, in practice it discourages the inflow of such high-quality foreign monies. Indeed, in some empirical work, it is shown that private foreign capital and investment fall as aid rises. This may in part reflect the fact that private investors tend to be uncomfortable about sending their money to countries that are aid-dependent, a point elaborated on later in the book.

An outgrowth of the crowding-out problem is that higher aid-induced consumption leads to an environment where much more money is chasing fewer goods. This almost invariably leads to price rises – that is, higher inflation.

Aid can be inflationary

Price pressures are twofold. Aid money leads to increased demand for locally produced goods and services (that is, non-tradables such as haircuts, real estate and foodstuffs), as well as imported (traded) goods and services, such as tractors and TVs. Increased domestic demand needn’t be harmful in itself, but a disruptive injection of money can be.

There are multiple knock-on effects. For example, take this very basic and simplistic story. Suppose a corrupt official gets US$10,000. He uses some of the cash to buy a car. The car seller can now afford to buy new clothes, which places cash in the hands of the clothes trader, and so on and so forth down the line, at each point putting more pressure on domestic prices as there are now more people demanding more cars, clothes, etc. This is at least an example of positive corruption. But in a poor environment, there aren’t any more cars, there aren’t any more clothes, so with increased demand prices go up. Eventually, there may be more cars and there may be clothes, but by that time inflation will have eroded the economy, all the while with even more aid coming in. Perhaps ironically,
the economy, all the while with even more aid coming in. Perhaps ironically, because of the deteriorating inflationary environment more aid is pumped in to ‘save the day’; we’re back on the cycle again.

As if that was not bad enough, in order to combat the cycle of inflation, domestic policymakers raise interest rates. But, at a very basic level, higher interest rates mean less investment (it becomes too costly to borrow to invest); less investment means fewer jobs; fewer jobs mean more poverty; and more poverty means more aid.

Aid chokes off the export sector

Take Kenya. Suppose it has 100 Kenyan shillings in its economy, which are worth US$2. Suddenly, US$10,000 worth of aid comes in. No one can spend dollars in the country, because shopkeepers only take the legal tender – Kenyan shillings. In order to spend the aid dollars, those who have it must convert it to Kenyan shillings. All the while there are only still 100 shillings in the economy; thus the value of the freely floating shilling rises as people try to offload the more easily available aid dollars. To the detriment of the Kenyan economy, the now stronger Kenyan currency means that Kenyan-made goods for export are much more expensive in the international market, making the traded goods sector uncompetitive (if wages in that sector do not adjust downwards). All things being equal, this chokes off Kenya’s export sector.

This phenomenon is known as Dutch disease, as its effects were first observed when natural gas revenues flooded into the Netherlands in the 1960s, devastating the Dutch export sector and increasing unemployment. Over the years economic thinking has extended beyond the specifics of this original scenario, so that any large inflow of (any) foreign currency is seen to have this potential effect.

Even in an environment where the domestic currency is not freely floating, but rather its exchange rate remains fixed, the Dutch disease phenomenon can occur. In this case, the increased availability of aid money expands domestic demand, which again can lead to inflation. Aid inflows spent on domestic goods would push up the price of other resources that are in limited supply domestically – such as skilled workers – making industries (mainly the export sector) that face international competition and depend on that resource more uncompetitive, and almost inevitably they close.

The IMF has stated that developing countries that rely on foreign capital are more prone to their currencies strengthening. Accordingly, aid inflows would strengthen the local currency and hurt manufacturing exports, which in turn reduces long-run growth. IMF economists have argued that the contribution of aid flows to a country’s rising exchange rate was one reason why aid has failed to improve growth, and that aid may very well have contributed to poor productivity in poor economies by depressing exports.

In other work, their research finds strong evidence consistent with aid
undermining the competitiveness of the labour-intensive or exporting sectors (for example, agriculture such as coffee farms). In particular, in countries that receive more aid, export sectors grow more slowly relative to capital-intensive and non-exportable sectors.

Aid inflows have adverse effects on overall competitiveness, wages, export sector employment (usually in the form of a decline in the share of those in the manufacturing sector) and ultimately growth. Given the fact that manufacturing exports are an essential vehicle for poor countries to start growing (and achieving sustained growth), any adverse effects on exports should *prima facie* be a cause for concern.

Moreover, because the traded-goods sector can be the main source of productivity improvements and positive spillovers associated with learning by doing that filter through to the rest of the economy, the adverse impact of aid on its competitiveness retards not just the export sector, but also the growth of the entire economy.

In the most odd turn of events, the fact that aid reduces competitiveness, and thus the traded sector’s ability to generate foreign-exchange earnings, makes countries even more dependent on future aid, leaving them exposed to all the adverse consequences of aid-dependency. What is more, policymakers know that private-to-private flows like remittances do not seem to create these adverse aid-induced (Dutch disease) effects, but they largely choose to ignore these private capital sources.

As a final point, in order to mitigate the Dutch disease effects (and depending on their economic environments), policymakers in poor countries generally have two choices. They can (in a fixed exchange rate regime) either raise interest rates to combat inflation to the inevitable detriment of the economy, or they can ‘sterilize’ the aid inflows.

Sterilization implies that the government issues bonds or IOUs to people in the economy, and in return they get the cash in the economy. Through this process the government can mop up the excess cash that aid brings in. But, as discussed later, even sterilization has its costs.

## Aid causes bottlenecks: absorption capacity

Very often, poor countries cannot actually use the aid flows granted by rich governments. At early stages of development (when countries have relatively underdeveloped financial and institutional structures) there is simply not enough skilled manpower, or there are not enough sizeable investment opportunities, to put the vast aid windfalls effectively to work. Economic researchers have found that countries with low financial development do not have the absorptive capacity for foreign aid. In countries with weak financial systems, additional foreign resources do not translate into stronger growth of financially dependent industries.

What happens to this aid money that can’t be used? In the most honest of
What happens to this aid money that can’t be used? In the most honest of outcomes, if the government did nothing with the aid inflow, the country would still have to pay interest on it. But given the policy challenges of large inflows discussed earlier (for example, inflationary pressure, Dutch disease effects), policymakers in the poor country must do something. Since they cannot put all the aid flows to good use (even if they wanted to), it is more likely than not that the aid monies will be consumed rather than invested (as before, thereby raising the risk of higher inflation).

To avert this sharp shock to the economy, African policymakers have to mop up the excess cash; but this costs Africans money. In addition to having to pay the interest on the aid the country has borrowed, the process of sterilizing the aid flows (again, issuing local-country debt in order to soak up the excess aid flows in the economy) can impose a substantial hit to the government’s bottom line. Uganda offers a telling example of this. In 2005, the Ugandan central bank issued such aid-related bonds to the tune of US$700 million; the interest payments alone on this cost the Ugandan taxpayer US$110 million annually.

Naturally, the process of managing aid inflows is particularly painful when the interest costs of the debt the government pays out are greater than the interest it earns from holding all the mopped-up aid money.

AID AND AID-DEPENDENCY

Corruption, inflation, the erosion of social capital, the weakening of institutions and the reduction of much-needed domestic investment: with official aid to the continent at 10 per cent of public expenditure, and at least 13 per cent of GDP for the average country, Africa’s continual aid-dependency throws up a host of other problems.

Aid engenders laziness on the part of the African policymakers. This may in part explain why, among many African leaders, there prevails a kind of insouciance, a lack of urgency, in remedying Africa’s critical woes. Because aid flows are viewed (rightly so) as permanent income, policymakers have no incentive to look for other, better ways of financing their country’s longer-term development. As detailed later in this book, these options, like foreign direct investment and accessing the debt markets, offer more-diversified and greater prospects for sustainable development.

Relatedly, in a world of aid-dependency, poor countries’ governments lose the need to pursue tax revenues. Less taxation might sound good, but the absence of taxation leads to a breakdown in natural checks and balances between the government and its people. Put differently, a person who is levied will almost certainly ensure that they are getting something for their taxes – the Boston tea party’s ‘No taxation without representation’.

Besides, any rational government should be thinking about different forms of taxation as a way of running their affairs. In today’s culture of aid-dependency, were aid to disappear (as unlikely as it seems), a country’s tax-raising
were aid to disappear (as unlikely as it seems), a country's tax-raising mechanisms would have atrophied to a point of incapacity.

Large sums of aid, and a culture of aid-dependency, also encourage governments to support large, unwieldy and often unproductive public sectors – just another way to reward their cronies. In his research, Boone (1996) finds that aid does increase the size of the government.

The net result of aid-dependency is that instead of having a functioning Africa, managed by Africans, for Africans, what is left is one where outsiders attempt to map its destiny and call the shots. Given the state of affairs, it is hardly surprising that, though ostensibly high on the global agenda, the Africa discourse has been usurped by pop stars and Western politicians. Rarely, if ever, are the Africans elected by their own people heard from on the global stage. And even though, as discussed earlier, the balance of power may have shifted supposedly in favour of the African policymakers, it is still the donors who are in the policymaking driving seat (which might help explain why, over the last five decades, independent African policymaking and national economic management have diminished considerably). So aid-dependency only further undermines the ability of Africans, whatever their station, to determine their own best economic and political policies. Such is the all-pervasive culture of aid-dependency that there is little or no real debate on an exit strategy from the aid quagmire.

AID OBJECTIONS

Dead Aid is not the first critique to be levelled against aid as a development tool. One of the earliest critics of aid was a Hungarian-born London School of Economics economist, Peter Bauer. At a time when the pro-aid model enjoyed wide support, Bauer was a lone dissenting voice, many of his writings drawing on his personal experience as a colonial officer studying the rubber industry in Malaysia and Nigeria. He saw what should have been flourishing industries wrecked by huge aid subsidies that rarely reached the indigent in the recipient country.

Aid, Bauer argued, interfered with development as the money always ended up in the hands of a small chosen few, making aid a ‘form of taxing the poor in the west to enrich the new elites in former colonies’. Bauer argued most strongly that aid-based theories and policies were wholly inconsistent with sound economic reasoning and, indeed, with reality. Although he was a favourite of the British Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher (she gave him a peerage), at the time of his death in 1992 Peter Bauer was an outcast from the state-led socialist development agenda and his critique of the aid-based development strategy remained largely ignored.

More recently, the author and former World Bank economist Bill Easterly has provided numerous case studies on the failures of aid policies across the developing world. In The Bottom Billion, Paul Collier criticizes the blanket one-size-fits-all aid approach as having no root to the unique circumstances of...
size-miss-all aid approach as paying no heed to the unique circumstances of individual countries, and thus proposes a more nuanced approach to aid-driven proposals, and only where they are needed.

Perhaps where all this literature falls down somewhat is that it does not explicitly offer Africa a menu of alternatives to aid. But, more importantly, the people who actually and actively implement the aid agenda are yet to be convinced. These are the people who are so wedded to aid that they are unable to see Africa as anything but helpless without aid intervention.

What follows is a discussion of other, better ways for Africa to finance its economic development; ways that have been tried and tested in places as far-flung as India, Russia and Chile, and even, closer to home, in South Africa.

**PART II**

**A World without Aid**

The Republic of Dongo

Population: 30 million. Average life expectancy: forty years (down from sixty-five in the past twenty years, mainly because of the HIV—AIDS epidemic; in its cities, one in three adults have the disease). Annual per capita income: US$300, with 70 per cent of its population living on below US$1 a day. Average growth rate in the past twenty years was 1 per cent and 5 per cent in the last five years: has benefited from a recent copper price surge. Chief exports: copper, gold, cotton and sugar. Political system: adopted a nominal democracy ten years ago, having spent twenty years as a one-party state led by the same political party, and the same president.

This is the Republic of Dongo. While fictitious, the Republic of Dongo is not far off the reality of many African countries. Freed from European colonial rule in the 1960s, the country’s background and evolution are pretty characteristic of the average African country. A socialist economy in the 1970s, it underwent privatization in the mid-1980s, moved to a democratic regime after Glasnost and Perestroika, and is ranked 3 out of a possible 10 on the Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index (where 0 is the least transparent). In the 1980s, the country had accrued as much as US$3 billion of debt – twice as
the 1980s the country had accrued as much as US$3 billion of debt – twice as much as the country’s annual GDP, and more than three times its combined education and health budgets. Dongo benefited from debt relief in the early part of the 2000s, which left minimal debt. Yet the country remains the beneficiary of millions of dollars of aid each year. Aid share of GDP: 10 per cent. Aid as a percentage of government revenues: 75 per cent.

Like Nigeria and Malawi, Dongo was granted its independence in the 1960s. Like Uganda and Botswana, it is struggling under the weight of HIV—AIDS. Like Zambia, Mali, Benin and the Democratic Republic of Congo, Dongo relies on commodities (mineral and agricultural) as a primary source of export revenue (by comparison, 60 per cent of Zambia’s export revenues come from copper, and over 95 per cent of Nigeria’s export earnings are from oil and gas). Although not as extreme as the Gambia or Ethiopia, where 97 per cent of the government budget is attributed to foreign aid, Dongo’s fiscal revenue is mainly aid-dependent. Like Kenya, it has in place a fragile democracy, which under the confluence of exogenous factors is susceptible to political destabilization. And like the majority of African (and indeed most developing) countries, its population is skewed towards the young: 50 per cent of its citizens are below the age of fifteen. Faced with few obvious prospects, Dongo, like so many of its neighbours, is intensely vulnerable: a breeding ground for disaffection, unrest and civil war.

Where will its young men and women be in twenty years’ time? If a country can’t produce the next generation of well-educated civil servants, politicians, economists and intellectuals, then how can it not regress? Will Dongo have changed, or will it still be locked in a cycle of disappointment and despair?

This book is not about specific development policy. It is not a book about whether one way of tackling the HIV—AIDS problem is better than another, or if one education strategy yields better results than another. It is about how to finance the development agenda so that, whatever the development policy, economic prosperity might be realized. Dongo will only change if its fundamental model of aid-dependency is abandoned and the Dead Aid proposal of this book adopted wholesale, in its entirety.

The choice of development finance is at least as important as the policies a government adopts. You can have the best development policy in the world, but without the right financial tools to implement it, the agenda is rendered impotent. Put differently, it matters little whether Dongo is capitalist or socialist in development orientation – of paramount importance is how Dongo finances its economic development. Indeed, neither a capitalist nor a socialist economic agenda can be truly achieved in the longer term without a financing strategy based on free-market tools.

Implicit in the proposals that follow are financing solutions that have their roots in the free-market system. This invites the question: is it possible for a government to raise money in a free-market way and spend it on a socialist agenda (for example, provide free education and healthcare)? The answer is yes: Sweden, Denmark and Norway are just three examples. Whatever the social, political and economic ideology a country chooses, there is a menu of financial alternatives (all
economic ideology a country chooses, there is a menu of financial alternatives (all better than aid) that can finance its agenda.

Can a government use free-market tools and still maintain its core socialist values? The answer is not only yes, it can, but, perhaps more importantly, it has to. And even when a government finances itself using socialist-like tools (for example, high taxes), it must still rely on some market-based financing tools in order to successfully achieve its economic goals.

5. A Radical Rethink of the Aid-Dependency Model

GOVERNMENTS NEED CASH

The fact of the matter is, governments need cash. This is true regardless of political leanings – whether a socialist government, which endeavours to provide all goods and services to its citizens, or a more market-driven government, which relies on the markets to provide some public goods (that is, goods and services for which there is a broad public benefit, but for which no one person bears the cost, like, again, a lamppost).

Perhaps nowhere is the role of government more crucial – as a strategist, as a coordinator and even, to some extent, as a financier – than in poor developing countries. For at the early stages of development, the nascent private sector is simply not large enough to assume a central developmental role. Traditionally, this is where aid stepped in. But, as this book has argued, aid has not delivered any meaningful or substantial economic performance. Even if it were true that aid had contributed to economic growth, there are two compelling reasons why Africa should seek alternatives to finance its development.

The donors are growing weary. As shown earlier, over the past twenty years foreign aid to Africa has been on the decline. Whether it is because donors don’t believe it works, they don’t have the cash or they simply don’t care, the fact remains that the donors’ African aid purse is slowly shrinking.

Despite the outpourings of Live 8, one survey found that the US public’s desire to reduce foreign aid outranked its fear of nuclear war. In a 1980 poll 82 per cent of respondents said foreign economic assistance should be cut.¹ This may, at least in part, explain why, when it comes down to it, most donor countries have failed to meet their pledges of 0.7 per cent of GDP made in Monterrey in 2002.
Another reason for the decline in aid flows may be that donor countries are facing their own financial pressures. It has been estimated that Bush’s war on terror – being fought in Iraq, Afghanistan and Pakistan – will cost the US almost US$3 trillion.\(^2\) Demographic shifts are putting further strain on Western economies. Increasing numbers of retirees and fewer productive young people (owing to the ageing baby boomers and lower birth rates) means increasing health costs, lower tax revenues and less to give away. And of course it is worth remembering that the 2008 credit crisis has put immense pressure on the fiscal balances of rich (and rapidly emerging) countries; yet another stark reminder that foreign donor support is an unreliable if not dangerous palliative. For African policymakers to view aid as permanent (even with the noise made by aid proponents for it to be increased) is foolhardy.

**WEANING OFF THE ADDICTION: NO ONE SAID IT WOULD BE EASY**

Africa is addicted to aid. For the past sixty years it has been fed aid. Like any addict it needs and depends on its regular fix, finding it hard, if not impossible, to contemplate existence in an aid-less world. In Africa, the West has found its perfect client to deal to.

This book provides a blueprint, a road map, for Africa to wean itself off aid. This goal cannot be easily achieved without the cooperation of the donors. And like the challenges someone addicted to drugs might face, the withdrawal is bound to be painful. Drug-taker, or drug-pusher, in the end someone has to have the courage to say no.

What follows is a menu of alternatives to fund economic development across poor countries. If implemented in the most efficient way, each of these solutions will help to dramatically reduce Africa’s dependency on aid. The alternatives to aid are predicated on transparency, do not foster rampant corruption, and through their development provide the life-blood through which Africa’s social capital and economies can grow.

The *Dead Aid* proposal envisages a gradual (but uncompromising) reduction in systematic aid over a five- to ten-year period. However worthwhile the goal to reduce and even eliminate aid is, it would not be practical or realistic to see aid immediately drop to zero. Nor, in the interim, might it be desirable.

A reasonable person could, for example, argue that aid in Africa has not worked precisely because it has not been constructed with the idea of promoting growth. The politically driven aid and tied-aid examples discussed in earlier chapters underscore the point that these types of aid flows do not promote development, and nor were they intended to in the first place. That, if executed in a moderate way, Botswana’s experience with aid (detailed earlier) is exactly what we would want to see: a country that began with a high ratio of aid to GDP uses the aid wisely to provide important public goods that help support good policies and sound governance that lays the foundation for robust growth. Over time, the
and sound governance that lays the foundation for robust growth. Over time, the ratio of aid to GDP would fall as a country developed. In this way, Botswana would seem like the poster-child for what aid can do in a well-managed country.

It might very well be the case that more-modest aid programmes that are actually designed to address the critical problems faced by African countries can deliver some economic value. The *Dead Aid* proposal does allow for this perspective, by leaving room for modest amounts of aid to be part of Africa’s development financing strategy. Systematic aid will be a component of the *Dead Aid* proposal, but only insofar as its presence decreases as other financing alternatives take hold. The ultimate aim is an aid-free world.

### 6. A Capital Solution

In September 2007, Ghana issued a US$750 million ten-year bond in the international capital markets. About a month later, the Gabonese Republic followed suit, issuing a US$1 billion ten-year bond. Could Dongo do the same?

Bonds are effectively loans or IOUs. On issuing a bond, the government promises to repay the money it borrows to the lender, plus an agreed amount of interest. However, as discussed earlier, bonds issued in the commercial marketplace are fundamentally different from aid given in loans in at least three ways: first, the interest rate charged on aid loans is below (often markedly so) the going market rate; second, aid loans tend to have much longer periods over which the borrowing country has to repay (some World Bank loans are for fifty years, whereas the longest maturities in the private markets rarely exceed thirty years); third, aid transfers tend to carry much more lenient terms in cases of default or non-payment than the relatively more punitive private bond markets.

There is a plentiful history of lesser developing countries issuing bonds – dating as far back as the 1820s. By 1860, for example, Argentina and Brazil were frequent users of the international bond markets, and since then many of the world’s poorest countries have, at one time or another, issued bonds. In a report, the rating agency Standard & Poor’s lists as many as thirty-five African economies as having had access to the bond markets in the 1970s and 1980s.

For many of these countries, the point of issuing these bonds to international investors was to help finance their development programmes, including infrastructure, education and healthcare. Monies raised by bonds could, however, also be used to fund governments’ day-to-day (current) expenditures such as on the military, civil service and trade imbalances.

Accessing the bond markets is not that hard. Having decided to raise money by issuing bonds rather than yet again taking aid (this might prompt the question of
by issuing bonds rather than yet again taking aid (this might prompt the question of why an African government would choose to do this, but following the example set by South Africa and Botswana, a responsible government should see merit in this financing strategy), a country must go through a number of reasonably straightforward stages.

First, it must acquire a rating, very often obtained from reputable internationally recognized rating agencies. The rating might not be great, but it is nonetheless a rating. The rating is a guide to investors of the risk involved – the likelihood that a country will repay its loans – and therefore determines the country’s cost of borrowing.

Second, the country must woo the potential investors – those people willing to lend to it. Very often, a country will hire a bank to accompany its representatives on a roadshow to help make the case to an array of investors (institutions like pension funds and asset managers as well as private individuals) as to why they should lend their money to the country. It is also an opportunity to show that it can manage its borrowings in a credible way – after all, many of these countries were not able to keep the relatively low-interest-rate debt of the 1970s from piling up in an unsustainable way. There are good reasons to believe that the greater desire of many African leaders to see their countries excel should give investors the comfort that governments will fare better with private debt flows today than in the past.

Finally, assuming the country’s representatives make a compelling case for its credibility and intention to repay, and once the loan terms are agreed upon (the maturity or length of the bond, the cost of the bond, the currency it will be issued in), the country gets its cash.

The market for African countries to issue bonds exists, but only for those countries seriously intent on transforming their economies for the better. The good news is that for countries considering the bond markets, investor interest in emerging countries is on the rise. Traditionally only designated emerging-markets investors sought returns in underdeveloped markets. Over time, thanks to greater information and people being more at ease with the idea of globalization and cross-border linkages, other pools of money have turned their attention to emerging economies. This has broadened a previously narrow base to encompass an almost insatiable demand from mutual funds, pension schemes, hedge funds, insurance companies and private asset managers around the world.

Moreover, as economies have stabilized, and operate under better management, investors themselves have evolved from more short-term speculators (jumping in and out to garner short-term gains) into longer-term players happy to buy and hold developing-country assets for longer periods, and even up to maturity.

While it is true that the Asian crisis of 1997, the Russian debacle in 1998 and the Argentinian default of 2001 all led to a sudden outflow of capital from the emerging markets, these proved to be hiccups in what has been a strong and growing trend of emerging-market interest. And even in those countries where money flowed out on the back of crises, in just one decade investor money has
money flowed out on the back of crises, in just one decade investor money has returned.

The reasons for the rapidly growing interest in emerging economies are threefold:

For one thing, investors are always looking for the next, best opportunity. And emerging-market fundamentals make a strong case for being some of the best opportunities around. Countries that exhibit strong economic performance and are seen to be on a sound and credible footing will be rewarded. At a minimum, foreign investors will be willing to lend the country the cash. However, the beauty with bonds is that their very existence lends further credibility to the country seeking funds, thereby encouraging a broader range of high-quality private investment. More credibility equals more money, equals more credibility, equals more money and so on. As part of the macroeconomic improvements, being actively seen to be making strides away from aid, and in doing so shaking off the stigma of being an aid ‘basket-case’, is in itself an attractive proposition to potential investors.

Second, unsurprisingly, investors are attracted to the prospect of high returns. At the most elementary level, fund managers and commercial banks are themselves rewarded for a decent appreciation on their capital. In some cases, dedicated emerging-market fund managers (those only investing in these markets) look for net returns of at least 10 per cent per annum. By and large, thanks to their rapid growth, and the relative scarcity of investment capital, it is mainly assets in emerging markets and underdeveloped countries that can deliver these high returns.

For example, in 2006, emerging-market debt gave investors a return of around 12 per cent. The performance beat the 3 per cent return for US government bonds in the same year. Moreover, emerging-market debt has almost consistently outperformed international stocks over the past ten years. Whereas the average return for emerging-market bond funds over the past five years has been 40 per cent, US equity indices have only returned 20 per cent. In 2007, emerging-market bonds returned some 35 per cent and J. P. Morgan’s EMBI+ index of such bonds performed better against American government bonds by 15 per cent. Over a longer timeframe – say an eighteen-month to two-year window – experienced portfolio managers can make significant returns, averaging 25–30 per cent per annum.

More generally, historically, choosing to invest in the bonds of relatively underdeveloped economies instead of home bonds has paid off. The evidence of ten countries suggests that investors made higher returns on bond lending to foreign countries than in safer home governments; despite the former’s wars and recessions, foreign bondholders got a net return premium of 0.44 per cent per annum on all bonds outstanding at any time between 1850 and about 1970.

Third, investing in the broader class of emerging markets can enhance portfolio diversification. The notion of portfolio diversification is at the core of asset management. It pertains to the need to spread your risks and rewards across investments. In essence, you diversify a portfolio to garner the same amount of
In a similar vein, portfolio managers look to spread their risk and maximize their returns by choosing across a wide variety of options. Emerging economies (and African investments as well) offer a way for portfolio managers to improve their performance.

Like the sunscreen and umbrella islands, emerging markets and developed markets are so disparate that the opportunity to enhance a portfolio’s performance by having some exposure to both markets is considerable; smoothing out the risks and enhancing the returns.

In the past, research has found that emerging-market debt (broadly as a group, as well as for individual countries) has low (and sometimes even negative) correlations with other major asset classes. To put it simply, emerging-market investments tend to fare well when other asset classes (say, developed-market stocks and bonds) fare less well. Indeed, the correlation of key emerging-market spreads (the difference between the risk-free rate and the rate charged to a riskier concern) and US bond returns is typically negative – moving in the same direction when the global economy is universally bad.

Emerging-market debt has the advantage of being countercyclical to the developed business cycle, since, in a global recession, poor countries can find it cheaper to repay their debts. As global interest rates decline, which often occurs on the back of a global economic slowdown, the debt service costs for poor countries (denominated in the foreign currency) goes down.

Differences in economic fundamentals between developed and developing countries also provide support for the diversification argument. Emerging-market debt also benefits from high oil prices. Although oil price shocks may induce a global economic recession (recent oil price heights have so far defied this assumption), the counter-cyclicality of emerging-market debt – the fact that oil-producing countries may fare well when oil prices rise – means emerging-market assets can help protect a more diversified portfolio.

There is an additional factor that can drive demand for the bonds of well-run African countries. Very often, international investors have restrictions on what they can and cannot buy for their portfolios. For example, some pension funds are only allowed to buy securities (stocks or bonds) which are included in approved lists (indices) drawn up by rating agencies or investment banks (for example, the J. P. Morgan Emerging Market Bond Index). Like in football or other sports,
Like in football or other sports, these indices are in effect league tables in which countries can go up or down, be included or excluded depending on their overall performance and their liquidity (that is, how easy it is to buy and sell the security). There is, therefore, always constant movement (South Africa, South Korea, Mexico and Brazil each have moved to higher levels of the credit league tables), and, more importantly, there is always room for new entries.

Likewise, sometimes countries leave willingly, and sometimes they are forced out.

As countries mature they may choose to reduce the number of bonds they issue in the international market in favour of domestic bond issues or relying on domestic savings and tax. South Africa is one such example. Over time, as its issuance of international bonds declined, its position in the J. P. Morgan EMBI league table fell, and eventually it was dropped. In another case, when Argentina defaulted on US$132 billion of its debt in 2001, it was also removed from J. P. Morgan’s index.

Not every investor uses league tables. For those interested in taking great risks the league tables may not matter. However, for more risk-averse investors league tables matter a lot. The point is, league table or no, there is a huge untapped market available for those African countries that choose to put themselves forward. Clearly the fluidity in these league tables is an obvious opportunity for African countries to raise their game and get on them.

Furthermore, by graduating onto such a bond index, greater name recognition and investor familiarity could improve liquidity and over time reduce a country’s cost of borrowing from the international markets; another perk for being responsible and growing up. Today the total amount of hard-currency emerging-market government debt is approximately US$100 billion, and as much as US$3 trillion market trading per day.

But there are challenges. History and experience have taught us that.

As mentioned earlier, in order for borrowers (countries or companies) to access bond investors, they need a credit rating. That is the first hurdle that needs to be jumped; their credit rating determines which investors a borrower gets to see and the cost of borrowing. For the most part, there are three recognized major rating agencies that investors look to: Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s Investors Service and Fitch Ratings. Their role is to assess a potential borrower’s ability (mainly the country’s likely future income path based on economic and social factors) and willingness (essentially a political assessment) to repay any debt. On this basis countries are ranked from triple A to triple C – essentially bankrupt.

But rating countries and companies is an art not a science, and rating agencies have been known to get it wrong – sometimes spectacularly, as in the case of Enron, which had received a clean bill of health (rated a solid investment grade Baa3 by Moody’s) just five days before the company filed for bankruptcy. In May 2008, the rating agency Moody’s was reeling from revelations that the company had allegedly awarded incorrect ratings to securities worth at least
US$4 billion because of a bug in its computer models. Although this debacle centred on rating agencies’ role in rating complex (derivative) structures, rather than traditional models used to rate sovereigns and large corporates, it is clear that no one is infallible.

If a country is awarded a better credit rating than it deserves, it has little to complain about. But the reverse can happen, and this would be felt in the interest rate that the country would face upon borrowing.

A country’s ratings are not only important for its own ability to issue debt, but also dictate the rating for companies within its borders. The notion of a sovereign ceiling means that a company can never obtain a credit rating higher than that of its country. In places where a country has no rating the ability for companies to seek outside investment capital is hampered greatly.

Another challenge is contagion. This is the misguided idea that all emerging countries are tarred with the same brush, and that if one defaults then inevitably all others in the same category, regardless of their unique situations, will follow suit. The 1997 East Asian crisis is an illustration of this. Although the financial problems were initially confined to the East Asian economies, countries such as Brazil, where the stock market fell by 24 per cent, and South Africa, where it fell by 23 per cent (both in dollar terms) over the same period, also felt the pain. The Mexican tequila crisis of 1994 and the Russian flu of 1998 are other examples of how the international markets’ negative reactions to one country spill over and unfairly penalize other countries.

In theory, the risk for an African government is that it could be susceptible to its neighbours’ bad news and, without notice, investors could take their money out, leaving a country cash-strapped. With the bond markets effectively shut, a country’s carefully scripted economic plans can be suddenly placed in jeopardy, through no fault of its own. During the East Asian crisis the average cost of borrowing for an emerging market rose by as much as 60 per cent.

The good news is that international investors no longer view the markets in such a uniform way. As investors have become savvier, the notion of contagion risk has largely diminished. When Argentina defaulted in 2001, the repercussions elsewhere were insignificant. Borrowing costs money, and some forms more than others. This is a challenge African governments must face up to.

For most poor countries, the obvious financial choice is to go for the cheapest option – that is, aid – but because of the fine print this often proves to be a costly choice. The realities of borrowing are much more nuanced. While it will always be financially cheaper for them to borrow from the World Bank and other concessionary lenders, factoring in other costs suggests a more punitive deal.

It all adds up. The status quo of aid-dependency guarantees reputational damage. Ever-present corruption and the negative stigma left in the minds of potential investors (another African begging bowl) are part of the hidden costs when countries access ‘cheaper financing’. How much better if a country pays the higher financial rate, and gets quality investment and an improved standing in the world?
The average cost for an African government to draw down on a World Bank loan under its concessional window is around 0.75 per cent. The average cost for an emerging-market country to issue debt in 2007 was 10 per cent, but has been declining.

In just ten years, emerging-market spreads – that is, the premium developing countries have to pay in addition to the borrowing cost of a risk-free borrower (say, the United States government) – shrank from 30 per cent to a record low of 5 per cent in 2006. The narrower spread means a country issuing debt now saves an average of about US$90 million a year in interest for every US$1 billion compared to debt issued in 2002.

Why have the costs of borrowing come down? Two reasons: first, notable improvements in different countries’ macroeconomic and political environments. Second, improved liquidity (save perhaps the mid-2008 credit crunch); that is, more cash chasing developing-country assets. The net result is that developing countries’ assets become more attractive, and the increase in demand helps lower costs. Some emerging economies have improved so much, and have risen up the credit league tables so dramatically, that they have shed the tag of emerging markets (which bears relatively higher borrowing costs) and joined the ranks of the highest-rated countries. With this, of course, comes access to the cheapest rates of borrowing. Poland and Hungary are two examples. By 2006, because both countries had made marked improvements on the economic and political fronts, they were able to issue debt of unprecedented size (both topping the €1 billion mark) at very low borrowing cost; Hungary received the cheapest-ever pricing for a central European convergence sovereign.

Globally, developing countries are moving up credit tables. For example, the highest-quality (investment grade) share of the league table has increased from 3 to 42 per cent. And the proportion of countries remaining in the lower ranks has declined from 25 to 6 per cent. Sadly, apart from South Africa, Africa has played no part in this.

**REBOUNDING FROM A DEFAULT**

Sometimes, factors are beyond a government’s control, and these can have far-reaching ramifications for the finance of even the most stable of countries. Environmental disaster (such as the 1975 frost in Brazil which devastated its coffee crop) may force a country to default on its debt obligations.

Spain defaulted on its external debt thirteen times between 1500 and 1900. Since 1824 Venezuela has defaulted nine times. Brazil defaulted on its international debt in 1826, 1898, 1902, 1914, 1931, 1937 and 1983. Argentina defaulted in 1828, 1890, 1982, 1989 and most recently 2001. There are costs to defaulting, not least of which is that a country drops off the credit rating league table, and its cost of borrowing skyrockets. But, though unfortunate, defaulting is not the end of the world. The debt markets are very
unfortunate, defaulting is not the end of the world. The debt markets are very forgiving, and investor memory is short.

As long as the borrower is seen to address its troubles, sometimes unforeseen, sometimes of its own making (governments have been known to be time-inconsistent – saying one thing today and doing another tomorrow – the ‘read my lips’ scenario), it can return to the market. But you can only return to the market once investors are convinced that you are politically and/or economically back on track (unfortunately, of course, aid will be given to you anyway).

The markets have rewarded reformers. For example, just three years after it defaulted on its internal debt in 1998, the international debt markets welcomed new bond issues from Russia – the City of Moscow issued a €400 million bond in November 2001.

And on the back of the Asia crisis, even though many Asian economies saw their ratings plummet and their costs of borrowing shoot up – to the point where they were effectively locked out of the capital markets until they reformed – they too were rewarded. Before the crisis, South Korea was assigned a high investment grade rating of A+ by the international rating agency Standard & Poor’s. At the height of the Asia crises in 1997, it had been downgraded nine notches to a sub-investment grade B+ rating. (It went from A+ to B+ in just two months). However, by addressing investors’ specific concerns on the need for the country to restructure its domestic banks, the country was upgraded to investment grade again in a year.

But Africa’s defaulters have not done the same, turning away from meaningful reform, and choosing instead the deceptively easier route of aid. The typical recovery period after an emerging-market crisis has been one to two years. However, barring the Ghana and Gabon bond issues of 2007, the last time an African nation tapped the international debt markets was in the mid-1990s (Congo-Brazzaville in 1994 with a US$600 million ten-year bond issue). Of the 35-odd African countries that had issued bonds in the international capital markets around that time, virtually all of them defaulted; and in the subsequent thirty years, none of them have returned.

They have a choice of course, but African countries have not come to the markets largely because they have not wanted to. The good news is that there are signs that this is changing. A report titled ‘Financial Institutions’ Debt Issuance is Likely to Increase in Sub-Saharan Africa’, published on 30 April 2008 on Ratings Direct, Standard & Poor’s, commented on the prospects for increasing bond issuance from Africa. The international credit rating agency noted that banks from Ghana, Kenya, and the regional monetary unions of the West African Economic and Monetary Union and the Economic and Monetary Community of Central Africa would be the most likely candidates in the next two to three years to raise long-term debt.1

The overall trend is clearly an encouraging one. Although there is still a way to go in rating governments and corporates across Africa, over the past eighteen months Standard & Poor’s has assigned long-term credit ratings to four banks in Nigeria, two of which subsequently issued debt in the international capital
It is these strides that Africa desperately needs to take. The prospect of new financial players from Africa’s banking and other private sectors bodes well for greater transparency and financial maturity, which will allow them to gain better access to both domestic and international capital markets. But, most of all, acquiring credit ratings and experience in the capital markets is the passport for Africa’s participation in the broader world architecture.

It is incumbent on African governments to play ball. The success of the private venture into the capital markets (be they domestic or international) crucially hinges on African governments understanding the very positive economic implications of their constructive actions and grasping the opportunities the capital markets offer (better reputation, transparency, greater investment capital, longer-term reduction in borrowing costs). It also requires efficient management, and an understanding that if they are not supportive, the negative ramifications are damaging and far-reaching.

For sure, there is an institutional imperative – it is always in the interest of international banks to lend and investors to invest – but seduced by the siren call of aid, African governments sink their ships on the rocks of development demise. The discussion thus far has focused on the international debt markets, but African countries should develop their domestic bond markets as well.

The domestic bond markets are a prerequisite for a country’s stock market, and yet another means for the nation’s corporate sector to finance its own growth. Besides, issuing debt in the domestic markets is often cheaper than issuing debt in a foreign currency (this might explain the evolving trend in more-developed emerging countries, who have seen a shift from predominantly international debt to now roughly 70 per cent of debt in local currency). In order to pay interest and the principal on foreign debt a country has to find the foreign currency first. The risk posed by fluctuations in currencies means a borrower may have to find more of its own currency to meet the value of its foreign debt.

There have been a number of developments towards the furtherance of these domestic markets. Take the European Investment Bank (EIB), a European financing institution established in 1958 to finance capital projects which further the European Union’s objectives (investing in small and medium-sized enterprises and in environmental-sustainability projects, for example).

On 11 February 2008 the EIB launched its first Zambian bond denominated in the local currency. The bond transaction was for 125 billion Zambian kwacha (US$33 million) of two-year notes. Although this was not the first time the EIB had accessed the local markets in an African country – it had already done so in local currencies in Botswana, Ghana, Mauritius, Namibia and, of course, South Africa (where it has issued local-currency denominated debt for more than ten years) – it was the first time an international entity issued debt in Zambia’s local currency.

From the EIB’s perspective, issuing debt in Zambia’s local currency just makes good business sense. It complements the EIB’s activities in Zambia as a lender in...
good business sense. It complements the EIB's activities as a lender in the mining industry and to small and medium-sized enterprises. Furthermore, the EIB's currency-lending activities are aligned with their funding, which makes for good currency management.

For Zambia, the EIB’s transaction marked the first sale of debt in an African currency to international investors, and as with the other African countries who have executed debt transactions in local currencies, the bond issue was just another way of developing and further solidifying the country’s credentials in the capital markets. It certainly helped draw the attention of international investors to the Zambian bond market. Thanks to the EIB transaction, Zambia joined a group of countries that met the criteria for issuance to the European institutional market.

The wider debt capital markets viewed the EIB transaction as an innovative way to tap funding possibilities in relevant local currencies, the clear benefit being that the bond issue was supporting the development of local currency markets as well as taking a step towards potential future lending in local currency.

The G8 took the decision to make local bond market development a core focus of its policy agenda. In response to this, and recognizing the importance of a private-sector role in finance in emerging economies, there has been movement in donor quarters.

In October 2007, the World Bank (partly at the instigation of emerging-country governments) launched its Global Emerging Markets Local Currency Bond (GEMLOC) Program, designed to ‘support development of local currency bond markets and increase their investability so that more institutional investment from local and global investors can flow into local currency bond markets in developing countries’. In conjunction with private-sector participants, this is the World Bank’s first concerted foray into developing the local debt markets across emerging economies.

The establishment and development of local bond markets has obvious benefits to the poorest economies. Stronger, more liquid local currency bond markets can lower the cost of borrowing and reduce financing and investment mismatches and the risks they create. They support development and enhance a country’s resilience to shocks, thereby improving its financial stability.

Yet, thus far, the development of the local debt capital markets in many of the poorest countries has been impeded by the absence of longer-term domestic bonds that are liquid (that is, can be easily bought or sold), and by a relatively weak regulatory and financial infrastructure.

Additionally, the level at which international investors are able/ willing to own locally denominated debt has been dismal; foreign institutional investors (such as pension funds and insurance companies) hold only around 10 per cent of their emerging-markets debt investments in local currency; this despite the arguments for holding local-currency denominated debt being so compelling. A portfolio which includes local emerging-market bonds offers diversification since correlations with other securities (stocks and bonds) are low, and potential returns from an improving credit environment and currency appreciation in emerging economies are attractive.
emerging economies are attractive.

The GEMLOC Program has three separate but complementary parts. An investment manager would be assigned to promote investment in the local-currency bonds of emerging-market countries, as well as develop investment strategies for local-currency bond markets. Shortly after the GEMLOC announcement, the bond investment organization PIMCO was selected to fulfil the role of investment manager. Next, Markit, a private-sector data and index firm, was chosen to develop a new independent and transparent bond index, for the emerging-markets local-currency debt asset class. A country’s inclusion in the new index (known as GEMX) is based on a country’s score on investability indicators, such as market size, and a set of criteria developed by the ratings, risk and research firm CRISIL. The index will open the way for a broad range of countries to be considered for investment, as currently less than 2 per cent of local-currency debt is benchmarked against leading market indices, and these include relatively few countries and instruments. The GEMX index offers an opportunity for investment strategies that include a diversified set of local emerging-market bonds with low correlations and potential returns from an improving credit environment and currency appreciation.

Finally, the World Bank will provide advisory services to low- and middle-income countries to promote reforms aimed at developing local bond markets, improving their investability for domestic and international institutions, and enhancing financial stability. Many local markets have severe impediments on investability, such as red tape, taxes, weak infrastructure and inefficient debt management, all of which make investment in local markets unattractive.

The idea of this leg of the GEMLOC initiative is to improve market infrastructure and regulation, and help transform emerging local-currency bond markets into a better-known and mainstream asset class, ultimately supporting the expansion of corporate bond markets, infrastructure, and mortgage- and asset-backed financing. The hope is for involvement of the World Bank Group to cease after ten years; almost unwittingly recognizing there are other, better, private ways for emerging economies to finance their development.

Based on the current investability criteria, only two African countries are likely to be included in the bond index – Nigeria and South Africa. Because the GEMX index will focus on countries that have local sovereign bond markets of at least US$3 billion, and sovereign bond issues of at least US$100 million (as well as at least a 50 per cent minimum score on a rank of investibility), initially it is likely that the index will only include fixed-rate government sovereign bonds from twenty countries: Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Egypt, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Russia, Slovakia, South Africa, Thailand and Turkey.

Over time, additional countries, and additional bond types (for example, company bonds), will be considered for inclusion in order to further improve liquidity. Although the stringent criteria bar many African countries from participation today, there is no reason why other African bonds should not be included over time, as their local debt markets develop. That noted, however, the
included over time, as their local debt markets develop. That noted, however, the high bond issuance thresholds laid out in the criteria point again to the fact that smaller African countries ought to consider more unified and integrated regional approaches to the capital markets, rather than necessarily going it alone.

CAN DONGO TAP THE MARKETS?

The capital markets are open, and open for Africa. Any assertions that these countries cannot tap the international capital markets are simply wrong. Developed countries tap the market, developing nations tap the market, even the World Bank taps the market (in a rather circular reasoning, to raise funds which they then lend on to African countries). Africa should tap the markets too. By and large, the countries that have not thus far issued bonds have not done so because they do not wish to, not because they can’t.

The amount of emerging-market bond issuance jumped 52 per cent from US$152 billion in 2004 to US$230 billion in 2007. Currently, the total amount of bonds from government and companies in these countries stands at approximately US$1.5 trillion, of which a relatively minuscule US$10 million is from Africa. In the past ten years forty-three developing countries have issued international bonds – only three were African: South Africa, Ghana and Gabon.

However, there are early indications that more are on the way. Since 2003, fifteen African countries have obtained credit ratings (Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Gabon, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Mali, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria, Senegal and Uganda), all of which have ratings high enough to tap the bond market. In July 2006, for instance, Zambia, Africa’s largest copper producer, announced it would seek its first credit ratings to enable it to sell bonds in international markets. The Governor of the country’s Central Bank argued that a rating would help cut Zambia’s funding costs.

The first-order problem is whether you can tap the markets, and the second is for how much. Every year governments set up their budgets in order to determine the amount of money they will need to finance their development objectives. With this figure in mind, and assuming they appreciate the many benefits bond issuance can bring, they must embark on a roadshow. From this beauty parade – their roadshows are of course competing with other countries’ roadshows for a finite (albeit large) pool of cash – they can easily gauge how much investor appetite there is.

As Ghana and Gabon have both demonstrated, it is perfectly possible to raise large sums. More generally, judging by the amounts realized by countries with similar ratings, the precedence has been good. For example, Turkey, rated single BB— (similar to Gabon), and Brazil, rated BBB— (as is Namibia), have raised upwards of US$1 billion in a single bond issuance. In 2006, the average bond issue by an emerging market was US$1.5 billion.

As with everything, more experience yields greater rewards. As governments become more experienced and investors get to know a country better, countries
become more experienced and investors get to know a country better, countries can come to the markets more often (many emerging economies tap the markets every year) and in transactions of greater size.

Some African countries might initially be viewed as too small, or too risky, to lend to. For these (Togo, Benin and Mali, for instance), and others perceived as too hazardous for individual investments, there are three risk mitigants to consider.

One is the pooling of risk. Rather than individual countries reaching for the bond markets independently, African countries could form groups or regional coalitions, issue debt as a single entity, and divide the proceeds (and debt service obligations) accordingly. Every country would get the upside benefit of cash from the bond issue but bear the downside risk of one or many of the countries in the pool defaulting (in which case the non-defaulting countries have to repay the borrowings on behalf of the offending country or countries).

A collective bond would undoubtedly require a unified rating (which would probably be some average of all the countries participating), but, as with the umbrella and sunscreen island example before, there are notable diversification benefits to be gained. For instance, for some countries the pooled cost of borrowing would most likely be lower than that for an individual country alone – a weighted probability of default would be lower than for an individual country’s bond issue. And much like the European Union (or any union of countries, for that matter) ‘higher-quality’ countries would be given the incentive to participate in such a structure to garner positive externalities from the neighbours’ growth as well.

Pooling risk invariably introduces a free-rider problem; that is, the risk that one or more countries take relatively more cash out of the pot than they deserve (or add more risk to the pot than is desirable – although in this case the group of countries could simply choose to exclude the country, thereby forcing it to the markets on its own, to earn its stripes). A way around this problem would be to divide the spoils on a GDP-weighted basis – the bigger the country, the greater the share of the bond pie it receives; or on a needs basis (based on countries’ per capita income) – the greater a country’s needs, the more of the bond proceeds it would receive.

There is another risk mitigant, which is to offer some type of insurance or payment protection in the event that a country defaults. Like any other credit guarantee, the guarantor (usually of higher credit standing than the country issuing the bond) would promise to cover some part or the full value of the bond if a country reneged on the repayment of its debt obligation.

A recent example of this is South Africa’s Pan-African Infrastructure Development Fund (PAIDF). Launched in 2007, the PAIDF invests in infrastructure projects (transport, energy, water and sanitation, and telecommunications) across Africa, while the South African government guarantees the fund’s multi-billion-dollar investments.\(^\text{3}\) With its respectable triple B credit rating, South Africa is effectively underwriting the risk of the whole continent, and is able to provide comfort to investors, who might otherwise see the fund’s investment pool as too risky. As of October 2007, the PAIDF had...
the fund’s investment pool as too risky. As of October 2007, the PAIDF had raised approximately US$625 million from Africa itself (suggesting, as discussed later, that a lot of untapped cash exists on the continent).

Another innovative example in risk mitigation is that of the Republic of Argentina, which issued a US$1.5 billion bond consisting of six bonds, guaranteed in part by the World Bank. Each bond was for US$250 million maturing at different times (one year, eighteen months, two, three, four and five years).

The guarantee structure worked quite simply: the first bond was fully guaranteed by the World Bank. Once Argentina repaid this bond, the guarantee rolled forward to the second bond. Thereafter, it rolled to each successive bond, and so on.

The idea of the guarantee was that if Argentina failed to repay any bond at maturity, the World Bank would immediately step in and repay it. If Argentina then repaid the World Bank within sixty days of the bond’s maturity, the guarantee of the World Bank would roll to the next bond. However, if Argentina failed to repay the World Bank within sixty days (which unfortunately it eventually did), the guarantee would be lost on all the remaining bonds. Because of the World Bank’s guarantee, each of Argentina’s bonds in the series achieved a highly coveted investment grade rating based on the AAA-rated guarantee of the World Bank. Despite Argentina’s default on this structure, this is exactly the type of innovative financing structure that can help bring Africa into the global fold.

Finally, securitizing a bond issue can also mitigate risk and reduce the cost of borrowing. The process of securitization involves ring-fencing, or setting aside, specific cashflows to pay off a debt obligation. Take an oil-producing nation as an example of how this works. The country issues debt with the understanding that all payments (interest and principal) due on the bond will be repaid by specified income earned from oil exports. Of course, there is the risk that something happens to the income stream (again, think of the Brazilian frost and the income lost on the coffee crop), but in general investors are reassured if they can see exactly how they will be repaid their investment money.

In ‘Ending Africa’s Poverty Trap’, the economist Jeffrey Sachs et al. estimated the money needed to meet the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) (excluding government and household contributions) for Ghana, Tanzania and Uganda. They argued that this is the amount that donors would have to provide in order to finance the MDG intervention package.

For Ghana, he estimated the total investment needs for meeting the MDG would average US$2 billion a year (or US$82.8 per year, per person). Of this total, Sachs proposed that US$1.2 billion would need to be funded by annual external assistance. Yet, although Ghana’s 2007 foray in the bond markets was only for US$750 million, it was heavily oversubscribed to the tune of US$5 billion of unmet investor demand. On the basis of Sachs’s estimate, this would have been enough to cover at least the foreseeable next five years’ MDG requirements.

The Ghanaians did the right thing. There was clearly no need to go down the aid path yet again, and there was a lot of upside to issuing the bond. Although
and path yet again, and there was a lot of upside to issuing the bond. Although small this time round relative to the investor demand, their approach was prudent – and for this they will be rewarded. In particular, their initial success can be the launch-pad for them to win favour from investors and return to the market regularly in future years.

Tanzania and Uganda’s MDG financial needs are far less modest (US$2.5 billion and US$1.6 billion per year, respectively) but no less unachievable. Although they are both in a position to issue bonds (Uganda has a B credit rating from the Fitch rating agency) towards meeting their MDG needs, they have yet to take the plunge.

Depressingly, and maintaining the status quo, the Sachs estimates all require a doubling of aid for each country.

7. The Chinese are Our Friends

In the summer of 2005, Lukas Lundin, an intrepid mining entrepreneur, rode his 1200cc BMW motorcycle the full length of Africa – from Cairo to Cape Town (three times the distance of New York to California). The journey would take him five weeks and cover 12,000 kilometres (roughly 8,000 miles), through ten African countries. His expedition took him past the pyramids of Egypt, through the dusty and arid terrain of Ethiopia and Sudan; through the scenic savannahs of Kenya, and past Mount Kilimanjaro in Tanzania. He rode past Lake Malawi, past the Victoria Falls in Zambia, past the Okavango swamps of Botswana, and through the Namib Desert of Namibia; concluding the treacherous ride in South Africa.

At the time, 85 per cent of the roads he travelled on were tarred – of the highest quality, no different from the ones he rode on in California. He was astonished – this was not what he had expected at all. Along the roads, in country after country, there were clues as to how this had come about: signposts proclaiming ‘this road constructed with the grateful assistance of the Government of the People’s Republic of China’.

As this story illustrates, there has recently been a surge of foreign direct investment aimed at Africa. It’s been a long time coming, but in terms of what capital is available it barely scratches the surface.

Some figures to think about: in 2006, global flows of foreign direct investment (FDI – defined by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development as ‘an investment made to acquire a lasting interest in an enterprise operating outside the economy of the investor’) soared to a record US$1.4 trillion. FDI into developing countries (globally) approached almost US$400 billion. During this
investing capital (globally) approached almost US$400 billion. During this
period, FDI flows to the whole of sub-Saharan Africa reached a meagre US $17
billion. The continent as a whole continues to disappoint and has failed to
capitalize on the phenomenon of global FDI growth. In 2006, the US$37 billion
that Africa received as official foreign aid was more than twice the continent’s
foreign direct investment, and today Africa attracts less than 1 per cent of global
capital flows, down from almost 5 per cent a decade ago.

The disappointment is justifiable. In theory, foreign capital should flow from
richer countries to poor. The marginal product of a unit of capital should be higher
in poor countries than in rich (in a rich country US$1 can produce only one pair
of shoes, whereas in a poor country US$1 can produce ten pairs – more bang for
your buck). Typically in these countries labour is more abundant and cheaper,
thus increasing its appeal to FDI.¹ Japanese car markets have invested in Eastern
Europe, where labour costs are low. So too have low production costs in the
textile industry attracted Asian and Chinese investors to Africa – seeking both low
overheads and the opportunity to use the African countries’ export quota.

Yet Africa, which should on this basis be the prime target for FDI, continues to
be broadly ignored. More figures: in 2006, FDI of US$200 billion accrued to
only ten emerging economies (in descending order, China, Russia, Turkey,
Mexico, Brazil, India, Romania, Egypt, Thailand and Chile – none in the top ten
are in sub-Saharan Africa); 52 per cent of FDI went to Asia; FDI to China alone
was roughly US$80 billion – five times the amount for the African continent as a
whole.

So why, then, given Africa’s level of development, is it that most of the capital
flows have by-passed the most needy of continents?

WHY FDI DOES NOT FLOW TO AFRICA

Few would dispute the fact that Africa is, a priori, ready-made for FDI. Its labour
costs are low, its investable opportunities are high, and even theoretically, as
home to some of the poorest countries in the world, Africa should be FDI’s
natural suitor.

Truth be told, there are hurdles for investors to overcome. For the most part
infrastructure (roads, telecommunications, power supply, etc.) is scant, and of
poor quality, making the costs of overall production of goods and services (when
transport costs are figured in) steep – which explains why it is cheaper to make
almost anything in Asia and ship it to Europe, than produce it in Africa, although
the continent is much closer.

However, physical constraints are nothing when compared with man-made
disincentives: widespread corruption, a maze of bureaucracy, a highly
circumscribed regulatory and legal environment, and ensuing needless streams of
red-tape.

Doing business in Africa is a nightmare. The World Bank’s annual ‘Doing
Business’ survey provides data on the relative ease (or difficulty for that matter)
Business survey provides data on the relative ease (or difficulty for that matter) with which business can be conducted around the world. The results are all too revealing, and do much to explain why Africa remains at the bottom of any FDI investors’ list.²

In Cameroon, it takes an investor who seeks a business licence on average 426 days (that is almost a year and three months) to perform fifteen procedures; whereas in China it takes 336 days and thirty-seven procedures, and in the USA, only forty days and nineteen procedures. What entrepreneur starting a business in Angola wants to spend 119 days filling out forms to complete twelve procedures? He is likely to find South Korea a much more attractive business culture, as it will take him only seventeen days to complete ten procedures.

It’s not only the red-tape. It’s also the opacity. Investors don’t know where to go, or who to ask. In a number of mining-dependent countries, rather than the government offering parcels of land in open auction, prospective investors are expected to provide the government with specific land coordinates. The geological survey offices know where the ore lies, but they just can’t be bothered to help the investors along. Though the countries’ livelihoods depend significantly on such entrepreneurs coming in, given the nature of doing business it is hardly surprising that this much-needed investment stays away.

It may all sound insurmountable, but just like a click of a switch it is perfectly possible (and easy) for an enterprising government to reduce the paperwork, supply the coordinates, and speed up the process. Unfortunately, the reality may not be as simple as that, but it is has been shown that improving regulations for business could lift GDP by 2.3 per cent a year (Djankov, McLiesh and Romalho). The Commission for Africa notes that Uganda’s economy grew by around 7 per cent between 1993 and 2002 when the country improved its regulatory climate. It also reduced the number of people living on less than a dollar a day from 56 per cent in 1998 to 32 per cent in 2002 after the government introduced measures to attract investors.

Africa continues to have a bad reputation. The former UN Secretary-General, Kofi Annan, put it this way: ‘For many people in other parts of the world, the mention of Africa evokes images of civil unrest, war, poverty, disease and mounting social problems.’ Unfortunately, these images are not just fiction. They reflect the dire reality in some African countries, though certainly not all.

Unless Africa does something about it, this image is bound to remain fixed in the minds of investors. Continent-wide economic growth won’t accelerate unless African governments improve conditions for investment. African policymakers would do well to remember that there are other developing regions where it is much easier to generate similarly attractive returns with considerably less hassle. This is probably not accidental – their leadership just happens to care more.

WHAT DOES DONGO NEED TO DO TO ATTRACT FDI?

As a first step, all Dongo needs to ensure is that FDI is perceived as...
As a first port of call, Dongo needs to recognize that FDI is an engine for economic growth. Besides the welcome cash raised to support development initiatives, there are other benefits that FDI will bring: it will create more jobs, assist in the transfer of new technology, help stimulate the formation of Dongo’s capital markets, improve management expertise, and aid indigenous firms to open up to the international markets. Furthermore, satisfied FDI investors would be happy to introduce the country to other forms of capital – bank lending and venture capital.

The more foreign cash Dongo can attract, the more foreign cash Dongo will get.

But Dongo has some work to do. It needs to give its moribund legal and regulatory system teeth. Investors need to know and believe they have some means of recourse – somewhere to go if and when their contracts falter.

Dongo also needs to recognize that it must woo FDI investors, who are used to being courted by all manner of other emerging nations. Attractive tax structures are a great way of luring investors in. For example, in order to bring in foreign mining investment in the late 1990s, the Zambian government reduced royalties to a minuscule 0.6 per cent. (Although on the back of the surge in copper prices the tax rate was raised to 3 per cent.) Beyond this, because FDI investors perceive their capital differently from bank capital – the former looking to invest in a country over longer periods of time than the latter – they will look to countries that are keen, and that are seen, to invest in their infrastructure (economic, political and social – notably education).

Although spasmodic, Africa’s FDI news is not universally bad. The UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) has reported that ‘from the viewpoint of foreign companies, investment in Africa seems to be highly profitable, more than in most other regions.’ Japanese companies said in 1995 that they made more profit from their African investments than from those in South-East Asia, the Pacific, North America and Europe. American investors have said that they made a return on their African investments of 25 per cent in 1997. This is two thirds more than they made from their investments in Asia and the Pacific, and 50 per cent more than their return on capital invested in Latin America and the Caribbean. UNCTAD reports that British direct investment in Africa, excluding Nigeria, increased by 60 per cent between 1989 and 1995.

THE CHINESE ARE OUR FRIENDS

In the last sixty years, no country has made as big an impact on the political, economic and social fabric of Africa as China has since the turn of the millennium. It’s not the first time China has been there. One of the lasting monuments to its former presence is the 1,860-km (1,160-mile) railway, built in the 1970s for US$500 million, that connects Zambia, through Tanzania, to the Indian Ocean.

More recently, China (both public and private) has launched an aggressive
investment assault across the continent. China is growing at a phenomenal rate. Its economy has grown as much as 10 per cent a year over the past ten years, and it desperately needs the resources that Africa can provide. The US Energy Information Administration calculates that China accounted for 40 per cent of the total growth in oil demand over the past four years. In 2003 it overtook Japan to be the world’s second-biggest consumer of petroleum products after the US.

But rather than conquer Africa through the barrel of a gun, it is using the muscle of money. According to its own statistics, China invested US$900 million in Africa in 2004, out of the US$15 billion the continent received, up from US$20 million in 1975. Roads in Ethiopia, pipelines in Sudan, railways in Nigeria, power in Ghana – these are just a few of the torrent of billion-dollar projects that China has flooded with in the last five years, each one part of a well-orchestrated plan for China to be the dominant foreign force in twenty-first-century Africa.

The evidence is overwhelming. In November 2006, more than forty African leaders gathered at the first Sino-African summit – the Forum on China—Africa Cooperation – in Beijing. Very nearly every African leader was there: the big, the small, the credible and the not so credible. Amidst the fanfare (the Chinese had imported giraffes and elephants as part of the revelry to make the African delegates feel more at home, and lined the streets with fifty African flags), the Chinese government unveiled its African strategy.

In his opening ceremony address, the Chinese President, Hu Jintao, told his audience: ‘In all these years, China has firmly supported Africa in winning liberation and pursuing development … China has trained technical personnel and other professionals in various fields for Africa. It has built the Tanzam Railway and other infrastructure projects and sent medical teams and peacekeepers to Africa.’

The Chinese President went on: ‘Our meeting today will go down in history, we, the leaders of China and African countries, in a common pursuit of friendship, peace, cooperation and development, are gathered in Beijing today to renew friendship, discuss ways of growing China—Africa relations and promote unity and cooperation among developing countries.’ With this, he launched China’s new multi-pronged assault on Africa, which would focus on trade, agricultural cooperation, debt relief, improved cultural ties, healthcare, training and, yes, even some aid (but thankfully only a small component of their strategy).

In an effort to help fast-track Africa’s development, China has in recent years pledged to train 15,000 African professionals, build thirty hospitals and 100 rural schools, and increase the number of Chinese government scholarships to African students from the current 2,000 per year to 4,000 per year by 2009. In 2000, China wrote off US$1.2 billion in African debt. In 2003 it forgave another US$750 million. In 2002, China gave US$1.8 billion in development aid to African countries. In 2006 alone, China signed trade deals worth almost US$60 billion.

The Chinese are moving in, and they are moving in in a big way. As well as many visits to numerous African countries by the Chinese leadership (including by
many visits to numerous African countries by the Chinese leadership (including by the Chinese Premier, Wen Jiabao), Chinese entrepreneurs, technical experts, medical staff and simply prospectors looking for that pot of gold are found everywhere.

An excerpt from an article in the *Economist* magazine in 2006 illustrates the point wonderfully well:
In his office in Lusaka, Xu Jianxue sits between a portrait of Mao Zedong and a Chinese calendar. His civil-engineering and construction business has been doing well and, with the help of his four brothers, he has also invested in a coal mine. He is bullish about doing business in Zambia: ‘It is a virgin territory,’ he says, with few products made locally and little competition. He is now thinking of expanding into Angola and Congo next door. When he came in 1991, only 300 Chinese lived in Zambia. Now he guesses there are 3,000.7

One of the most impressive aspects of the whole Chinese package to Africa is its commitment to FDI. This is achieved both directly through the government and, indirectly, by encouraging private Chinese enterprises to invest in Africa, usually through preferential loans and buyer credits.

Between 2000 and 2005, Chinese FDI to Africa totalled US$30 billion. As of mid-2007, the stock of China’s FDI to Africa was US$100 billion.

China has invested billions in copper and cobalt, in the Democratic Republic of Congo and Zambia; in iron ore and platinum in South Africa; in timber in Gabon, Cameroon and Congo-Brazzaville. It has also acquired mines in Zambia, textile factories in Lesotho, railways in Uganda, timber in the Central African Republic and retail developments across nearly every capital city. However, oil is the gusher.

Almost consistently over the last decade, Nigeria and Sudan have been the largest beneficiaries of FDI in Africa. In 2004, they received more than half of Africa’s FDI – Nigeria over US$4 billion and Sudan almost US$2 billion, while the rest of Africa got around US$4 billion. China’s part of this has been extensive. In January 2006, the state-owned Chinese energy company, CNOOC, paid almost US$3 billion for a 45 per cent interest in a Nigerian oilfield. China has built a 900-mile pipeline and invested at least US$20 billion in Sudan.

Angola has now overtaken Saudi Arabia as China’s biggest single provider of oil. In the first half of 2006, Angola alone supplied almost 20 per cent of oil imports to China, and, in total, African countries provided roughly 30 per cent of China’s crude oil imports. China has shown similar interest in other producers such as Sudan, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon and Congo-Brazzaville, which already sells almost half of its total crude exports to Chinese refiners. In 2006, 64 per cent of Sudan’s oil exports went to China.

While it is true that China’s African investments have, for the most part, been directed towards resource-rich countries, and thus the mining sectors, over time a much broader investment approach is becoming evident. In the last few years, for example, Chinese FDI to Africa has diversified into sectors such as textiles, agro-processing, power generation, road construction, tourism and telecommunications. Furthermore, the Chinese government has pledged to step
telecommunications. Furthermore, the Chinese government has pledged to step-up China—Africa cooperation in transportation, communications, water conservancy, electricity and other infrastructure. Among other transport contracts, Chinese companies are rehabilitating the legendary Benguela railway, from the coast to the borders of Zambia and the Democratic Republic of Congo, originally completed by the British in the 1920s. And in Nigeria, an US$8.3 billion deal was recently reached with a Chinese contractor to rebuild the dilapidated colonial-era railway between Lagos and the northern Nigerian city of Kano, as the first stage of a twenty-year rail modernization plan. Financial services and banking have also been in China’s sights. In a move that confirmed the depth of its commitment, the Chinese state-owned Industrial and Commercial Bank bought a 20 per cent stake in Standard Bank (for US$5.5 billion), Africa’s largest indigenous bank in 2007.

The list of China’s involvement in Africa is endless. All but five African countries now have relations with Beijing: Burkina Faso, The Gambia, Malawi, São Tomé and Príncipe, and Swaziland had not yet signed up to the China—Africa Cooperation Forum at the time of writing. China’s African role is wider, more sophisticated and more businesslike than any other country’s at any time in the post-war period.

**OBJECTIONS TO CHINA IN AFRICA**

China’s African charm offensive has not gone unnoticed. Criticisms abound, notably from those who currently rule the roost in determining Africa’s destiny—the Western liberal consensus, who believe (often in the most paternalist way) it is their responsibility to look after Africa. But what exactly is their motivation? Is it that they care? Or is it the underlying political fear that, left unchecked, China will use Africa as a stepping stone on its relentless march towards world aggrandizement. Given the state of play, perhaps they have reason to be worried.

Whatever the case, the clamour of objections surrounding the Chinese presence in Africa grows ever louder, on a number of fronts: China’s record on governance and human rights, and the suggestion that Africans (as a whole) are getting a raw deal.

The European Investment Bank (EIB) has expressed concern that the world’s development banks may have to water down the social and environmental conditions they attach to loans in Africa and elsewhere because they are being undercut by Chinese lenders. In 2006, Philippe Maystadt, the EIB’s President, referring to Chinese lenders said, ‘they don’t bother for social or human rights conditions’. Maystadt claimed Chinese banks snatched projects from under the EIB’s nose in Asia and Africa, after offering to undercut the conditions it imposed on labour standards and environmental protection.

In a similar attack, in February 2007, the editor-in-chief of *Foreign Policy* magazine, Moisés Naím, expressed concern about how Chinese economic pragmatism appeared to override principles of openness pursued by Western donors. He tells of how the Chinese trummped a World Bank deal for aid to
donors. He tells of how the Chinese trumped a World Bank deal for aid to Nigeria. The country’s railway system had been brought close to disuse as a result of bad management; after extensive negotiations, the World Bank and Nigerian government agreed on a US$5 million project that would allow private companies to help clean up the mess. On the point of signature, however, the Chinese stepped in with an offer of US$9 billion to rebuild the entire rail network. Nine billion dollars, no strings attached, and thus no reform required.

The fiasco of the 2008 Olympic torch multi-city stopover (London, Paris, Buenos Aires, New Delhi, St Petersburg, San Francisco and Dar-es-Salaam, to name a few) en route to Beijing serves as a reminder that China’s human rights record is less than stellar, and in Africa most pointedly in Sudan. China’s insatiable appetite for oil has led it into partnership with a country where in the region of Darfur more than 200,000 people have been killed.

Eyebrows were also raised when in 2005 on an African tour Premier Hu Jintao visited Zimbabwe’s Robert Mugabe. (Ignoring the fact, of course, that both the US and UK have maintained diplomatic ties with Zimbabwe throughout Mugabe’s regime, and as recently as 2006 international donors have given Mugabe a combined aid package of US$300 million.)

More generally, many Africans scoff at the notion that Westerners should be outraged by Chinese implicit support for Africa’s corrupt and rogue leaders. It is, after all, under the auspices of Western aid, goodwill and transparency that Africa’s most notorious plunderers and despot have risen and thrived – Zaire’s President Mobutu, Uganda’s President Idi Amin and the Central African Republic’s ‘Emperor’ Bokassa (who kept his victims’ heads in a fridge), to name just three.

African leaders appear less willing to be micro-managed than they once were – even if it is in exchange for cash. Perhaps fed up with acres of paperwork and the revolving door of commanding Western donors, or simply desperate to try out a new development model that might actually work, they are increasingly drawn to the more hassle-free, no-questions-asked China route. For Angola, for example, which has been keen to get going with the reconstruction of its infrastructure, China’s straightforward approach is an attractive alternative to what is seen as the endless nit-picking of the IMF and the Paris Club of creditors, which have been quibbling over terms for years. José Cerqueira, an Angolan economist, notes that China is welcome because it eschews what he sees as the IMF’s ideological and condescending attitude – ‘For them, we should have ears, but no mouth.’

No one can deny that China is at least in Africa for the oil, the gold, the copper and whatever else lies in the ground. But to say that the average African is not benefiting at all is a falsehood, and the critics know it.

Revealingly, despite some of the negative headlines about China’s emergence in Africa, in surveying some ten African countries (Ethiopia, Ivory Coast, Ghana, Kenya, Mali, Nigeria, Senegal, South Africa, Tanzania and Uganda), the June 2007 Pew Report (entitled Global Unease with Major World Powers), finds that the balance of opinion regarding China is decidedly positive, reflecting, to a large extent, the widespread view that ‘China’s growing economic power has a
In large extent, the widespread view that ‘China’s growing economic power has a positive effect on respondents’ own countries, especially in the developing world’. More specifically, four important points emerge from the surveys on how many Africans view the Chinese.

First, across the continent, favourable views of China (and its investments in Africa) outnumber critical judgements by at least two to one in almost every country. In Ivory Coast and Mali more than nine in ten have a favourable view of China, and positive opinions dominate negative ones in Senegal and Kenya, where 81 per cent view China in a good light. Three quarters of those surveyed in Ghana and Nigeria hold an approving view, as do two thirds of Ethiopians. In Uganda, twice as many have a favourable view of China as unfavourable (45 per cent to 23 per cent, respectively). In terms of trends, in just the past year, favourable attitudes towards China in Nigeria rose 16 percentage points from 59 per cent to 75 per cent.

Second, in nearly all African countries surveyed, more people view China’s influence positively than make the same assessment of US influence. Majorsities in most African countries believe that China ‘exerts at least a fair amount of influence on their countries’. In Ivory Coast, Mali and Senegal significantly more notice China’s influence than America’s (79, 83 and 72 per cent for China, versus 65, 66 and 54 per cent for the US, respectively).

Third, across Africa, China’s influence is seen as growing faster than America’s, and China is almost universally viewed as ‘having a more beneficial impact on African countries than does the United States’. For example, although the vast majority of Ethiopians see both China and America having an effect on the way things are going in their country, China’s influence is viewed as much more positive than America’s. By a 61 to 33 per cent margin Ethiopians see China’s influence as benefiting the country; whereas America’s influence is viewed as more harmful than helpful, with a 54 to 34 per cent margin, respectively. The margins are even more pronounced in Tanzania, where 78 to 13 per cent believe Chinese influence to be a good thing, while 36 per cent view America’s influence as a good thing versus 52 per cent a bad.

Even where countries view both Chinese and American influence as beneficial, China’s involvement in Africa is viewed in a much more positive light than that of the US. For example, 86 per cent in Senegal say China’s role in their country helps make things better, compared to America’s 56 per cent. A similar pattern is noted in Kenya, where 91 per cent believe China’s influence on their economy is good, versus America’s 74 per cent.

A final point worth highlighting is that, across much of Africa, China’s influence is already as noticeable as America’s, and is increasing at a much more perceptible pace than America’s. In Senegal, 79 per cent see China’s influence as growing, as opposed to America’s 51 per cent. Survey results are similar in Ethiopia, Ivory Coast and Mali.9

Indeed, not only are the benefits of China’s African presence acknowledged, but they are also being spread more widely. Traditionally China was narrowly focused on resource interests, benefiting only a few. However, as discussed
focused on resource interests, benefiting only a few. However, as discussed earlier, in recent years China broadened its investment horizons (now encompassing other sectors) and people are benefiting from the trickle-down effect of its resource investments – employment, housing and better standards of living. For many Africans the benefits are all too real – there are now roads where there were no roads, and jobs where there were no jobs. Instead of staring at the destructive desert of aid they can, at last, see the fruits of China’s involvement, the latter clearly a factor in Africa’s posting a 5 per cent growth rate in recent years.

This is not to say that Chinese FDI does not have challenges. Some are worried that Chinese companies are underbidding local firms and not hiring Africans. There are also concerns at lax safety standards around hazardous jobs – mainly in the mining and mining-related industries. This may well be the case, but this is where African governments should step in and regulate – African governments (accountable to their own people), mind you, not everyone else.

For example, in order to increase the participation of indigenous Africans in many of the industrial and mining opportunities, some African governments are legislating for a required minimum level of participation by the local population. In much the same way that South Africa introduced its Black Economic Empowerment regulations, and the US has its affirmative-action policies, Zambia recently announced the Citizens Economic Empowerment Commission, which covers similar ground.10

THEY’VE GOT WHAT WE WANT, AND WE’VE GOT WHAT THEY NEED

Bartering infrastructure for energy reserves is well understood by the Chinese and Africans alike. It’s a trade-off, and there are no illusions as to who does what, to whom and why. There are those who see China as merely using Africa for its own political and economic ends. To continue to grow at its extraordinarily rapid rate China needs fuel, and Africa has it. But for Africa it’s about survival. In the immediate term, Africa is getting what it needs – quality capital that actually funds investment, jobs for its people and that elusive growth. These are the things that aid promised, but has consistently failed to deliver.

Of all the developing countries, China stands as the largest foreign investor in Africa. But it is not the only one: India, Russia, Japan, Turkey and the broader Middle East are not far behind.

In April 2008, in New Dehli, India launched its own Africa manifesto – the India—Africa Forum – promising, like China, credit lines and duty-free access to Africa.11 Specifically, India would double its credit lines to Africa from US$2.15 billion in 2003/2004 to US$5.4 billion in 2008/2009. Not to be left out, Russian companies have also joined the gold rush. Recently, the Russian gas giant Gazprom offered to invest up to US$2.5 billion to develop Nigeria’s natural-gas reserves, and in May 2008 Japan hosted the Fourth Tokyo International Conference on African Development, where forty-five African leaders and
ministers were wooed, with much the same elixir – trade, aid, debt relief and infrastructure.  
Also in May 2008, Turkey signed mutual trade agreements with thirty-five African countries (including Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Liberia, Nigeria, Senegal, South Africa and Tanzania), offering to trade under tax incentives and with government support. More generally, the World Bank’s President, Robert Zoellick, has urged Sovereign Wealth Funds (whose assets are estimated to be at least US$3 trillion) to invest 1 per cent of their proceeds in equity investment in Africa. Many of them have already done so. The pattern is clear.  
From whatever perspective, it’s a win-win proposition.  
For Africa’s investors they have money to put to work (China’s reserves topped US$1 trillion in 2007), and they have economic growth they need to sustain. For Africa, besides the physical infrastructure, the growth and the jobs, there is the promise of poverty reduction, the prospect of a burgeoning middle class, scope for increased know-how and technology transfer, and ultimately more FDI.  
For Dongo, the FDI opportunity knocks.  

CONCLUSION  
Despite the opportunity, current forecasts of FDI to Africa remain disappointingly low. According to the Economist (EIU), global FDI inflows are projected to grow at an annual average rate of 8 per cent between 2006 and 2010, whereas for Africa the share will remain at around a depressing 1.4 per cent. Without sizeable and sustained investment, African workers remain unable to earn competitive wages as there is insufficient capital to invest in machinery, buildings and hardware that could make them more productive. This directly hampers Africa’s prospects for growth.  
The experience of countries as far-flung as Singapore, Mauritius, China and Costa Rica suggests that where there is a positive environment, FDI will flow and contribute to sustained growth. But who would want to invest their money in aid-ridden states where it is easy for others to take property away, either at gunpoint or through corruption?  
Just as throwing aid money at poor countries does not work, simply boosting investment is not the key to economic growth either. Only when capital is allocated to its most productive uses will an economy benefit, and this can only happen when governments are given incentives to respect and support those industries that can contribute to a country’s longer-term potential. The ceremony to cut the red ribbon to launch the newest road, bridge or port is easy. The hard part is ensuring the longevity of infrastructure, which can only be achieved if the economy is growing (tolls on toll roads only make sense if people can pay them, and they can only do so if the economy is on the move).
8. Let’s Trade

In December 2005, at the Second Conference of Chinese and African Entrepreneurs, China’s Premier, Wen Jibao, pledged that China’s trade with Africa would rise to US$100 billion a year within five years. Forget the capital markets, forget FDI, forget the US$40 billion a year aid programme, and forget trade with any other country in the world – this is just trade with China. Assuming that nothing else changed, that could be US$100 billion in 2010, US$100 billion in 2011, and the year after that, and the year after that, and the year after that. By 2015, just five years later, that would be US$500 billion of trade income – 50 per cent of the trillion dollars of aid that has made its way to Africa in the past sixty years. The difference is, of course, one is laced with bromide, the other steroids.

Economic theory tells us that trade contributes to growth in at least two ways: by exactly increasing the amount of actual goods and services that a country sells abroad, and by driving up productivity of the workforce – our mosquito net maker from Chapter 3, selling 500 nets a week, could perhaps sell 1,000 were he able to export some of them abroad. To do so, his productivity would have to increase, which is good for growth.

The economic benefits of trade are, for the most part, a generally accepted truth (see Dollar; Sachs and Warner; Edwards). However, not all countries that have embraced trade have seen a concomitant rise in their growth. Indeed, countries can be classified into three broad categories: winning globalizers, who have increased trade and seen increased growth; non-globalizers, who eschew trade and have, unsurprisingly, seen little accompanying growth; and, paradoxically, the losing globalizers, who have increased trade but seen no associated growth. Tragically, many African countries fall into this third group. Why?

It all comes down to politics. In an uncertain world, Western countries (notably France and the US) are fearful of relying on other nations for their food in the event of a global war. Moreover, elected Western politicians have remained keen to protect their agricultural markets, and win the backing of the powerful farming lobby. The net result is a protective world of trade restrictions and barriers.
thrown up around the West, to keep African (and other developing regions’) produce out. But developed markets are crucial, in terms of both purchasing power and size, for African trade, which depends on such countries for much of its export revenue.

The members of the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) – a club of rich nations – spend almost US$300 billion on agricultural subsidies (based on 2005 estimates). This is almost three times the total aid from OECD countries to all developing nations (of course, some aid advocates suggest compensating Africa for this imbalance with more aid). Estimates suggest that Africa loses around US$500 billion each year because of restrictive trade embargoes – largely in the form of subsidies by Western governments to Western farmers.

In the United States alone, the total annual amount of farm subsidies stands at around US$15 billion, and that number is rising. As a share of farmers’ income, subsidies rose from around 14 per cent in the middle of the 1990s to around 17 per cent today. The 2002 US Farm Security and Rural Investment Act gave US farmers nearly US$200 billion in subsidies for the subsequent ten years – US$70 billion more than previous programmes, and represented as much as an 80 per cent increase in certain subsidies.

The Europeans are just as protective. The Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) eats into around half the European Union’s budget of €127 billion (direct farm subsidies alone are worth nearly €40 billion), and EU subsidies are approximately 35 per cent of farmers’ total income. What this means is that each European Union cow gets US$2.50 a day in subsidies,1 more than what a billion people, many of them Africans, each have to live on every day.

For the West, it would appear that everything is sacred: steel, cotton, sugar, rice, wheat, corn, soybeans, honey, wool, dairy produce, peanuts, chickpeas, lentils and even mohair. These subsidies have a dual impact. Western farmers get to sell their produce to a captive consumer at home above world market prices, and they can also afford to dump their excess production at lower prices abroad, thus undercutting the struggling African farmer, upon whose meagre livelihood the export income crucially depends. With the millions of tons of subsidized exports flooding the market so cheaply, African farmers cannot possibly compete.

Look at what has happened to two of Africa’s chief exports: cotton and sugar, both of which have to contend with their Western counterpart producers.

In 2003, US cotton subsidies to its farmers were around US$4 billion. Oxfam has observed: ‘America’s cotton farmers receive more in subsidies than the entire GDP of Burkina Faso, three times more in subsidies than the entire US aid budget for Africa’s 500 million people.’

Yet, the livelihoods of at least 10 million people in West and Central Africa alone depend on revenues from cotton, including some 6 million rural households in Nigeria, Benin, Togo, Mali and Zimbabwe.

In May 2003, trade ministers from Benin, Burkina Faso, Chad and Mali filed an official complaint against the US and the EU for violating WTO rules on cotton
an official complaint against the US and the EU for violating WTO rules on cotton trade, claiming that their countries together lost some US$1 billion a year as a result of cotton subsidies.

In Mali, more than 3 million people – a third of its population – depend on cotton not just to live but to survive; in Benin and Burkina Faso, cotton forms almost half of the merchandise exports. Yet thanks to subsidies, Mali loses nearly 2 per cent of GDP and 8 per cent of export earnings; Benin loses almost 2 per cent of its GDP and 9 per cent of export earnings; and Burkina Faso loses 1 per cent of GDP and 12 per cent of export earnings. Moreover, a 40 per cent reduction in the world price (that is, equivalent to the price decline that took place from December 2000 to May 2002) could imply a 7 per cent reduction in rural income in a typical cotton-producing country in West Africa like Benin.

The case of sugar is a similarly sour tale.

The US sugar industry receives US$1.3 billion of support per year, European Union producers receive US$2.7 billion, and in the two years between 1999 and 2001 the OECD supported its sugar farmers to the tune of US$6.4 billion, an amount more than the total value of sugar exports from developing countries, and 55 per cent of the US$11.6 billion annual world sugar trade.

Like cotton, sugar subsidies hurt Africa. The charity Oxfam estimated the regime has deprived Ethiopia, Mozambique and Malawi of potential export earnings of US$238 million since 2001. The costs of Mozambique’s sugar losses equalled one third of its development aid from the EU and its government’s spending on agriculture and rural development. The EU also supports its producers by blocking the entry of developing-country imports into its markets with tariffs of more than 300 per cent. Oxfam estimated that Malawi could have significantly increased exports to the Union in 2004 but that market restrictions deprived it of a potential US$32 million in foreign-exchange earnings, equivalent to around half the country’s public-healthcare budget.

It’s not just developed countries that are guilty of distorting trade markets. China is reported to support its cotton sector by an estimated US$1.5 billion annually. Turkey, Brazil, Mexico, Egypt and India put US$0.6 billion into their cotton sectors during 2001/2002.

But perhaps the most egregious examples come from Africa itself. African countries impose an average tariff of 34 per cent on agricultural products from other African nations, and 21 per cent on their own products. As a result, trade between African countries accounts for only 10 per cent of their total exports. By contrast, 40 per cent of North American trade is with other North American countries, and 63 per cent of trade by countries in Western Europe is with other Western European countries.

The glaring trade inequity has led to a lot of talk, but despite round after round of the World Trade Organization negotiations – Uruguay, 1994, Doha 2001 and on-going, et al. – all the chatter has amounted to little for Africa.

Perhaps the most notable Western efforts to level the trade playing field have been the US African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) of 2000, and Europe’s Everything But Arms (EBA) of 2001, neither of which can claim to
Europe’s Everything But Arms (EBA) – of 2001, neither of which can claim to have made an overwhelming impact on the state of play. This may, to some extent, explain why Africa’s share of global trade remains at around 1 per cent (having fallen from a high of 3 per cent sixty years ago), even though Africa is commodity-rich. It seems truly bizarre that such a large continent in population terms is pretty much irrelevant in trade terms.

AGOA opens US markets to a range of African products, especially textiles, on the basis that freer trade will create jobs and reduce poverty in many sub-Saharan Africa countries. For example, the average duty for garment imports into the US stands at 17.5 per cent, but apparel imports from the twenty-five eligible African countries into the US are duty-free. These imports are, however, capped at a limit of 3 per cent of total US apparel imports.

In 2003, AGOA exports were worth more than US$14 billion (£7.4 billion). While the headlines look strong, the devil, again, is in the detail. Only a handful of African countries have benefited – and even then, most of them are the oil-rich and larger economies. Nigeria, South Africa, Gabon and Lesotho account for more than 90 per cent of AGOA duty-free benefits, and of the total US$14 billion export value, petroleum products accounted for 80 per cent, with textiles and clothes accounting for US$1.2 billion.

The picture is not much rosier with the EBA. The EBA is designed to give duty- and quota-free access for the forty-eight countries (thirty-three African nations) described by the United Nations as ‘least-developed’. But in 2001, trade in goods given preference for the first time under its auspices amounted to just 0.02 per cent of exports by least-developed countries to the European Union. The narrow range of goods eligible, coupled with the amounts, dramatically minimize these schemes’ effectiveness. The process can be arbitrary and absurd. For instance, whereas T-shirts produced in war-torn Somalia are welcomed under the EBA, shirts made in the equally deserving Kenya are excluded.5

As things stand in 2008, the European Union is still Africa’s largest trading partner (26 per cent), followed by the United States (18 per cent), and then China at 11 per cent (Asia excluding China is 11 per cent as well). It is clear that however good their hand may seem, when trading with the West the cards are stacked against Africa, and will always be. Western political imperatives against freer trade continue to reign, and efforts to depose the current regime are proving futile. If the West wants to be moralistic about Africa’s lack of development, trade is the issue it ought to address, not aid. Of course, such are the West’s demands that even if all its trade barriers were lifted, Africa no longer has the technological equipment and know-how to compete on many products where it once had a comparative advantage. Together with environmental and labour issues, these are now serious barriers to trade.

Although Europe remains Africa’s main trading partner, its share of the region’s foreign trade has dropped to 26 per cent from 40 per cent in the ten years from 1996. It’s time that Africa faced up to this fact and moved on; time that Africa sat down at another table, with another set of players – ones who deal a fairer deck. European, Chinese, and Indian, perhaps.
For now, China again is just one such player.

China is motoring. It’s getting richer and hungrier. Since 1998 China has accounted for nearly the entire increase in global consumption of major commodities such as copper, tin and aluminium. But China also needs to feed itself, clothe itself and, as discussed, fuel itself. All this requires vast amounts of grain, beef, cotton and oil, the very things Africa is poised to provide. What China so desperately needs, Africa has: tea in Kenya, coffee in Uganda, beef in Botswana, cashews in Mozambique, cotton in Mali, oil in Gabon – the list goes on and on and on. And, in addition, Africa also accounts for nearly half of the world’s production of bauxite, chrome and diamonds, for more than half of its cocoa and platinum, and nearly three quarters of its cobalt.

Over recent decades, China has registered unprecedented rates of economic growth – to the point that, today, China is the world’s third-largest economy. It has achieved the seemingly impossible – moving vast numbers of its people from the depths of poverty, decidedly into the ranks of the middle class. Yet the 300 million in China’s rising middle class are just a fraction of its 1.2 billion population. As China’s middle class continues to grow, so too will its appetite.

For Africa, this is a golden opportunity.

But, in 2008, Sino-African trade was a paltry 2 per cent of China’s total; fortunately these numbers are growing. Between 1990 and 2000, trade between China and Africa grew by 450 per cent. From 2002 to 2003, it rose over 50 per cent to almost US$12 billion and then nearly quadrupled by 2007, jumping to US$45 billion. China is now the continent’s third most important trading partner, behind the US and France, and ahead of the UK.

As with FDI, the impressive rise in trade between China and Africa has primarily been driven by China’s voracious appetite for raw materials, and most notably oil. But, although oil and mining have dominated trade between the two continents, there are now welcome signs of diversification, such as agricultural commodities. Burkina Faso sends a third of its exports, almost all of which are cotton, to China, compared with virtually nothing in the mid-1990s.

The trade figures sound fantastic – doubling, tripling and even quadrupling; on paper it looks like a bonanza. But the reality is quite different. There are still too many African countries standing by the sidelines, unable or unwilling to capitalize on the obvious opportunity staring them in the face. A mere five oil- and mineral-exporting countries account for almost 90 per cent of Africa’s exports to China (in order of importance, Angola, Sudan, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon and Mauritania); this at a time when China’s demand for grain, meat (China’s meat consumption has doubled in just three years) and other foodstuffs is rising at an unprecedented rate. With only 7 per cent of the world’s arable land, and a billion-plus people to feed, China will have to shop everywhere. And it is doing everything it can in Africa to make up the numbers – offering duty-free treatment to some goods (increasing the number of tariff-free imports to over 400, from 190), establishing trade and economic cooperation zones, and going so far as to set up a China—Africa Joint Chamber of Commerce and Industry.

For some reason, many African countries seem to be reluctant to embrace this...
For some reason, many African countries seem to be reluctant to embrace this eager suitor. There are fears that an African fixation on trade with China, and catering to China’s all-pervasive needs, will solidify the continent’s status as only a commodity exporter, and history has shown that no country has become rich by relying on its agricultural exports alone (save, perhaps, New Zealand). But this is not about perfection; it’s about survival – and survival today.

The theory would go that the trajectory of economic development starts with agricultural production (African states dominate this lowest rung of the economic ladder, mirrored by their lowest per capita incomes), moves up the curve to manufacturing (currently dominated by Asia), then services, ending up with high-value-added research and development (the latter two stages populated with the world’s most economically rich and industrialized countries – the US, Singapore, Germany, etc.). And, obviously, it should be every country’s dream to attain the highest income levels. But many of the most successful Asian countries have made the transition from commodity exporter to manufacturing powerhouse. The question is, what has happened to Africa?

While Asian economies were scaling the manufacturing ladder, African nations have (all but a few) been relegated to agricultural producers (but even so are sometimes unable to feed themselves). African labour is not more expensive than Asian labour – the converse is, in fact, true. On pure wages alone, Africa should dominate the world’s manufacturing slot (manufacturing does tend to employ lowly skilled workers, so Africa’s poor education showing ought not to hamper its prospects of becoming a manufacturing engine). But once the infrastructure costs are factored in, Africa is a let-down in spades.

Although Africa is the centre of the universe on the area-accurate Peters Projection Map (occupying a much-coveted proximity to the industrialized hubs of Europe and America), it takes way too long to transport goods on its unnavigable rivers, impassable bridges and pot-holed roads. Besides, to state the obvious, no profit-seeking company can afford to bet on Africa’s unreliable power and erratic telecommunications as the source of its manufactured inputs. Of course, were Africa’s dire infrastructure predicament remedied, its chance for higher-value trade (thereby distancing itself from the tag of commodity exporter) could dramatically improve. Thankfully, as discussed in Chapter 7, the recent foray into Africa by China and others means there is some hope that the infrastructure will be there for Africa to move up the development curve.

There are also concerns – given that trade works both ways – that Africa is susceptible to China flooding the markets with cheap manufactured goods. There is clearly the risk that cheaper Chinese goods can undercut African manufacturers, putting our mosquito net producer back out of business. He is definitely out of business in the aid scenario, and could be out of business in the Chinese trade scenario, but the important point here is much more nuanced. Crucially, under the aid regime there is nothing else for him to do – he lives in a sterile landscape, opportunities are scarce, and corruption is rife. In the trade scenario, even with a modicum of corruption, opportunities abound – there is a thriving economy, people are buying and selling. Opportunities to make
thriving economy, people are buying and selling. Our mosquito net producer, who’s forced to stop making mosquito nets, might start making hair nets for a burgeoning middle class; or may in another way need to retool. The point is, as hardhearted as it sounds, it is better to face economic hardship in a thriving economy with prospects than to be confronted by it in an aid-dependent economy, where there are none. Mosquito man lives.

DONGO CAN BENEFIT FROM TRADE

Dongo can clearly benefit from more trade – trade creates employment, improves trade balances, lowers the price of consumer goods through greater imports and generates income for the country’s exporters, but, perhaps most importantly, trade produces income that accrues to governments through tariffs and income taxes.

However, common sense should tell Dongo that it would be foolhardy to hitch itself to China alone. Certainly Africa makes up only 2 per cent of China’s trade, so obviously there is scope for expansion. But, equally, there is a lot of scope for Africa’s trade partnerships to develop elsewhere, and although China has emerged as Africa’s preeminent partner, it is by no means the only one.

India, too, is anxious to trade with Africa. Although the Indian Junior Commerce Minister, Jairam Ramesh, remarked that ‘there is no race between us, the Chinese have left us far, far behind’, Indo-African trade has risen from US$1 billion in 1991 to US$30 billion in 2007/2008.6

At the first India—Africa Forum, attended by eight African heads of state, calling for a ‘new architecture’ in the Indo-African partnership, India’s Prime Minister, Manmohan Singh, announced duty-free access to Indian markets for the world’s fifty least-developed countries (LDC), thirty-four of which are African. India has pledged preferential market access on 92.5 per cent of all LDC exports, including diamonds, cotton, cocoa, aluminium ore and copper ore.

In just five years (since 2003), African trade to Asia has grown by almost 30 per cent a year.

According to the World Bank economist Harry G. Broadman, ‘skyrocketing’ Afro-Asian trade represents the beginning of a change in trade patterns. Although most trade is still between Africa and Europe, Japan or North America, Broadman notes: ‘what’s going on in China, India, and Africa is part of the broader trend in the world of rapidly growing South—South investment and trade – trade among developing countries’.

But, like charity, trade begins at home. Africa need not look so far away: it can look to itself. Although since the 1970s there has been a proliferation of economic and trade agreements – the Preferential Trade Agreement, Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa, Southern Africa Development Community, Economic Community of West African States, East African Community and, recently, New Partnership for Africa’s Development – most of these agreements have had a lot of bark but very little bite. No doubt political intransigence and...
have had a lot of bark but very little bite. No doubt political intransigence and myopia have once again prevailed.

There are numerous policies the African leadership should seriously embrace to boost trade and increase regional cohesiveness and integration. A simple decree to remove inter-country trade barriers, which average more than 30 per cent, would be a good start. It is bizarre that shipping a car from Japan to Abidjan, in Ivory Coast, costs US$1,500, whereas moving it from Abidjan to Addis Ababa, in Ethiopia, costs US$5,000.²

African leaders must also take a broader view on what a trading market means. There are 10 million people in Zambia, but 150 million in the Southern African region alone. Similarly, Kenya has almost 40 million people, but with Uganda and Tanzania the East African market is about 100 million. How much more economically (and politically) powerful these regions would be if leaders learnt to think big. One day soon, hopefully, Dongo could become part of a free-trade, single-currency, vibrant economic zone – think America, think European Union. But also think East Asian Miracle, where regional integration such as the Association of Southeast Asian Nations played a vital role in ensuring the region’s startling success. Trade is not the panacea of Africa’s woes – but with the prospect of US$100 billion in trade income each year from China alone, it is bound to put a dent in them.

Trade need not just be international. Take a country like Pakistan, for example. With little trade to show (Pakistan’s trade share of GDP in 2006 was only 37 per cent – less than half the low-income group mean trade openness ratio), it has registered solid growth rates – in 2006, Pakistan’s GDP growth was around 7 per cent. How has it done this? The simple answer is, by generating domestic demand for goods and services locally produced (that is, its non-tradeable sector).

African countries must also focus on their non-tradeable sector by encouraging their entrepreneurs (of course, FDI can boost the non-tradeable sector also). The entrepreneurs (their small and medium-sized enterprises) are the life-blood of any economy, and the crucial emerging private sector in poor countries is the engine for private-sector-led growth. Yet, although small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are a significant part of the total employment in the most developed and rapidly developing countries, their share across African economies (rather disturbingly given the abundance of labour) lags behind. Whereas SMEs (defined as formal-sector enterprises with up to 250 employees) account for as much as 60 per cent across countries like Japan, Denmark and Ireland (and more than 80 per cent in Italy and Greece), Zambia’s share of SMEs is 40 per cent, and Cameroon’s just 20 per cent. If these two African countries are anything to go by there is clearly much scope for improvement across the board.

Entrepreneurs need a receptive and user-friendly environment within which to thrive, but they also need money. Entrepreneurial firms are more likely to spring up in countries where there is better access to finance (as well as business
9. Banking on the Unbankable

In December 2006, Muhammad Yunus, a Bangladeshi national, was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.\(^1\) His work on structuring financing in Bangladesh revolutionized the thinking on how to lend to the poorest, and most rural, segments of countries; that is, the communities in which the majority of poor people are employed in the agricultural sector, often buffeted by unpredictable events, and live in villages which lack physical infrastructure (roads or power supplies), making the costs of establishing a formal banking network prohibitive.

Professor Yunus’s innovation was to find a way to lend to the poorest of the poor who have no collateral – no house, no car, no tangible asset against which to borrow. People whose only nominal personal wealth would probably be in the form of land, where the collateral is undocumented and legally unenforceable.

Looking across Bangladesh, Yunus realized that although many villages had no obvious visible asset, they all shared one thing – a community of interdependence and trust. The genius behind Yunus’s Grameen Bank (literally translated from Bengali as ‘Bank of the Village’) was in converting that trust into collateral.\(^2\)

The mechanics of Grameen Bank’s solidarity lending are pretty straightforward. Take a small village with five traders for a basic illustration. Through its micro-lending programme, the Grameen Bank lends the group US$100. Within the group the US$100 is passed on to trader A for a pre-specified period (a loan period currently runs for about one year). At the end of this time, she (97 per cent of Grameen’s loans are made to women) has to pay back to Grameen Bank the loan amount plus interest (which can be between 8 and 12 per cent). Trader A is solely responsible for repaying her loan. When the loan is repaid, the next US$100 loan is made to the group, which is then passed on to trader B. But if trader A does not repay, the group is extended no further loans.

Although, technically speaking, there is no group joint liability (the group as a whole is not responsible for the loan when one member defaults), the group is implicitly liable in the sense that the behaviour of each individual member affects the group as a whole. So very often when difficulties in repayment do arise, the group members contribute the defaulted amount (with an intention of collecting the money from the defaulted member at a later time), thus keeping the loan-cycle turning. In this sense micro-finance in poor countries works much like credit cards...
in rich countries – borrowers repay their loans because they know that if they
don’t pay the loans they have today, their lender will blacklist them, and they
won’t be able to borrow more tomorrow. The bonds of trust extend not only
between the members of the group, but also between the group and the bank –
there is no legal instrument between Grameen Bank and its borrowers.

The Grameen model has met with resounding success. At least forty-three
countries around the world have adopted some version of it. Grameen Bank
initially offered micro-finance to 36,000 members with a portfolio of US$3.1
million when it became a bank in 1983. By 1997, it had 2.3 million members and
a portfolio of US$230 million. Perhaps most impressively, its default rates are at
less than 2 per cent and, with its success, the bank now provides a host of other
financial services (beyond also insurance and pension schemes) to the poor –
micro-enterprise, scholarships and housing programmes.

According to Grameen Bank estimates from March 2008, over 1.3 million
members took micro-enterprise loans (mainly for power-tillers, irrigation pumps,
motor vehicles, and river craft for transportation and fishing), for a total of over
US$450 million. On the education side, scholarships amounting to US$950,000
have been awarded to over 50,000 children, and by March 2008 nearly 23,000
students received higher-education loans, many for medicine, engineering and
professional certificates. Finally, in the twelve months to February 2008, Grameen
housing loans alone have reached US$1.19 million with some 8,300 houses
having been built. Since the housing programme’s inception in 1984, over
650,000 houses have been constructed.

The most truly extraordinary aspect of this extraordinary tale is their ‘No
Donor Money, No Loans’ policy. In 1995, Grameen Bank decided not to
receive any more donor funds, and today funds itself 100 per cent through its
deposits. Although recognized as the grandfather of micro-credit and micro-
lending, Grameen Bank has spawned numerous variations all over the world, all
targeting the segment of the population that has fallen through the high-street
banking cracks. The BKI in Indonesia, Acción in Latin America, BRAC in
Bangladesh and K-REP in Kenya are just a sample of the growing and expansive
list.

In Africa, Zambia offers an interesting case study of how micro-finance has
developed. Traditionally, conservative banking institutions have generally targeted
large and established companies (for example, those in the mining sector) and
shown little appetite for small businesses and individuals (save a few high-income
salaried earners). In a population of around 10 million people, where only about
500,000 are formally employed, some 9.5 million (although this includes children)
remained ignored by the banking sector. Enter micro-finance. The many
thousands of would-be Zambian entrepreneurs finally had a way to secure capital
to fund their businesses.

In practice, like many other poor countries, the Zambian micro-finance market
can be split into three tiers. The first two target salaried workers, who pay
different rates of interest depending on their employer. In the first tier are civil
servants (doctors, teachers and military personnel), who by virtue of working for
the government are charged relatively low interest rates. Second come salaried
professionals, not employed by government (lawyers and bankers) and who,
because they work in the private sector and do not have the security of the
government behind them, are charged a higher rate of interest. In each of these
two cases, the micro-loan lender uses the salary as collateral – using the
individuals’ wage to directly secure the loan.

The third category, which encompasses the vast majority of Zambia’s poor,
and for which the Grameen Bank structure was originally intended, are the
unsalaried, often rural poor, with variable incomes, and generally no access to
loan capital – think of a woman selling tomatoes on a side street. Yet this group –
the real entrepreneurs, the backbone of Zambia’s economic future – need capital
just as much as the mining company to see their businesses established and grow.

In Zambia, as in other African countries where micro-finance has started to
blossom, the risk of lending to the most risky is often reduced through joint
liability – the notion that members of a group of borrowers are all liable for any
loans that a micro-finance lender makes to them.

Consider again a group of borrowers in a small rural village, where the lender
has virtually no information on the individual borrowers. Joint liability gets around
this information asymmetry in a number of ways. When forming their groups,
borrowers have an incentive at the onset to match themselves with other good
borrowers, and exclude those known to be high-risk. Naturally, this self-selection
mechanism helps the lender screen the borrowers and reduce the risk of default.
Joint liability also addresses the moral hazard lenders typically face – that is, the
risk that once a loan is made, once the borrower has secured the cash, she
defaults. Under joint liability, other members of the group have a vested interest to
ensure their partners do not cheat, to see the loan repaid, so that they too can
access funds.

Having seen the explosion and success in micro-finance (micro-finance default
rates in Zambia are less than 5 per cent), traditional banks have woken up to the
opportunity that hitherto they have left untapped. Since 2000, there has been a
rapid growth in international investment in micro-lending by various agencies and
funds that tend to be more commercially oriented. By mid-2004, this group had
invested a total of nearly US$23 billion in about 450 micro-finance institutions.

But micro-finance is not without its naysayers. This type of lending to the poor
is criticized as loan-sharking (charging punitive and exorbitant rates), as fuelling
Ponzi schemes (borrowing from one lender to pay off another) and as simply
supporting reckless consumption. However, with ever-increasing numbers of
micro-lenders, and growing participation in this type of lending, the interest rates
charged inevitably become lower and, in this sense, more competitive. As to the
Ponzi scheme criticism, the objection merely points to the need for more
information concerning borrowers – who’s good and who’s bad (which, by the
way, is exactly the information asymmetry that the Grameen model mitigates).
And on the issue of consumption versus investment, this applies to any loan, any
The important point, not to be overlooked, is that the previously unbankable and excluded poor are now part of a functioning financial dynamic. With this comes a culture of borrowing and repayment crucial for financial development in a well-oiled successful economy. Small-scale banking to poor people has the capacity to create enterprise and growth in developing countries.

Lending to the poor is also no longer constrained by national boundaries, or by financial institutions. With the advent of Kiva, a California-based interface, pretty much anyone sitting anywhere with a keyboard can lend money to anyone across the planet. This is how it works: a woman in Cameroon goes on line seeking a US$200 loan towards her tailoring business. She makes her case, as best she can, and a man in Des Moines, Iowa, lends her US$25 of it, someone in Sweden lends another US$25, and the balance is covered by someone in Japan. The loan is made for a set period, for a pre-agreed interest rate, and she regularly updates her lenders on her progress. In the week – just one week – leading into 19 April 2008, over US$625,000 was lent by almost 3,000 new lenders.

Like the Grameen model (and unlike aid) the default rates have been minimal. Thus far, since Kiva’s inception in 2005, some US$30 million has been lent, 45,000 loans made to people in forty-two countries. A wonderful innovation – get involved.

Remember the mosquito net manufacturer who, thanks to aid, is now out of business? And remember the 176 people (one owner, ten workers and their 165 dependants) now with no stable income, dependent on handouts?

How much better would it have been if just half of the million-dollar donation had been invested as micro-lending in the country instead? Within five years, our mosquito net manufacturer could have expanded production to meet growing demand, doubled his workforce (and by default provided support for another 150 of their dependants), and his product would be there to replace the nets as they fell into disrepair.

Of course, other entrepreneurs, seeing how his business has flourished and recognizing the ever-present demand for mosquito nets, would venture into the market, thereby lowering the cost of the nets over time, and of course improving quality.

What should Dongo do?

The extension of financial services to people who otherwise have no access to banks dates as far back as when municipal savings banks began in Europe in the eighteenth century, and when German groups based on the self-help principle and called savings and credit cooperatives were first organized by Herman Schulze-Delitzsch and Friedrich Raiffeisen in the middle of the nineteenth century.

In more recent times, micro-credit organizations were developed in the 1960s to serve Africa and Asia’s needs for agricultural support, yet most Africans today still have very limited access to financial markets. In Ghana and Tanzania, for example, only about 5–6 per cent of the population has access to the banking sector, although some 80 per cent of households in Tanzania would be prepared
to save if they had access to appropriate products and saving mechanisms.

The oldest private, worldwide, fully commercial micro-finance investment fund is the Dexia Micro-Credit Fund. It is managed by Blue Orchard Finance, a micro-finance investment consultancy, and finances some fifty micro-finance institutions in twenty-four countries. It has investments of US$77 million. However, it was really not until Grameen Bank’s success that micro-finance really took off.

Today, micro-finance brings groups of people into the economy for the first time, by offering the poor a range of saving tools. Beyond the direct capital injection it puts into a borrower’s pockets, it can also be a powerful development tool. Even small loans can boost business productivity gains and contribute to job creation and raise family living standards (better nutrition, better health and housing, more education).

By some estimates some 10,000 organizations (from nongovernmental organizations to registered banks) today offer over US$1 billion worth of micro-finance loans annually to many millions of customers around the world; projections are that this amount will have to grow twenty-fold (to US$20 billion) over the next five years to meet projected demand. But in more extreme forecasts, some predict even more exponential growth. Vijay Mahajan, a micro-finance practitioner, puts potential annual micro-credit demand in India alone at US$30 billion, 10 per cent of the estimated global US$300 billion. According to an April 2006 survey by McKinsey Consulting, India has the potential to become a US$500 billion market by the year 2020.

Growth in most emerging-market regions has been meteoric: For example, the Bangladeshi organization BRAC signed up 5,000 customers in Afghanistan, just six months after setting up there; two Cambodian organizations (Acleda and EMT) each have over 80,000 customers; Banco do Nordeste in Brazil has become the second-largest micro-finance operation in Latin America, with 110,000 clients in just a few years; and Compartamos, in Mexico, has nearly doubled the number of its clients in the past year to become the largest Latin American programme, with over 150,000 clients.

Despite all this expansion, the industry has yet to reach 5 per cent of the customers among the world poor. Even according to the Grameen Foundation USA’s more optimistic estimates that 10 per cent of a potential US$300 billion micro-finance market has been penetrated, there is plenty of scope for development financing through micro-lending. It’s about time Dongo, and the rest of Africa, got involved.

REMITTANCES

The UN estimates that there are around 33 million Africans living outside their country of origin. Nigerians and Ghanaians principally move to the United States, Malians and Senegalese settle in France, and the majority of Congolese make
Malians and Senegalese settle in France, and the majority of Congolese make their home in the Netherlands. Some 30 per cent of Mali’s population lives elsewhere. In total, emigrants represent almost 5 per cent of Africa’s total population, and they are yet another source of money to help fuel Africa’s development.

Remittances – the money Africans abroad sent home to their families – totalled around US$20 billion in 2006 (remittances were US$68 billion and US$113 billion in Latin America and Asia, respectively). According to a United Nations report entitled Resource Flows to Africa: An Update on Statistical Trends, between 2000 and 2003 Africans sent home about US$17 billion each year, a figure that even tops FDI, which averaged US$15 billion, during this period. What is more, according to the World Bank, the figures on Africa’s remittances are most likely grossly undervalued, as a lot of money makes its way to the continent through unrecorded channels (Freund and Spatafora estimate informal remittances are 35–75 per cent of the official flows); so much so that remittances may possibly be the largest source of external funding in many poor countries. At US$5 billion, Nigeria receives the greatest amount of remittances in Africa, followed by South Africa (US$1.5 billion) and Angola (US$1 billion). They accounted for roughly 40 per cent of Somalia’s 2006 GDP, the same year that six out of fifty-three countries received remittances in excess of US$1 billion. Quite clearly remittances are (and increasingly should be) a significant piece of many African countries’ financing puzzle.

In July 2006, the UK’s Department of International Development published a report, The Black and Minority Ethnic Remittance Survey, which revealed that within black communities 34 per cent of Africans send money home to relatives. Perhaps more startling was the fact that of the almost 10,000 minority households interviewed across the UK, Black Africans were found to remit money (an average of around £910 annually, or almost US$1,800; the global average per capita is around US$200 per month) more frequently than any other group.

Like the other forms of private capital flows already discussed, the benefits of remittances are far-reaching.

Although the actual remittance sums taken individually are relatively small, taken collectively the remittance amounts flowing into African nations’ coffers (banks, building societies, etc.) are enormous. The US$565 million that flowed into Mozambique and the US$642 million that went to Uganda in 2006 most certainly contributed to bolstering their economies.

Remittances can play an important part in financing a country’s external balances, by helping to pay for imports and repay external debt. As remittances tend to be more stable than other capital flows, in some countries banks have used them to securitize loans from the international capital markets – that is, to raise overseas financing using future remittances as collateral, thereby lowering borrowing costs. Banco do Brasil raised US$250 million in 2002 by using future dollar- or yen-denominated worker remittances as collateral.

estimated that sub-Saharan African countries can potentially raise as much as US$1–3 billion by reducing the cost of international migrant remittances, US$5–10 billion by issuing diaspora bonds (a bond issued by a country (or even a private company) to raise financing from its overseas diaspora), and US$17 billion by securitizing future remittances – not small change. Incidentally, India and Israel have raised as much as US$11 billion and US$25 billion, respectively, from their diaspora abroad, showing that these schemes can work, and work very well if executed efficiently.\(^5\)

On a household level, remittances are used to finance basic consumption needs: housing, children’s education, healthcare, and even capital for small businesses and entrepreneurial activities – the heart of an economy. More fundamentally, more remittances mean more money deposited in the bank, which means more cash that the banks have to lend. In Latin America, deposits-to-GDP ratios (a key indicator of a country’s financial development) markedly improved as a result of high remittances. Naturally, the most direct channel through which remittances have an impact on GDP is by increased spending by the recipient households.

Remittances make an important and growing contribution to relieving poverty. According to a paper by World Bank economists, evidence shows that a 10 per cent increase in per capita remittances leads to a 3.5 per cent decline in the proportion of poor people. Household surveys in the Philippines indicate that a 10 per cent increase in remittances reduced the poverty rate by 2.8 per cent by increasing the income level of the receiving family but also via spillovers to the overall economy. Moreover, this 10 per cent increase led to a 1.7 per cent increase in school attendance, a 0.35-hour decline in child labour per household per week, and a 2 per cent increase in new entrepreneurial activities.\(^6\)

All of this is good news, but there is a price to be paid – and one that potentially constrains the growth of remittances to the continent. For every US$100 sent to Africa, only US$80 gets there – the middleman takes the rest – while from the US to Mexico US$85 gets home (that is, a 15 per cent charge), and from the UK to India as much as US$96 (just a 4 per cent tax) reaches its destination.

This form of higher ‘taxation’ on monies sent to Africa throws up a double-whammy: it encourages those abroad to send money secretly and can ultimately discourage them from sending any money at all. In a survey, remitters said that they would send 10 per cent more money if costs were 50 per cent cheaper.

The bulk of the transfer cost for remitting money from the sender abroad to the recipient at home is determined in the private markets. Therefore, the high remittance costs can really only be reduced by increasing access to banking and strengthening competition in the remittance industry.

However, there is scope for African governments to encourage greater remittance flows by offering cheaper ways for money to be sent home. In Latin America, for example, the International Remittance Network facilitates remittance flows from the United States to Latin America. Similar initiatives in Africa would
flows from the United States to Latin America. Similar initiatives in Africa would undoubtedly do the same. It is encouraging to note that innovative mobile phone technology is making it both cheaper and quicker for people to send and receive money. In April 2007, a money transfer system called M-Pesa was launched in Kenya enabling subscribers to send large sums of money in an instant transaction. Within just two weeks of the launch over 10,000 account holders were registered and more than US$100,000 had been transferred. At the moment the M-Pesa programme only facilitates money transfers within the country’s borders, usually from richer urban dwellers to their poorer rural relations. However, there are plans underway to roll the scheme out on an international basis, not only tapping the billions of international remittances Kenyans regularly send home, but doing it in the most competitive way – that is, getting more cash into the recipient’s pocket.

Remittances are, of course, in some sense a form of aid (the recipient is essentially getting something for nothing). And like other forms of aid, there is the inherent risk that remittances encourage reckless consumption and laziness. In 2006, Jamaica’s finance minister, Dr Omar Davies, expressed concern that the multimillion-dollar flows of remittances to Jamaicans were instilling a culture of dependency over achievement.

Perhaps this is true, but at least some part of the money is reaching the indigent and making its way to productive uses. And unlike aid it does not increase corruption. Indeed, Giuliano and Ruiz-Arranz, and Toxopeus and Lensink, conclude that remittances do have a positive impact on growth.

Savings

In April 2005, two young boys stumbled upon US$6,000 while playing football in Maiduguri, in north-east Nigeria. Maiduguri is not Nigeria’s bustling capital city of Abuja or its largest commercial city of Lagos; nor, for that matter, is it Nigeria’s third, fourth or fifth business hubs (those honours go to Port Harcourt, Kano and Ibadan). Yet it was here, in Maiduguri, that the US$6,000 was found. This money hadn’t been lost. As it turns out, in the absence of a credible, formalized banking system the owner of the cash had opted to neatly wrap his savings in a black plastic bag and hide his stash near a rubbish dump.

This incident raises a fundamental question: does Africa lack capital? Or might it be that there is a lot of cash in these poor countries – unseen, dormant cash, which simply needs to be woken? Could it actually be that the countless development agents and agencies and innumerable man-hours deployed to send cash to Africa have been for naught – attempting to address a problem that simply does not exist? That, in fact, the core problem with Africa is not an absence of cash, but rather that its financial markets are acutely inefficient – borrowers cannot borrow, and lenders do not lend, despite the billions washing about.

In The Mystery of Capital, the Peruvian economist Hernando de Soto points out that the value of savings across the region of Asia, the Middle East and...
suggests that the value of savings among the poor of Asia, the Middle East and Africa is as much as forty times all the foreign aid received throughout the world since 1945. He argues that were the United States to hike its foreign-aid allocations to the 0.7 per cent of national income (as prescribed by the United Nations at Monterrey), it would take the richest country more than 150 years to transfer to the world’s poor resources equal to those that they already have.

Evidence from India would seem to add weight to this theory. By some estimates, as much as US$200 billion worth of untapped investment potential is privately held in gold in India.\footnote{8} In 2005, India introduced a policy which allowed Indians to exchange their physical gold holdings (often held in jewellery and coins) into ‘paper’ gold in denominations as low as US$2. Estimates suggest that this policy unlocked as much as US$200 billion worth of untapped investment potential privately held. The initiative promised to bring the poorest 700 million villagers, who purchase about two thirds of India’s gold, into the more formalized banking system. Moreover, this gold policy injected more money into the economy than the total FDI India received in 2004 – in that year Indians poured about twice as much money into gold (around US$10 billion) as the country received from foreign investors. With more than half of India’s savings tied up in physical assets, such strategies can bring millions of poor into the banking system, offering credit access to many Indians, and inject capital into the economy.

The Indian experience is an example of how a government has successfully unlocked latent resources. Africa should take note and look for ways to bring the hidden money into the financial stream. Of course, Africans might not hoard gold to the same extent as Indians, but many of them do have access to (and nominal ownership of) the land they till. And this is de Soto’s main argument, that the inability of people across the developing world to secure their property rights is what prevents them from unlocking their vast capital. What is needed is a functioning and transparent legal framework so that Africans can convert that land into collateral against which they can borrow and invest.

It is not the case that African countries do not have legal frameworks (many inherited from their colonial past); it is, however, the case that in environments of rampant corruption the legal systems are often impotent.

Savings are a hugely important part of a country’s growth, and a country’s financial development. Domestic saving is the most important source of financing investment and thus boosting growth. Looking back at the Grameen Bank model, it too includes a component to encourage saving amongst its borrowers – in fact, they are required to save and invest. Customers must save US$0.02 per week, and new members are required to buy a share of stock in Grameen for US$2; localized financial development at its best.

What Africa desperately needs is more innovation in the financial sector. We can put a man on the moon, so we can most certainly crack Africa’s financing puzzle, jump-start economic growth and drastically reduce poverty. But herein lies the key – innovation. Innovation means breaking out of the mould, and finding more-applicable ways for Africa to finance its development. There is a history of financial innovation to draw from: the Soft Banks of America’s Wild West and the
financial innovation to draw from: the Soft Banks of America’s Wild West and the Scottish Banks of the eighteenth century. Both catered to the unsecured and traditionally unbankable.

At the time of the gold rush in 1800s California, for example, one would have expected the well-established East Coast American banks to have simply migrated westwards, opening branches and setting up their lending shops on the West Coast to cater to the demand from those in search of yellow (and black) gold. Instead, what happened was that there emerged hybrid banking structures – a combination of venture capital, where the lenders would lend money with the prospect of a portion of the spoils when the borrower struck gold, and standard lending practices, where the borrower would have to pay back the principal plus some interest (in this case the lender got no share in the project). To illustrate, under a venture capital (VC) arrangement, the lender would give the collateral-less gold-seeker US$1,000 to invest in exploration and hiring all the staff he needed, and in return the lender would get 20 per cent of the gold project or all future profits emanating from the project. Naturally, this structure was very different to the standard banking practices which would have lent out the US$1,000 with an interest rate attached. But, of course, under standard banking practices most of the borrowers without collateral would have been excluded. In essence, as is the case in many places in Africa today, the gold-rushers of America’s Wild West had a good idea, but no collateral which standard bankers would feel happy to lend against.

The financing revolution of eighteenth-century Scotland was not much different in its innovative thinking. By essentially becoming a fully fledged, all-service financial supermarket (providing all elements of banking – venture capital, standard commercial banking, investment banking, merchant banking, etc.), Scottish banks could customize the cash and liquidity needs of a whole range of businesses and individual entrepreneurs. Banking and finance are about risk – risk assessment, risk mitigation and risk estimation. Scottish financial engineers had figured it out. Even if a potential borrower did not meet a bank’s standard, prescribed risk profile (that is, had no collateral, no guarantees, no obvious ability to repay), rather than turn them away the bank would tailor a lending instrument to meet the risk profile of the borrower. Certainly, it might have meant infinite permutations to get the right structure, but there was never any doubt that a financing structure could be found.

There is a story, for example, of how two independent farm owners each applied for financing to invest in their individual farms. The lender could not see how to lend to each farm individually, but somehow if the two farms were merged, their risks pooled, and therefore mitigated, a loan arrangement could be struck.

It is this type of innovation, providing micro-loans as well offering hybrid venture capital structures (in addition to standard banking fare), that Africa should look to replicate in order to bring its masses into the global fold. No country has economically succeeded without finding a way to funnel the risk capital to finance
Dongo Revisited

After sixty years of dead aid, Dongo is regressing. Its finances stand as follows: roughly 75 per cent of the money coming into the economy is from foreign aid (essentially, all of which accrues to the government), capital markets 3 per cent, trade 5 per cent, foreign direct investment (including micro-finance) 5 per cent, and the rest from remittances and savings. This financing portfolio has been costly, and Dongo is going nowhere fast.

If Dongo is to survive, development finance demands a new way of thinking. It needs to abandon the obsession with aid and draw on proven financial solutions. Dongo should aim for just 5 per cent of its total development financing to come from aid, 30 per cent from trade (with China as the lead partner), 30 per cent from FDI, 10 per cent from the capital markets, and the 25 per cent that is left should emanate from remittances and harnessed domestic savings. The key is to wean countries off aid by putting them on a tight schedule instead of continuing to give them open-ended commitments.

Clearly, however, not all African countries are equal, and what might be right for Dongo may not be suitable for land-locked Zambia, Zimbabwe and Chad, versus oil-rich Sudan, Nigeria and Angola. But the point is that, in order to succeed and escape the mire of poverty and despair, they need a mix of each of these solutions and an end to aid-dependency.

It has been shown, from case to case and example to example, that this can be done. In fact, in many African countries some of this is already being done, but on nowhere near the scale that is needed. Implementation (as we shall see) will be challenging, but not impossible.

The transition from today’s low equilibrium to tomorrow’s economic promise requires proper and active management, as challenges will inevitably arise. As described earlier, large capital inflows, whatever the source, can introduce the risk of Dutch disease (although Rajan and Subramanian have found no evidence that remittances hurt export competitiveness). But where private capital trumps aid every time is on the question of governance. You can steal aid every day of the week, whereas with private capital you only get one shot. If you steal the cash proceeds of an international bond issue, you most certainly will not be able to get more cash this way. The capital markets may be forgiving, but not so forgiving as to be fooled by the same culprit twice. And without cash to assuage the restlessness of an army, no despot can stand.
Besides, whereas earnings from trade filter through to many thousands of exporters and remittances accrue to innumerable households, foreign aid almost exclusively lands up in the hands of a ‘lucky’ few. Quite simply, investment money is not as easy to steal.

Africa’s time is now. In the past five years there has been good economic and political news from the continent. Helped, in part, by soaring commodity prices, African countries are posting solid growth numbers, and, although nascent, positive political changes have swept across the continent. But these will count for little if the proposals set out here, essential for Africa’s growth trajectory, are not implemented. Opportunities abound; investment prospects lie all around, in every sector – agriculture, telecommunications, power, infrastructure, banking and finance, retail, property. How can they not? With roughly a billion people Africa is a big continent. This continent needs everything: roads, hospitals, schools, airports, food, houses, cars, trains, aeroplanes. There is inordinate demand, and supply is not coping.

In the near term, external forces like the Chinese can and should play a key role in jump-starting Africa’s renaissance. But African countries would be wise to prepare for the eventuality that China could pack up and leave – Africa may not always be the belle of the ball. Countries must after all face up to the reality that circumstances change – their resource endowments are not infinite, and commodity prices could tumble from the highs of today; but the good news is that some countries are already hedging against this possibility by saving their commodity windfalls.

The Dead Aid strategies, if embraced wholeheartedly, will not only turn the economic tide in the short term, but also promise longer-term growth. And as the growth pie expands, so too does a country’s tax base – another reliable source of development finance.

Good governance trumps all. In a world of bad governance the cost of doing business is much higher, on every level. This is true even when investments are securitized (that is, backed by a specific asset), since the risk premium associated with the unpredictable behaviour of a bad government always looms large. As long as issues of bad governance linger overhead (guaranteed to be the case in a world of aid-dependency), the cost of investing in Africa will always be exorbitantly high even when the social benefits (such as skill transfer, education and infrastructure) are taken into account. Yet in a world of good governance, which will naturally emerge in the absence of the glut of aid, the cost (risk) of doing business in Africa will be lower (whether the investment is securitized or not).

The absolute imperative to make Africa’s positive growth trajectory stick is to rid the continent of aid-dependency, which has hindered good governance for so long.
10. Making Development Happen

It’s time to stop pretending that the aid-based development model currently in place will generate sustained economic growth in the world’s poorest countries. It will not.

The question is how do we get African countries to abandon foreign aid and embrace the *Dead Aid* proposal? They can do it voluntarily – as South Africa or Botswana have done – but what if they don’t, choosing the soft option of aid instead?

Let’s step back a bit. Recall the August 1982 phone call when the Mexican Finance Minister telephoned the IMF, the US Treasury, et al. to inform them that Mexico would be unable to pay its debt. What if, in Africa’s case, the scene were reversed?

What if, one by one, African countries each received a phone call (agreed upon by all their major aid donors – the World Bank, Western countries, etc.), telling them that in exactly five years the aid taps would be shut off – permanently? Although exceptions would be made for isolated emergency relief such as famine and natural disasters, aid would no longer attempt to address Africa’s generic economic plight.

What would happen?

Would many more millions in Africa die from poverty and hunger? Probably not – the reality is that Africa’s poverty-stricken don’t see the aid flows anyway. Would there be more wars, more coups, more despots? Doubtful – without aid, you are taking away a big incentive for conflict. Would roads, schools and hospitals cease being built? Unlikely.

What do you think Africans would do if aid were stopped, simply carry on as usual? Too many African countries have already hit rock bottom – ungoverned, poverty-stricken, and lagging further and further behind the rest of the world each day; there is nowhere further down to go.

Isn’t it more likely that in a world freed of aid, economic life for the majority of Africans might actually improve, that corruption would fall, entrepreneurs would rise, and Africa’s growth engine would start chugging? This is the most probable outcome – that where the real chance exists to make a better life for themselves, their children and Africa’s future generations, Africans would grab it and go.

If other countries around the developing world have done it *sans* aid (generated consistent growth, raised incomes and rescued billions from the brink of poverty), why not Africa? Remember that just thirty years ago Malawi, Burundi and Burkina Faso were economically ahead of China on a per capita income basis. A dramatic turnaround is always possible.
How do we put the *Dead Aid* proposals into practice, and help to ensure that Africa gains a firm economic footing? There are three interlinked stages after the phone call.

First comes an economic plan which reduces a country’s reliance on aid year on year. In Dongo’s case, aid would fall 14 per cent every year – taking it down from the 75 per cent of income it receives today to 5 per cent in five years’ time. For the first year, instead of 75 per cent, Dongo is now getting only 61 per cent of its income from aid. It now has to find the extra 14 per cent of money it requires from other *Dead Aid* means. In the second year, Dongo will have to find 28 per cent of its financial capital outside aid, and the year following, 42 per cent – nearly half of its needs.

We have offered an array of financing alternatives: trade, FDI, the capital markets, remittances, micro-finance and savings. It should come as no surprise that the *Dead Aid* prescriptions are market-based, since no economic ideology other than one rooted in the movement of capital and competition has succeeded in getting the greatest numbers of people out of poverty, in the fastest time.

Ultimately, where a country goes for its cash depends on its particular circumstances. For example, trade-oriented commodity-driven economies such as Zambia, Kenya and Uganda (actually the majority of African countries) should look at boosting trade with China and other emerging nations. And certainly the fifteen African countries which have recently acquired credit ratings should consider following Gabon and Ghana’s lead in drawing on the capital markets.

Once the financing plan is in place, and Dongo knows how much it has to find, it must enforce rules of prudence and not live beyond its means. Like a family whose income has fallen, Dongo has two choices. It can either cut back on its expenditure or raise funds elsewhere to support the same level of spending. One would hope that any cutbacks would be on the non-essential, frivolous items (palaces, private jets and shopping trips to the Champs-Elysées in Paris), rather than schools, hospitals and infrastructure. With different forms of financing, without the same opportunity for corruption, the provision of schools, hospitals and infrastructure will anyway become cheaper. But in order to sustain the same degree of spending, Dongo would need to tap other sources of income. Using the *Dead Aid* proposals, the channels of money available will not only help maintain the same level of spending, but will of themselves encourage economic growth and increase the taxable middle classes, thereby broadening Dongo’s financial alternatives.

Of course, nothing can stop a bad government from using the new money for old tricks. Some African leaders have been notoriously susceptible to shopping trips (Grace Mugabe, wife of Zimbabwe’s president, is known for a penchant for shopping at London’s exclusive Harrods department store), and some may be tempted again. But whereas the open purse of aid permits them to do this every
tempted again. But whereas the open purse of aid permits them to do this every year, if they use the private cash of the *Dead Aid* proposal for such ends, they will only get away with it once. If, for instance, a government were to steal the proceeds of a bond, or impose punitive taxes on its exporters, lenders would never lend again, and exporters would stop exporting. Over time, the economic pie that could be eaten into would grow smaller and smaller – and ultimately shrink into oblivion. Indeed, one could argue that the reason why Zimbabwe’s Mugabe has lasted so long is because he has been propped up by massive foreign aid receipts; it certainly isn’t Zimbabwe’s burgeoning economy – US$300 million in foreign aid was sent there in 2006. In fact, without aid, the likelihood is that Mugabe might have long gone. And regarding FDI, the Chinese expect something in return. Even if 80 per cent of their cash transfer is stolen, they still require that roads be built and the commodity extracted. Having amounts stolen is nowhere near a perfect solution, but at least a part of the cash benefit must accrue to the country.

The third stage in the *Dead Aid* model is the strengthening of institutions. At the core of the *Dead Aid* proposal is accountability. Those charged with the responsibility of providing public goods and ensuring the transparency and health of an environment within which the private sector can flourish must be held accountable when they fail to deliver. This has been the aid model’s Achilles heel. In *The Wealth and Poverty of Nations*, David Landes suggests that ‘the ideal growth and development’ government would:

secure rights of private property, the better to encourage saving and investment; secure rights of personal liberty … against both the abuses of tyranny and … crime and corruption; enforce rights of contract … provide stable government … governed by publicly known rules … provide responsive government … provide honest government … [with] no rents to favour and position; provide moderate, efficient un-greedy government … to hold taxes down [and] reduce the government’s claim on the social surplus.1

Yet this is not the world in which most Africans live. In their world of aid-dependence, governments have failed at all these tasks, and failed spectacularly.

But is all this as easy as it sounds? One phone call, and it all slots into place? Why not? Development is not a mystery; each of the elements of the *Dead Aid* proposal has been tried and tested and yielded success – and governments and policymakers know it.

The aid regime has been in place (in one form or another) for sixty years and demonstrably failed to generate economic growth and alleviate poverty. Given that in no other sphere (business, politics) has such a poor record been allowed to persist, why has the phone call not been made?

**WHO WILL BELL THE CAT?**
The Dead Aid proposal is dead easy to implement. What it needs, and what is lacking, is political will. Political incentives are stacked against making the call.

Western donors have an aid industry to feed, farmers to placate (vulnerable when trade barriers are removed), liberal constituencies with ‘altruistic’ intentions to allay, and, facing their own economic challenges, very little time to worry about Africa’s demise. For the Western politician maintaining the status quo of aid, it is much easier just to sign a cheque.

For African leaders too there is no immediate incentive to abandon the aid model – apart, of course, from the obvious one that were they to do so their countries’ economic position would quickly improve. To appreciate the economic prospects in a non-aid environment, however, requires a long-term and selfless vision, and not the myopia so many policymakers (at home and abroad) are afflicted with today.

Unfortunately, there are still only a handful of (African) policymakers critical of aid’s dismal performance. In a September 2007 interview with Time magazine, Rwanda’s President Kagame commented:

Now, the question comes for our donors and partners: having spent so much money, what difference did it make? In the last 50 years, you’ve spent US$400 billion in aid to Africa. But what is there to show for it? And the donors should ask: what are we doing wrong, or, what are the people we are helping doing wrong? Obviously somebody’s not getting something right. Otherwise, you’d have something to show for your money.

The donors have also made a lot of mistakes. Many times they have assumed they are the ones who know what countries in Africa need. They want to be the ones to choose where to put this money, to be the ones to run it, without any accountability. In other cases, they have simply associated with the wrong people and money gets lost and ends up in people’s pockets. We should correct that.

In a similar vein, Senegal’s President Wade remarked in 2002: ‘I’ve never seen a country develop itself through aid or credit. Countries that have developed – in Europe, America, Japan, Asian countries like Taiwan, Korea and Singapore – have all believed in free markets. There is no mystery there. Africa took the wrong road after independence.’ Indeed, now is the time to correct, and not be swayed by media hype and populist and ill-conceived banter.

Ordinary people across Africa, the millions who bear the brunt of the economic catastrophe, have an incentive to change the aid regime of course. They would, if they could – who wouldn’t? But they eke out their existence under a veiled (and often not so veiled) threat of intimidation, punishment and even death. In order to overturn the state aid-dependency, Africans need the gritty defiance of the unknown man who stood against the Chinese tanks in Tiananmen Square in June 1989. But such rebellion carries enormous risk, and when pitted against the omnipotent state, more likely than not, will fail.

This leaves it to Western citizens. They have power, and could hold the key to
This leaves it to Western citizens. They have power, and could hold the key to reform. It was, after all, thanks to the 60,000 ordinary Americans who wrote to the US Congress laying out their desire for freer trade access for African countries that the AGOA was born. It is this type of activism that is needed to help jump-start Africa’s development agenda, and set it on the right track.

Aid came from the West (and continues to do so), and it’s up to the West to take it back. Why have people in the West not demanded that something be done? It is, after all, their money being poured down the drain. Maybe some have, but it’s nearly impossible to be heard above the hectoring din of the purveyors of the ‘Africa’s glass is half empty’ view of this world.

They say that aid worked – that the true test of aid’s success is that millions of other Africans would have died were it not for aid. We can never really know if this is true (though we do know for sure that countries that have not relied on aid, including those in Africa like South Africa and Botswana, have consistently done better), and this justification for aid is changing the rules of the game. Aid was not originally designed or intended to be a sticking-plaster solution simply aimed at keeping people alive. The goals of aid, as originally set out by the forefathers in the New Hampshire hotel all those years ago, were sustainable economic growth and poverty alleviation, and it is against these goals that aid’s efficacy should be judged, and against these that it has spectacularly failed.

Is there a moral obligation for Western societies to help poor countries? Clearly morality claims hold sway, but surely one would expect Western moralizers to adopt policies which help those in need rather than hinder them in the long run and keep them in a perilous state of economic despair. One solution that the aid proselytizers could adopt would be an egalitarian approach to donor donations. Instead of writing out a single US$250 million cheque to a country’s government, why not distribute the money equally among its population. So in a country of 10 million people (roughly the population of Zambia) each citizen would get US$25 – a tenth of Zambia’s current per capita income. In line with the *Dead Aid* proposals, this would in effect be a remittance ‘donor-style’.

Indefinite grant transfers, however dressed up, are not something *Dead Aid* favours, but one could envisage how such remittances could be part of an effective financing package were the notions of accountability and repayment incorporated.

It is worth pointing out that there has been some notable success with a concept known as ‘conditional cash transfers’; these are cash payments (in a sense, bonuses) made to give the poor an incentive to perform tasks that could help them escape poverty (for example, good school attendance, working a certain number of hours, improving test scores, seeing a doctor). The idea of conditional cash transfers has met with much success in developing countries such as Brazil, Mexico, Nicaragua and Peru (a similar programme is now being tested in the boroughs of New York City). Studies show the schemes have been instrumental in decreasing malnutrition, increasing school attendance and decreasing child labour.5
The genius of conditional cash transfer programmes (certainly in the context of developing countries) is threefold: they circumvent the government (bureaucracy and corruption are averted); payments are made for actually doing something rather than for doing nothing, which has often been the case with aid (quite simply, if you don’t meet certain standards of behaviour, do certain things, meet specified criteria, you don’t get paid); and the money actually ends up in the hands of the people that truly need it. The scheme has met with a resounding success in developing countries, so why has this type of programme not been rolled out aggressively across Africa? It would seem the logical thing to do given the failure of government-to-government aid.

Leaving the question of morality aside, there are good reasons based on national interest for the West to help. In the fractured world of Iran, Iraq and Afghanistan, Africa’s fragile and impoverished states are a natural haven for global terrorists. Porous borders, weak law enforcement and security institutions, plentiful and portable natural resources, disaffected populations, and conflict zones make perfect breeding grounds for all sorts of global terrorist organizations.

The four horses of Africa’s apocalypse – corruption, disease, poverty and war – can easily ride across international borders, putting Westerners at just as much risk as Africans. Of course, stolen money sent to European bank accounts can fund terrorist activities; disease, poverty and war induce waves of disenfranchised refugees and unchecked immigration, which can place inordinate burdens on Western economies.

The West can choose to ignore all of this, but, like it or not, the Chinese are coming. And it is in Africa that their campaign for global dominance will be solidified. Economics comes first, and when they own the banks, the land and the resources across Africa, their crusade will be over. They will have won.

Whether or not Chinese domination is in the interest of the average African today is irrelevant. This is not to underestimate how much Africans care about freedom and rights – they do. But in the immediate term a woman in rural Dongo cares less about the risk to her democratic freedom in forty years’ time than about putting food on her table tonight. China promises food on the table today, education for her children tomorrow and an infrastructure she can rely on to support her business in the foreseeable future.

The mistake the West made was giving something for nothing. The secret of China’s success is that its foray into Africa is all business. The West sent aid to Africa and ultimately did not care about the outcome; this created a coterie of elites and, because the vast majority of people were excluded from wealth, political instability has ensued.

China, on the other hand, sends cash to Africa and demands returns. With returns Africans get jobs, get roads, get food, making more Africans better off and (at least in the interim) the promise of some semblance of political stability. It is the economy that matters. Places like Singapore have shown that, even in the absence of democracy, peace prevails when the median citizen is economically better off. In Africa, the 2008 fracas in Kenya may have been much more protracted had the average Kenyan had a lesser stake and vested interest in the
protracted had the average Kenyan had a lesser stake and vested interest in the economy. The situation may have gone on for as long as it did because, like any other society, there are, unfortunately, always people at the fringe who have yet to become fully fledged economic stakeholders and garner the benefits of a growing economy. The China movement in Africa is on the march – the West ignores it at its own peril.

Is there a role for the staid development formulas and old institutions of yesteryear? Surely, not to help Africa truly achieve sustainable growth and alleviate poverty as has so often been claimed. To support Africa in achieving this goal requires severing the Faustian bargain of current aid-driven development policy, and doing away with the ossified policies (and processes) that reign supreme in today’s development debate. Fortunately, there has been some, albeit slow, movement in the right direction. Perhaps heeding the proverbial writing on the wall, or fearing their growing irrelevance in the development game where they were once the protagonist, international organizations are changing their tune.

There is a push towards greater inclusion of perspectives (from technocrats and policymakers) from the emerging world in the upper echelons of development agencies – who better to help shape the direction of the new development path? In 2008, for instance, the World Bank elected Justin Lin Yifu to the position of Chief Economist (considered the number two job at the international economic institution), which until this point had been occupied only by Americans or Europeans.

And terms like public—private partnerships and private-capital solutions to development financing (such as debt capital markets and diaspora bonds) have seeped into the development vocabulary, placing greater emphasis on the role of the private sector and seemingly now questioning rather than merely perpetuating the existing development model. This is undoubtedly a good start. As are the billions of dollars of smart money (the hedge funds, the international banks, the private equity funds) now going to Africa. Africa’s era of private capital is only now beginning, and this trend has to be nurtured in order for it to continue.

There is more (much more) that needs to be done to undo the ills that have gone before, to rectify what has been an unmitigated disaster, and to get Africa onto a solid economic footing. While international donors and organizations must be commended for shifting the development ideology from the bad economic policies of the 1970s (mainly statist) to the good market policies on the books today (introduced on the back of the Washington Consensus), we need to remind them that without the elimination of aid effective implementation of the new, better, development regime will remain shoddy, ineffectual and even disastrous.

Africa’s development impasse demands a new level of consciousness, a greater degree of innovation, and a generous dose of honesty about what works and what does not as far as development is concerned. And one thing is for sure, depending on aid has not worked. Make the cycle stop.

The best time to plant a tree is twenty years ago.
The best time to plant a tree is twenty years ago.

The second-best time is now.

African proverb

Notes

PREFACE


INTRODUCTION

1. The 2001 Labour Party Conference was held in the City of Brighton and Hove.

1. THE MYTH OF AID

1. Various UNAIDS reports on the global AIDS epidemic.
4. In terms of Price/Earnings (essentially a measure of how much value investors predict in the future of African companies), African P/Es, at 15 times, have been roughly commensurate with the emerging economies’ (Brazil, Russia, India and China) average of 19 times.
5. Data sources are various issues of the World Bank World Development Indicators.
6. Average child mortality for Africa is 142 per 1,000 under-fives (World Bank World Development Indicators, 2006).
7. The Africa Progress Panel said in 2007: ‘In 2006, Africa’s growth stood at 5.4 percent … far short of the 7 percent annual growth that needs to be sustained to make substantial inroads into poverty reduction.’
8. Using the International Peace Research Institute, Oslo’s armed conflict dataset, civil war is defined as an internal or internationalized internal armed conflict with at least 1,000 deaths in a year.

2. A BRIEF HISTORY OF AID
The forty-four countries represented were Australia, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Ethiopia, France, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Iceland, India, Iran, Iraq, Liberia, Luxembourg, Mexico, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland, South Africa, USSR, United Kingdom, United States, Uruguay, Venezuela, and Yugoslavia: [link to source].

The Marshall Plan speech: [link to source].

Sturzenegger and Zettelmeyer, ‘Sovereign Defaults and Debt Restructurings’. 
Lienert, ‘Civil Service Reform in Africa’.
Nellis, ‘Privatisation in Africa’. 
Meredith, The State of Africa.
Corruption ranking based on the Transparency International scores.

Democracy is correlated with levels of development, but it is less clear whether democracy has a causal impact on development. Studies on the impact of democracy on economic growth are cautious in their conclusions and suggest no direct link per se between democracy and development.

Interview with Rwanda’s President Kagame, Time, September 2007, at [link to source].
From Brenthurst Foundation July 2007 Discussion Paper: ‘Speech by His Excellency President Paul Kagame’.

3. AID IS NOT WORKING

Details of the 1885 Berlin Conference: [link to source].
‘Institutions that provide dependable property rights, manage conflict, maintain law and order, and align economic incentives with social costs and benefits are the foundation of long-term growth. The quality of institutions is key: good institutions are those that provide public officials with the incentives to provide market-fostering public goods at least cost in terms of corruption and rent seeking. Petty corruption, uncertain property rights, and inadequate courts are the source of problems’: Rodrik, In Search of Prosperity.
Radelet, Challenging Foreign Aid. The twenty-two countries that have permanently graduated from IDA since 1960 are Botswana, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Equatorial Guinea, El Salvador, Jordan, South Korea, Mauritius, Macedonia, Morocco, Papua New Guinea, Paraguay, St Kitts and Nevis, Swaziland, Syria, Thailand, Tunisia and Turkey.
Details of the Millennium Challenge Account can be found at [link to source].
Sen, Development as Freedom.
Ferguson, The Cash Nexus, p. 349, refers to a study that compared the ‘quality of citizens’ lives’ in over a hundred mainly developing countries and concluded that democratic states meet the basic needs of their citizens ‘as much as 70 percent more’ than non-democratic states.
The International Food Aid Conference VII, Strengthening the Food Aid Chain, was held on 3 May 2005 in Kansas City, Missouri.
Details of the Millennium Development Goals can be found at [link to source].
From Foreign Exchange, with Fareed Zakaria, on the US Public Broadcasting Service (PBS), 2 August 2007. Paul Collier, author of The Bottom Billion, cited a conversation in which this remark was made by the Chief Economist of the United Kingdom’s Department of Trade and Industry, when Collier asked why the British charity continued with an aid campaign that was predicated on fundamentally poor economic analysis.
Easterly, ‘Can Foreign Aid Buy Growth?’
4. THE SILENT KILLER OF GROWTH

5. The comments were made by Senator Richard Lugar at the May 2004 United States Senate Committee on Foreign Relations hearing. Senator Lugar was chairing the first public hearing on corruption at the multilateral development banks.
7. The disappearance of Mr Peter Mulamba, who was expected to be a key witness in two corruption trials around the grain debacle, was reported on the BBC News, 8 September 2004.

**THE REPUBLIC OF DONGO**

1. Glasnost refers to the policy of maximal publicity, openness and transparency in the activities of all government institutions in the Soviet Union, together with freedom of information. Perestroika referred to economic restructuring and economic reforms meant to overhaul the Russian economy.

5. A RADICAL RETHINK OF THE AID-DEPENDENCY MODEL


6. A CAPITAL SOLUTION

1. There exists also the BRVM, which is the regional stock exchange serving Benin, Burkina Faso, Guinea-Bissau, Ivory Coast, Mali, Niger, Senegal and Togo.
3. Details of the Pan African Infrastructure Development Fund (PAIDF) can be found at [http://www.harith.co.za/](http://www.harith.co.za/).
7. THE CHINESE ARE OUR FRIENDS

1. Economists will realize that this point sweeps over wage arbitrage arguments. In practice, low wages do not necessarily imply low costs. What matters are not just wages, but wages relative to productivity, that is, unit labour costs. Of course many low-wage countries actually have high unit labour costs because productivity is so low. However, one would expect that more rapid technological improvements across Africa would also lead to productivity improvements across the continent.

2. The World Bank’s Doing Business Project provides objective measures of business regulations and their enforcement across 178 economies and selected cities at the subnational and regional level. See http://www.doingbusiness.org/.


4. For example, see Africa Recovery, 13 (1999), 2–3, p. 26 (part of a special feature on the ECA conference Financing for Development).

5. For more details on the Forum on China—Africa Cooperation, see http://www.focac.org/eng.


8. Ibid.

9. In Ethiopia, Ivory Coast and Mali, 85, 72 and 81 per cent, respectively, see China’s influence as growing as opposed to 73, 48 and 58 per cent, respectively, who see America’s influence as growing.


8. LET’S TRADE


3. The countries eligible for AGOA are Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Cape Verde, Chad, Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia.


5. Paul Collier discussed the inequity between Europe’s trade policy towards Somalia versus Kenya on Foreign Exchange with Fareed Zakaria, on the US Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in August 2007.


7. This statistic comes from Learning Africa at http://www.learningafrica.org.uk/generalfacts.html.
9. BANKING ON THE UNBANKABLE

1. The Nobel Peace Prize 2006 was awarded to Muhammad Yunus and Grameen Bank ‘for their efforts to create economic and social development from below’. See http://nobelprize.org/nobelprizes/peace/lauereates/2006/.

2. More information on Grameen Bank can be found at http://www.grameen-info.org/.

3. More information on Kiva can be found at http://www.kiva.org/.


5. Ketkar and Ratha, Development Finance via Diaspora Bonds Track Record and Potential, 1 August 2007.

6. Adams and Page, ‘Do International Migration and Remittances Reduce Poverty in Developing Countries?’


8. Giridharadas, ‘India hopes to wean citizens from gold’.

10. MAKING DEVELOPMENT HAPPEN


3. Comments by President Abdoulaye Wade can be found at http://www.heritage.org/Press/Commentary/ed081602b.cfm and http://www.google.co.uk/search?hl=en&q=President+Wade+on+aid+free+markets&meta=.


5. Christopher Grimes, ‘Can New York Defeat Poverty?’ in FT Weekend, 24/25 May 2008. The idea of paying cash to the poor in exchange for better behaviour has been championed by the World Bank, which says conditional cash transfer programmes now exist in more than twenty countries. The World Bank and others recently launched a programme in Tanzania that pays fifteen- to thirty-year-olds almost US$50 a year to stay HIV-negative.
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